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Forewatd 

"Soon .er or later you will do what 
your boss wants you to do" admonished 
John Laµt in his 'address from the 
chair.' . John went on to remind us that, 
~s _ forest pathologists, · the public is 
our boss and we· need to educate our boss. 
Thus, this year's conference was de-
livered · into the ready hands of WIFDWC 
participants · on Tuesday morning, Augu~t 
22, in the convention center of No.rth 
Shore Hotel in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. · 

Tom Richarps, President of Idaho 
Forest Industries, delivered _an enlight-
ening keynote addres ·s on the status ·and 
future of the forest products industry. 

Project pr~gress reports, root 
disease and dwarf mistletoe committee 
meetings, a panel -discussion, several _ 
speciai papers including a slide-tape 
program on Phellinus weirii prepared by 
Larry Weir, a ·poster session with seven 
presentations, a tree nursery tour, · a 
day-long fi .eld trip, banquet aboard ·the 
Mish-a-Nock on Lake Coeur d'Alene, ~ul-
minated by the business on Friday mo~ning 
all made for a varied and informative 
conference. 

The formal program was somewhat 
altered when a panel on "Disease sur ·veys', 
impact assessment, computer mapping, and 
data management" _·headed by Ed Wood was 

·_canceled . The other panel members had 
been unable to attend. Ed graciously 
volunteered 'to speak on the subject tor 
the alloted 2 hours . The audience de-
clined (not wanting _ to impose) and 
instead _heard impromptu discussions with 
Federal . and State FPM groups on design 
of their respectiv e disease and insect 
training programs. 

Bill White, who intended to serve 
on Ed_' s panel, forwarded his exce11 ·ent 
paper on Impact Ass ess ment which has 
_been in c luded in these _proceedings. 

Eighty~two r eg i s t ered for the con-
fer ence with 26 nonr eg i s tered guests: A 
good showi ng for th ese budget-troubled 
times. 

Executive committee for the 31st 
WIFDWC: 

John Laut .. _Chairman · 

Sue Dubreuil . Secretary-Treaiurer 

Dave Johnson. Program Chairman 
(replacing 
Randy Fuller) 

Local arrangements: John Schwandt 

Other arrangements: 

Nursery 
tour 

Bob James 

· Conference 
field trip 

John Schwandt 
Jim ' Byler 

· Sue Dubreuil · 
Bob James 
Oscar Dooling 
Cathy Stewart . 

Preconference 
field · trip 

Bob James 
Sue -Dubreuil 
Oscar Dooling 
John Schwandt 

Many thanks to Linda Hastie for 
· typing, including the numerous lists, 
.while trying to cajole a sophisticatedly 
uncooperative computer into taking ins-

. tructions. My thanks also ·to Carma 
Gilligan for paste-up and for catching 
m_any of my numerous errors and to John 
Schwandt for giving me so many photographs 
to chose fr6rn some are desiined ~o be 
classics. 



OPENING.REMARKS 

John .G. Laut 

Chairman 

Fifteen years ago vie met in · this 
s·ame Hotel. To my knowledge, it is the 
first time in our 37-year history that 
we have been able to do that! In fact, 
wi.th the ·exception of Victoria - we've 
never been invited- back to any other city! · 
Until now~ welcome to Coeur d'Alene. 

As I ·1ook back through our recent • 
· history, I find a recurring thread - we 
worry about ourselves! Some quotes 
(abstract$) from my predecessors in this 
chair -

1975 - Stu Whitney - "do not hide 
our light under a .bushel." 
We must get out beyond 
talking to ourselves. 

1976 - Lew Roth - asked "What are we 
worth to the land manag _er?" 
and noted that .our capa-
abilities have not flower-
ed. Keynot speaker Ed 
Schroeder - State Forester, 
Oregon told us we must · 
"publicize what diseases 
do to our resources." 

1979 - Lew .Roth .in a special address 
· on Past, Present & Future 
of Forest Pathology, noted 

' today - ATTRITION -- if we. 
want a tomorrow - we must 
rebuild our credibility . 

1981 - The themefor·the meeting 
was Is . It Worth It? 

Was it an accident that a later panel 
presentation was entitled "Cry Wolf?" 

- We must talk with others - Who? 

- · What are we worth "- To Whom? 

- Publicize - To Whom? 

- Rebuild our credibility - ·with Who? 

- Is it (are we) worth it? - To Who? 

- Assert ourselves and ·our profession 
Where? 

- Extol our importance~ To Whom? 

Attrition - To Us! 

Politically - a poor year - · Why? 

Politics of forest pathology~ poli-
tics 1of pest management. Politics - . 
never for scientists??? Politics is the 
science or art of administering and 
managing public or state iiffairs_. , 

Forests - trees - provide a publfc 
goci<:I regardless of <;>wnership. The back-
yard shade tree - uftimate private owner.:_.· 
ship - affects . the neig -hbors, the 
neighborhood and the community. Forests 

· are public affairs . Adminis _tering or 
managing a. forest, . regardless of your · 
employer, is a political activity. 

Forest pathology - pest management 
must be politicized and publicized - by 

,who? By YOU! 

We are important but we must prove 1t. 
How many of you have in the last year 
visited or corresponded directly with 
your local delegates to Congress or your 
M.P.? (How many know who they are?) -
With your State representative or pro-
vincial MLA?_ What about your local . 
reporters - press or electr .onic media? 
Do you know them? At the least - how 

1982 - Bloomberg in his remarks from 
the chair pointed out it . 
was politic.ally a bad year 
for pathologists and de-
cried our lack of politi-
cal and professi~nal · 
assertiveness. We "owe it 
to our profession to extol 
the importance of the . 
discipline in the solution 
of forestry problems . " 

· many have personally prepared - a canned 
media release for distribution - .· 
describing your work and the public 
impact it is or will or might have? 
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We all work for -the public . ·If · 
the public knows what you do and favors 
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what you do, they can ensure y.ou a future . . 
A favorite adage of mine is · "So .oner or 

-· later you will do what your boss wants 
you to do_.~he ·trick is tq edu~ate your 
boss so _that his -wants or needs -and your 
activity are the same. If you don't blow . 
your own- horn, you · ·will . get run over. 

We must build our own credibi}it~! 

Enough philo~ophizing .- weare here 
essentially to talk among ourselves. 
Participate! Listen and discuss. Youth 
- don't be awed, grey beards - be toler-
ant ._ Above all - . enjoy yourselves. · 

It is my pleasure to declare _this 
31st ·Western ' International F.orest Disease 

. Work Conference open. 

K_eynote Address 

Toin ·Richards, · President of 1:daho . 
Forest Industries, a C_oe_ur d'Alene-based 
~ompany, gave an informative presentation 
on · impact of the economic recessi _on on 
the forest products ±riuustry, His mes-
sage was well delivered · and, at times, . 
·surprising. ' He. pointed out that 60 to 
7.0 pei.-cent of fqrest · products come from 
s~all ·woodland owners. ·The bulk of pro-
duction in .northern Idaho is sawjnill 
products rather than pulp. and is, there-
fore, closely Ued to U.S. housi~g mar.:. 
kets whicµ have declined in the . current 
recession. 

He said the reces~ion ."will have . 
served, to ·s-treamline tho"se companies . 
which survive .. We .can have a reasonably · 
healthy timber industry with our '·'befts 
~ightened. ''. Scjme small, weak _companies 
will close, marginal mills of b:lg com- · 
panies have and will - continue to clos _e, 
but the r 'emain:lng ind us try will be 
healthy. 

He also predicted a slight i'boom" 
in the 1°990' s · becau ·se of people who 
should _ have .built .in . the 1980's saving 
to build in the next decade. __ Howe\rer, he 
cautioned that companies would 4o we11 · 

. no ·t" to "put the fat back on" in . response . 
to the somewhat b~tter times -ahead. · 

I • 



NURSERY DISEASES 

Jack R: Sutherland - Moderator 

Forest nursery seedling diseases lower 
seedling quality and quanitty, thereby 
causing both direct (e.g., fewer seed-
lings, pesticide costs} and indirect · 
(e.g., altering reforestation plans _, 
affecting seedling .survival} monetary 
losses. Nursery-acquired diseases 
such as western gall rust may also 
cau~e subsequent losses in the field 
or disseminate patho .gens to uninfested 
areai. A recent consideration is that 

· disease (and other pestst presence 
often requires pesticide usage which 
concerns nursery workers and tree 
planters . 

The purpose of ~oday's discussion is 
to review some of the current diseases 
·and t_heir management i'n Northwest 
nurseries. 

Soil-borne diseases and top-killing 
are important -in bareroot nurseries 
and Sally Cooley and .Phil Hamm will 
update us there . Recent changes in 
the technology ,of growing ~eedlings, 
especially the development of con-
tainer nurseries, have changed the 
relative overall importance of 
soil-borne diseases vis - a-vis total , 
seedlin _g . production while incr ·easing 
the significance of seed~borne and 
.shoot diseases, e.g . , gray mould 
(Botrytis cinerea} . I wiil review two 
seed-borne diseases and Bob James will 
discuss disease manageme_nt in con-
tainer nurseries. Nursery pests 

· (espe~ially dJseases} ~ill continue to 
be · important in the future not only · 
because increasing numbers of seed-
lings will be grown using new tech-

. niques, b~t also because foresters 
will want seedling specie s ihat have 
been seldom, if ever , produced . 
Production of . Abies spp. (for example} 

Jack R. Sutherland is Research 
Scientist and Project Leader 

_(Regeneration Pests), Pacific Forest 
Resea .rch · Centre, _Canadian Fote .stry 
ifervice , 506 w: Burnside . Rd. I . ,· 

Vi-ctoi.:-ia, _B. C_. V8Z l.M.5. 

is i ncreasing rapi~ly in British 
Columbia nurseries to fulfill the 
deman·d for reforestation at high 
elevations where trees ar e now, by 
necessity, being harvested .· Rapid 
progress is being made in tre~ im-
provement and pathologists will be 
increasingly asked to prevent or 
miriimiie losses of -these ve r y .valuable 
seeds and seedlings . · I bel i eve that 
this latter factor will eventually 
lead . to the demise of directly sowing 
seeds in bareroot bed s where damping-
off losses ar e often high. Two other 
aspects of growing seedlings that are 
changing rap_id,ly are the roles played 
by private growers and pest managers . 
In the future neither gro~ing nor pro-
tecting seedlings will remain the sole 
responsibility of governments. Fred 
HcElroy will describe his experience 
as a private pest management consul-

__ tant . 

5 
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TWO SEED-BORNE DISEASES OF CONIFERS: THE SEED OR COLD FUNGUS AND SIROCOCCUS BLIGHT 

Jack R. Sutherland 

Most of the information on these 
_ diseases has_ been summarized by 
Sutherland and Van Eerden (1980). 

The first of these fungi, Caloscypha 
fulgens (imperfect state Geniculoden-
dron pyriforme) goes by the common 
names of the cold or seed (S) fungus . 
The pathogen was first identified in 
1964 (Epners, 1964) as causi~g pre-
emergence losses in Ontario forest 
nurseries. Salt (1974) in Britain, 
then isolated it from spruce seeds 
imported from western North America. 

·Since _ then it has been isola _ted from 
conifer ·seeds in Br,itish Columbia 
(Sutherland, 1979; jutherlarid and 
Woods, 1978), Oregon and Washingt'on 
<Harvey, 1980) and Idaho (Wicklow-
Howard -and Skujins, 1980) . . Paden et 
al. (1978) connected the perfect ·and 
imperfect states. The f~ngus kills a 
wide variety ~f conifer seeds (Salt 
1974), but to date it has been found _ 
to be -seed-borne 6nly on spruces~ 
Douglas-fir and true fir~ probably 
because the cones of th _e first two 
open at maturity while true fir cones 
often disihtigrate and .the pieces are ' 
collected .from the ground. Infection 
occurs when cones contact the forest 
duff .where the fungus lives (Ginns, 
1975). Under coastal British Columbia 
conditions, spruce cone·s can contact 
infested duff for about 2 weeks before 
the seeds become infected (Sutherland, 
198l)i While seedlots originating 
from ground- and slash~picked ·cones 
frequently contain the pathogen, it is 
most prevalent iri squirrel-cache-col-
lected _seedlots (Sutherlan(!, 1979). 
Disease incidence within infested 
seedlots usually ranges from 1-5%, but 
sometimes up to 60% of the seeds are 
diseased. Presence and percentage 
incidence can be estimated -by plating 
surface~sterilized (30% H202 for 
30 min) •eeds onto water agar 
(Sutherland et al., 1978) or by 
determining the presence and activity 
of alkaline ~hosphatise (Sutherland, 
et aL 1981) . Within infested seed-
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lots ~ven low levels of£. fulgens are 
important because the fungus spreads 
during stratification, afterward on 
seeds cold-,-stored before sowing, and 
in seedbeds and container cavities. 

· Presence of the .fungus may be indicat-
ed in seedlots that germinate poorer 
when stratified. Cool, damp condi.:. _ 
tions favor disease spread in seedbeds _ 
(Epners, 1964; Salt, 197.4) and con-
tainer cavities (Thomson et al., 1983) 
as does numb.er of seeds sown per 
cavity . Normally, the fungus enters 
seeds vi a se·veral "bore holes" in · the 
seedcoat (Woods ·et al., 1982) a:nd. the · 
conte~ts ·are mummified rather than . 
rotted (Epners, 1964) . Once germina- ' -
tion begins seeds are immune from the 
fungus and so .failure of germinants to 
emerge is the only indication of the 
disease, i.e., without ·retrieving 
diseased seeds . Disease prevention is 
recommended and includes not collect- · 
ing conei; -that have contac.ted duff for • 
extended _periods, particularly during 
wet periods, and prohibiting co.ne col-
lection from squirrel caches. Under -
normal circumstances the fungus does 
not spread farther when cones are 
stored outdoors in -bags on well-venti-
lated racks prior to seed extraction 
or in stored (near freezing , low mois-
ture) ~eedlots . Seed orchard seedlots 

· ' should not contain the fungus because 
thes ·e cones are hand . picked. A fungi-
cide added to the stratification water -
of infested seedlots prevents fungus 
spread and a fungicide treatment of 
seeds will reduce pre-emergence losses 
in bareroot beds (Epners, 1964). In 
the latter, infested seedlots should 
always be spring sown, preferably 
after soil temperatures are high -
enough to promote rapid germination. 

Sirococcu~ blight, I• strobilinus, is 
another seed-borne disease in 
Northwest nurseries (Sutherland et 
aL, 1981) . Mainly spruces are 
affected and although the fungus has 
been isolated from western hemlock 
seeds, disease of this seedling 
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species in the -~ursery ha~ not been 
clearly related to seed-borne inocu-
lum . · Although Sirococcus-infested 
seedlots are certainly sown in 
barerciot nurseries, disease occurrence 

known (work in progress) it should be 
possible to prevent occurrence of 
seed-borne Sirococcus. 

can. be related . only to seed-borne LITERATURE CITED 
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TOP BLIGHT IN PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
CONIFER NURSERIES 

Sally J. Cooley 

Top blight of Douglas-fir in Pacific 
Northwest nurseries is a . newly 
recognized problem causing variable 
but often substantial seedling 
losses. The term "top blight" 
encompasses a wide range of symptoms 
whe re branches or · the top of the 
seedling are killed and delineated 
from healthy parts of the tree ·. by a 
constriction . or canker. Sometimes a 
discrete canker will form .on the stem 
with living . tissue above and below it 
which, in fact, may be an earlier 
stage preceeding top death . . Location 

· of cankers range from · ground line · to 
within 1 or 2 inches of the top of 
seedlings. . The . first evidence of 
cankering is wilting and chlorosis in 

· parts of seedling distal to canker . 
Symptoms are first seen in the late 
summer, fall, or winter of the first 
year or 1.n the early spring of the 
second year ; Mortality coritinues 
through the spring and summer of the 
second year. 

Top blight was first noticed in the 
late spring of 1980 in severat 
Willamette Valley arid ·western 
Washington bareroot nurseries 1.n 2-0 
Douglas-fir . Variable amounts of top 
bliiht have occurred since then irt 
these · nurseries. This summer, for 
example, large numbers of 1-0 
Douglas~fir are dying due to · top 
blight · where very few were affected in 
1981 and 1982. Coastal · Oregon 
nurseries suffered considerable damage 

from top blight in 1981, 198_2, and 
1983. In 1981, losses 1.n the 2-0 
Douglas-fir crop 1.n two Oregon and 
Washington nurseries were 25 ·percent 
and 30 percent,_ . respectively. A 
diseas e with some simllarities · to top 
blight, Phoma tip blight and canker, 
has been reported in northern 
California on Douglas-fir, red fir, 
and white fir (Kliejunas and Allison 
1982; Smith, unpublished). In · the 
e·arly 1970's, Phoma blight was 
identified · on 1-0 Dougla~ - fir, 
primarily affecting th _e · needles · and 
~•ually associated with a soil iollar; 
since 19-79, Phoma tip blight and 
canker has been . found on 1- and 
2-year-old red and white fir ~ Losses 
from Phoma tip blight and canker • in 
-northern California (at Humboldt 
Nursery) in 1982 were 90% and 38% in 
red fir and white fir, respectively 
(Kliejunas, unpublished) . 

At the present time, · it is unclear if 
top blight of Douglas-fir in the 
Pacific Northwest is caused by dise .ase 
organisms or abiotic agents. 
Isolations from top blighted seedlings 
have yielded a number of fungi, some · 
normally pathogenic on other hos ts or 
in other parts of seedlings. Fungi 
isolated most frequently from cankered 
tissue have been Phoma spp . , 
Phomopsis spp., . and Fusarium 
roseum. Often, a predominance of 
either Phoma (+ Phomopsis) or 
.Fusarium · occurs which may not be 
consistent to each nursery over -time. 

' For - example, primarily Fusarium spp. 
have been isolated from the latest 
outbreak (summer, 1983) of top blight 
in Oregon and Washington nurseries, 
although Phoma had been recovered 
most frequently . from these nurseries 
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previously. Other fungi such as 
Penicillitirn,- Trichoderma, Al_ternaria, 
Botryti s, Stemphy 1 i wn, and 
Epicoccum also have been ·recovered 
frequently; although these fungi 
should not be totally disregarded, 

. they probably are · associated with top 
blight strictly as saprophytes, 
invading -tissue previously infected 
and killed by . other organisms or 
agents. 

Inoculation trials were made in 1981 
to determine the capability of some of 
the isolated · top blight organisms to 
cause cankers and mortality (~ooley 
1983). Containerized 1-0 Douglas-fir · 
seedlings were inoculated with t~o 
Pmma isolates and two Ftisarium 
roseum iso .lates. Mycelial . plugs 
(placed on stem next to . cambium) and 
spore suspensions . (sprayed onto 
foliage and stem following needle 

• removal to create small _ wounds) were 
two inoculation techniques used. 
After 6 weeks, cankers were caused by 
one Pmma isolate and one Fusarium 
isolate when seedlings were inoculated 
with agar plugs. No infection 
occurred with spore inoculations. 
Further pathogenicity tests will be 
carried out by research forest 
pathologists at Oregon Stat~ 
University. 

.·There is some speculation that 
cultural practices or environmental 
pressures may sensitize, weaken, or 
even inJure seedlings to the extent 
that fungi such as Pooma . are able to . 
invade the weakened tissue and . cause 
.cankers. Herbicides, root pruning, 
soil splash, and . lack of water have 
all been suggested as factors or 
agents which could predispose 
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seedlings to infection. 

Control of top blight has been . 
attempted through . , sanitation and 
fungicide applications. Rogueing , 
blighted seedlings has not 
significantly · reduced disease and · 
disease spread in · the nurseries where 
it has been systematically tested. 
Although · the number of live seedlings 
was no different with · various 
fungicide treatments, initiation of 

. new infections · on Douglas-fir was 
dramatically reduced with captafol 
(1-2 lbs~a.i./acre) and chlorothal6riil 
(2-4 lbs ./a.i./ acre) at the 
Weyerhaeuser Nursery at Mima 
(Washington) during fungicide · trials 
in . 1982. Seedlings were sprayed eight 
times between February and June, and 
number of infections was tall.ied in 

-September. Other fungicides which 
have been tested or used operationall~ 
with . variable results (usually not 
effective) are benomyl, captan, Zyban,. 
and iprodione. Good Phoma tip blight 
control in the 1970' s was achieved on 
Douglas...:fir at Humboldt Nursery with . 
applications of captafol, 
chlorothalonfi, and copper oxychloride 
sulfate at 2- to 4-week intervals from -
October to April (Smith, 
unpublished). . Several different 
fungicides including _triadimefon, 
vinclozolin, manco~eb, and triforine 
were tested on . red fir at Humboldt· 
Nursery this year; none of the 

' fungicides gave adequate control of 
Phoma tip blight and canker . In 
sunmary, most fungicides have been 
ineffective and no one fungicide gives 
consistently good control. 

Work on top blight of Douglas-fir in 
Pacific Northwest nurseries has . been 
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initiated by . researchers at Oregon 
State · University. Their · objectives 
are to identify the · biotic causal 
agent(s) associated . with top blight · 
via isolations and pathogenicity 
tests ·, define symptomology associated 
with each agent, determine the 
~~idemiology of the organisms 
involved, and identify any 
predisposing factors. From this 
information, they hope that 
predictions of top · blight occurrence · 
can be · made and control measures 
implemented in a timely manner so as 
to be effective. In vitro tests for 
fungicide sensitivity of Phoma and 
Fusarium isolates are being carried 
out by Forest Pest Management (USDA, 
FS) in Portland, Oregon. Mycelial 
growth and spore germination of 
selected isolates from top - blighted 
Douglas-fir wi 11 be measured . on 
fungicide-amended media. 
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Phytophthora Root Rot in ·Bare 

Root Tree Nurseries of the 
Pacific Northwest 

Philip B. Hamm and Everett M. 
Hansen, · Department of Botany & ·Plant 
Pathology, Oregon : State lhiversity, 
Corvallis, Oregon 97331. 

Phytophthora -root rot in 
Pacific Northwest bare root 
nurseries was fir _st reported in 
1975, causing severe damage ·to 
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) 
( 14). Four species of Phytophthora 
were identified; P. cinnamouii, P. 
cryptogea, l,'. drechsleri and a -
previously unidentified species, 
designS:ted P. sp 1 [now called P. 
pseudotsuga-(9)) . '\. Subsequent to 
that re port, additional Phytophthora 

·. and host species -were identified or 
found to be susceptible. These 
included P. cactorum (8) and two 
morphological and pathologicaliy 
distinct ·group·s of P. megasperma 
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(6, 7, 10), and weste _rn hemlock 
(Tsuga heterophylla), several true 
fir species [white (Abies concolor), 

. Shasta red fir (A. magnifica var . 
Shastensis), noble (A. procera) and 
two sped ,es of pine [sugar (Pinus 
lambertiana) and ponderosa ( P. 
ponderosa)) were found susceptible •. 
More than orie Phytophthora species · 
was occasionally isolated from a 
single infected - tree. 

Typically, symptoms of 
Phytophthora infection are not 
exhibited until trees are 
approaching their second growing 
season, or following transplanting. 
Pre and post-emergence damping off 
can occur during the first year, but 
this is more commonly thought to be 
due to Fusarium and Pythium species. 
By early spring of their second 
year, root rotted trees begin to 
yellow as they break dormancy. 
Damage is of ten concentrated in low 
areas -in the field where surface 

water accumulated during the long 
(4-5 months) wet and mild winter. 
By early summer most of these trees 
will have died. Seedlings not . as 
severely infected . commonly exhibit 
delayed bud break, poorelongation 
of the new terminal and lateral 
shoots (giving a bottle brush 
appearance) and chlorosis. 
Seedlings : with light infection may 
not express top _symptoms. Below 
ground, Phytophthora symptoms are 
easily recognized. In trees 
moderately _to severely totted, root 
systems noticeably lack typical 
numbers of lateral roots and have a 
shortened tap root; less severely 

· rotted trees may only possess a few · 
"shortened" roots. . Light scraping 
of the cortex, to expose the cambial 
region .in roots of diseased trees, 
reveals the characteris _tic reddish 
brown of Phytophthora infected 
tissue in contrast to · white, healthy 
tissue further up the stem. 

With the ex:ception of P. 
cinnamomi, these species of--:" 
Phytophthora are quite adapted to 
the environmental conditions found 
in the Pacific Northwest nurseries. 
Roth and Kulman ( 15) concluded that 

. P. cinnamomi was not a threat to the 
Douglas-fir forests of · the region 
due to its requirement for simulta- · 
neous warm soil temperatures and 
high soil moisture.- This require -
ment apparently holds for nurseries 
as well since .f • cinnamoini has only 
been recovered once. In contrast, 
the remaining Phytophthora species 
apparently survive well in nurseries 
under wet and mild conditions. The 
moist, cool winters favor production 
of sporangia, which in turn develop 
and release zoospores. While 
dissemination of zoospores in the 
soil is quite limited (-3), wide -
spread infection can result if 
surface water accumulates or water 
or equipment moves through contam-
inated blocks. Zoospores are 



chemothropic and are attracted to 
exudates from suscept_ible hosts 

·roots. This may explain why root 
pruned transplants are sometimes 
severely damaged. · Zoospore 
production and dissemination 
decreases with declin _ing soil 
moisture , though recent information 
( P. B·. Hamm, S. J Cooley and E. M. 
Hansen, unpublished) seems to 
indicate root rot severity of 
infected trees continues to increase 
until irrigation is decreased . in 
late July and August. -Phytophtho _ra 
can be isolated from live, infected 
seedlings throughout the year. 
Long- term _survival apparently is by 

resistant structures (e.g ., oogonia, 
chlamydospores) in soil or in 
infected roots or dead trees (12) . 
Fortunately other factors must be 
limiting in for.est: . s.ites since these . 
Phytophthora spe cies have not spread 
from outplanted infected stock (12). 

Susceptibility of the tree 
species grown in Northwest nurseries 
varies as does the aggressiveness of 
the Phytophthora species. P • . 
cinnam9mi, where conditions-allow , 
and P. cryptogea have been shown to 
be highly aggressive to most native 
conifers (Table 1, 8); P. megasperma 
-Group l ( 6, 10) is generally less 

Toble I. fuot rot JX)tential of Rlclfic furt~t cmifers to six species of :Ehytophtlnra tree 
sped.es. 

. . 

lt!stern 
:Ehytophtoora Rlcl.fic !:ha.sta lt!stem red 

Species lbuglas-fir .N)ble Silver red \bite R:n~rosa Sugar lanlock cedar 
fir fir fir fir pine pine 

P. cactorun w H W. H w .W w M I 
P. cinnamJmi H H H H H w M H I 
P. crytogea H H H H M M M H I 
P. drechsleri w w w M w w w H I 
P. uegasperna . · 

. Q:-oup l H M M H M w t1 H . I 

' Q:-rup 2 w w w w w w w w t 

P. pseudotsugae w w w w w w w M I 

1oosed m patoogmicity tests by plalting ~thy seedlings into artificially infested soil for.· 
8-10 ~Eks. . 

2H = highly rotted 
M = 110rerately rotted 
W = ~akly rotted 
I = inmne 

' \ 
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aggressive but more damaging than 
P. drechslei and P. cactorum, while 
P. megasperma Group 2 (6, 10) and 
P. pseudotsugae are generally on_ly 
weakly aggressive. Shasta red fir 
and western hemlock seedlings _ are 
generally the most susceptible to 
Phytophthora infection, followed by 
_Douglas-fir, noble, Pacific silver 
and white .fir, then sugar and 
ponderosa pine. Western red cedar 
was undamaged by any Phytophthora 
species in our tests (8). This · 
information is based on controlled · 
in vitro testing for a period of 
8-10 weeks. · Tbe extended length of 
time trees are grown in nurseries 
(1"'."3 years), coupled with a long· 
favorable environment, can allow 
even the least aggressive of these 
fungal species to cause significant 
damage in a nursery setting. 
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.Host specificity · was -generally 
not evident, except that isolates 
of P • . cryptogea from sugar pine 
caused significantly greater root 
rot on that host than did isolates 
of the same species from other hosts 
(8) . Al.though both groups of P. 
ll_legasperma are pathogenic on most 
conifers tested, P. megasperma Group 
1 i _s pathogenic only to conifers 
while P. megasperma Group 2 ·also 
attacks alfalfa (10). 

Control of Phytophthora root 
rot is best achieved through 
cultured practices. Most forest 
nurseries have been established on 
old agricultural ground with diverse 
cropping histories ·, poo]:"ly drained 
soils, and -low organic matter. 
Since some of these Phytophthora 

. species are common agricultural 
pathogens, · it is possible they were 
present ·prior to .nursery establish-
_ment ( 4). Had forest sites be.en . 
picked~ many of the ·Phytqphthora 

· problems may have been avoided. 
Most serious problems occur where 
soils are water saturated for long 
periods. Improving the drainage by 
undergrollll.d tiling ·, _ bed forming, and 

land planning will significantly 
lessen the area and severity of root 
rot. Planting_more tolerant or 
immune species in high risk areas is 
also an option-. .Care must also : be 
taken to prevent spread of Phytoph- · 
thora during either intra- or inter-
nursery movement. Equipment clean-
ing should be a standard practice 
before moving into another block. 
Culls should never be used as a soil 
amendment, but taken off site for 

. disposal. Bare ~oot seedlings 
should never be tran _splanted between 
nurseries, a practice responsible 
for contaminating many nurseries 
with multiple species of 
Phytophthora. 

· Chemical control of Phytoph-
thora, imtil _ recently, has generally 
not been effective. Soil fumiga-
tion, using methyl bromide and 
chloropicrin at 300-400 lbs/AC is a 
common practice the fall prior to 
spring.sowing. Adequate treatment 
is · usually not obtained · in Phytoph-
thora prone - areas, however, because 
of heavy wet soi ls. Even if good · 
fumigation is achieved by correctly 
controlling the many variables· 
(e.g., soil temperature, moisture 
and soil preparation), reestab-
lishment of the pathogen can · occur 
readily by water movement during 
heavy rains. Fumigation is also 
expensive ($1200-1400/acre) and 
could be responsible 'for stunting 
problems randomly found in nursery 
beds. Fungicides have not been 
effective .due to their low activity 
toward Phytophthora until the recent 
introduction of .Subdue (metalaxal 
2EC). Bruck and Kenerly (1) have 
reported good control of _Phytoph-
thora root rot of Frasier fir i_n 
North Carolina, ·based on reduced 
tree mortality and inability to 
isolate . the fungus after treatments. 
More recently~ the efficacy of this 
material was tested in Northwest . 
nurseries with mixed results. 
Heavily diseased trees responded 
well, but Phytophthora could be 



recovered at high frequencies even 
after three applications ( 5). This · 
condition presents a two-fold 
problem: (I) healthy appearing but 
still in~ected seedlings will spread _ 
the fungus to noninfected areas at · 
transplanting and ' may have reduced 
survival chances in the field (12); 
and · (II) continued expo~ure to 
multiple treatments could increase 
the chances of developing fungicide 
resis :tance in the pathogen. · Some 
strains of Phytophthora have already 
been shown to have some level of 
tolerance to Subdue ( 2, 13). Use of 
this material cah be quite helpful 
but should be limited to late fall 
or early spring application only, . 
when a possible Phytophthora problem 
is confirmed, and only in high risk 
areas. Chronic Phytophthora areas 
or " low spots" s.hould · be avoided 
when planting to pievent the need _ 
for continued fungicide application. 
Metalaxyl should be reserved for _ 
preventative treatment in emergen-
cies. Control of chronic · disease 
areas can only be achieved by 
improved soil management. 

During the eight years since 
Phytophthora was first reported in 

· the Pacific Northwest bare root 
nurseries, these fungi have been 
directly .responsible for the closure ' 
of one · large nursery and substantial 
reduction in production in several 
others. IX>llar loss also occurs 
through poor survival of infected 
seedlings outplanted to · forest sites 
( 12). More_ basic and applied 
research is needed to better under-
stand the biology of these organisms 
and to developed integrated control 
strategies. This point . is exampli-
fied by the recent extensive losses 
in three newly established _commer-
_cial nur ·series, identifying Phytoph-
thora root . rot as an ongoing produc- · 
tion problem . 
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DISEASES OF CONTAINERIZED CONII<'ER SEEDLINGS 

Robert L. James 1 

INTRODUCTION 

.Three major groups of diseas e s affect con-
tainerized conifer seedlings in western 
North America . These include damping-off/ 
root diseaies, Siiococcus shoot blight, 
and Bo try tis blight. Several other d:i..s·-
eases may occur (table 1)~ but their 
effects -are generally much less severe 
than these three. Diseases of container-
ized conifers may proliferate in a green-
ho~se environment because - seedling· grow-
ing conditions a.re often conducive to 
disease dev~lopment. Therefore, disease 
impact can usually be reduced by altering 
environmental factors to reduce pathogen 
~uildup or ~ost susceptibility. 

Damping-off /Root Dise.as .es 

These diseases are caused primarily by 
four genera of fungi : Pythium, Phyto-
phthora, Rhizoctonia, and Fusarium. Sig-
nificant losses usually occur only when 
seed is infested with these pathogens; the 
typical container growing medium of ver-
miculite, peat, or perlite is generally 
not contaminated with these pathogens 
(Peterson, 1974). · 

Water mold fungi (Pythium, Phytophthora) 
are favored by high humidity regimes pro- -
duced in greenhouses • . Most damping-off 
occurs before or within a few days of 
seedling em!::_rgence (Sutherland and 

Table 1..:.-Minor diseases of containerized _ conifer seedlings in western North America. 

Name of disease 

Needle tip dieback 

Shoot tip blight 

Fusarium top blight 

Shoot blight 

Needle dieback 

Leader /branch 
dieback 

Causal organism(s) 

Alternaria spp. 

Diplodia pinea 
(Pesm.) Kicb;. 

Fusarium oxysporum 
von Schlechtendahl 
ex Fr. 

Pestalotia spp. 

Phoma spp. 

Sclerophoma 
(=Phoma) 
pityophila (Corda) 
Hohn. 

1Plant pathologist, USDA For. 
Ser. , ·Northern Region, Missoula, MT 

Hosts 

Engelmann spruce 
white spruce 

Ponderosa pine 

Douglas-fir 
pines 

Arnabilis fir · 
western larch • 

Pines 
spruce 
western hemlock 
western redcedar 

·Lodgepole pine 
Sit~a · spruce _ 

Reference 

Sutherland and 
van Eerden (1980) 

Schweitzer and 
Siriclair (1976) 

Sutherland and 
van Eerden (1980) 

Sutherland and 
van Eerden (1980) 

Sutherland and 
van Eerden (1980) 

Miller (1974) 
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van Eerden -1980). However, Pythium and . 
Fusarium can also cause damage after seed-
lings are 1 or more months old (Peters~n 
1974). Late damage by Pythium is espe-
cially common when high humidity is main-
tained for extended periods. Nitrogen 
fertilization during periods of s·~edling 
sus _ceptibility may also increase losses 
from damping-off (Peterson 1974), 

Phytophthora is usually an important · 
pathogen only on woody ornamentals in 
containerized -operation~ (Peterson 1974) . 
Apparently, the growing medium used in 
forest -seedling ·production provides enough 
air · space and proper moisture d·rainage to 
discourage Phytophthora. 

Fusarium is a common seed inhabitant of 
many conifer species (Sutherland ·and van 
Eerden 1980) . . If present, Fusarium 
rapidly colonizes young seedling ti~sues 
and m,3.y ma·sk primary infection by other 
fungi, such as Pythium .(P.eterson J,.974). 

Damping~off . and root diseases are best 
controlled by providing clean seed, non-
contaminated · growing media, and environ-
mental manipulations within greenhouses 
during periods of maximum-seedling sus-
ceptibility. Applications of fungicides · 
after damping-off becomes evident . is 
usually not very ·e ffective (Peterson 
1974). Seed trea .tment with fungicides has 
usually eliminated pathogens on seed, but 
has also frequently reduced seedl'ing 
emergence (Peterson 1974). Other problems 
with fungicide · seed treatment include lack · 
of p~olonged se~d protect~on because of 
leaching of fungicides, . resistant . fungal 
populations may .. exist, and most fungicides 
are not effective against all potential 
damping-off fungi (Sutherland and van 
Eerden 1980). · Because of these problems, 
many growers have emphasized treatment of 
seed in a continuous running water bath 
for at least 48 hours or use of hydrogen 
peroxide. Incorporating fungicides into 
growing media to improve seedling survival 
has been tested (Pawuk and Barnett 1974) 
and may be used if media - is suspected of 
being contaminated. Improving air circu-
lation and reducing watering during 
periods of high seedling susceptibility 
may alsb help reduce losses from damping-
o.ff or root disea ses. 
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· sirococcu s Shoot Blight 

Sirococcus strobilinus Pruess is commonly 
associated with t~p Aieback and mortality 
of young pine seedlings grown within seed-
be,ds of nurseries where cool, wet condi- · 
tions prevail (Schwandt 1981; Smith 1973) . 
However, in British Columbia nurseries, 
the ·disease is more - prevalent on container-
grown conifers (Sutherland~ Lock and 
Farris, 1981). Sirococcus occurs rarely 
i~ container operations in the United 
States. 

Sirococcus shoot blight is particularly · 
damaging in British Columbia coastal nur-
series where it primarily affects . seed-
lings _ ot' Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis 
(Bong.) Carr.), white spruce(!, glauca · 
O1oench) Vo.ss), and °Engelmann spruce (!, 
engelmannii Parry (Sutherland, Lock and 
Farris . 1981). Other hosts include lodge-
pole pine (Pious contorta Dougl.), p·onder-
osa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) ·and oc-
casionally western hemlock (Tsuga hetero-
phylla (Raf . ) Sarg.). The pathogen is 
often seedborne on spruce, but apparently 
not on the other host species (Sutherland, 
Lock an~ Farris 1981) . 

Infection within greenhouses occurs via 
water-splashed ·spores originating from 
seedborne diseased spruce ·or diseased 
tr ·ees adjacent to the greenhouses 
(Sutherland and van Eerden 1980). On. 
spruce, symptoms usually . appear first · on 
random seedlings within about -6 weeks of 
emergence (Sutherland, Lock and Benson 
1982). Symptoms appear between th _e period 
before the seedcoat i~ shed through to 
secondary needle appearan ce and leader · 
development. On species where the fungus 
is not seedborne~ such as lodgepole pine, 
damage tends to appear after secondary 
needl .es have developed (Sutherland, Lock 
and Farr .is 1981). Primary needles are 
initially killed from the base upward, 
followed by the remainder of the epicotyl 
and above-ground portions of the hypocotyl. 
Killed s_eedlings are des iccated, light t ·o 
reddish-brown, and usually remain upright. 
Black pycnidia often form on the inner 
base of diseased needles (Sutherland and 
van Eerden .1980) . 



Research indicates that sometimes more 
than 3 percent of the seed in specific 
spruce seedlots may be infected with!; 
strobilinus (Sutherland, Lock and Farris 
1981) : The fungus occurs in endosperm 
and embryo tissues of seeds with either 
shrunken or normal~appearing contents. 
Because most spruce seeds are presently 
collected from wild ·trees, there are no 
practical methods for reducing or prevent-
ing seed infection. 

Incidence of Sirococcus shoot blight 
should diminish as disease-free seed pro-
duced in seed orchards bec ·omes prevalent 
(Sutherland a ·nd van Eerderi . 1980) . Nur-
sery managers should be alerted before _ 
sowing se ·edlots with severe blight history 
so that remedial action can be taken at 
the first appearanc-e of the disea ·se. Such 
action includes roguing diseased seed-
lings · and applying protective fungicides. 
Other recommendations include reducing 
relative ·humidity, increasing temperatures · 
in cool greenhouses, and -providing su~ple-
m"ental light during cloudy periods 
(Sutherland and van Eerden 1980). 

Botrytis Blight 

Grey mol_d ca!Jsed by Bo try tis c.inerea (Fr . ) 
Pers. is usually the _most damaging disease 
of containerized conifers . The disease · 
is especially severe in greenhouses, where 
conditic>ns are ideal for infection by and 
buildup of the fungus (James, Woo and 
Myers 1982; McCain 1978). · 

Although many co~ifer species are suscep-
tible, greatest damage has been reported 
on Douglas-fir · (Pseudotsuga menziesii 
(Mirb.) Franco), . western hemlock, lodge- _ 
pole pine, and spruce 'in British Columbia 
(Sutherland and van Eerden 1980), western 

: larch (Larix occidentalis Nutt), . lodge-
pole pine, a~d Engelmann spruce in nor-
thern Idaho and northwestern Montana 
(James and Genz 1983; James and Gilligan 
1983; James; Woo and Myer·s 1982) _, lodge-
pole pine, Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris 
L.), Engelmann spruce and blue spruce 
(Picea pungens Engelm.) in · Colorado 
(Gillman and James 1980), and giant se-
quoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum (Lindl.) 
Buchholz) and Douglas-fir in talifornia 
(McCain and Smith 1978) . 

Twenty-two species of Botrytis have been 
described (Jarvis 1980b). However, the 
mos·t common and the species which affects 
conifer seedlings _is !• . cinerea. This 

. species has a wide h6s .t range with more 
than 200 hosts described. Other Botrytis _ 
species are more specialized in their 
pathogenicity and have narrower host 
ranges (Jarvis 1980b). 

A typical disease cycle for!· . cinerea ·is 
shown in figure 1. The sexual stage · of 
the fungis ·is Botryotinia fuckeliana 
(DeBary) Whetzel, which ha s been ·found 
frequently in nature (Lorbeer 1980). Apo-
thecia produced from overwintering 
sclerotia give rise to ascospores which 
may initiate infection (Jarvis 1980a). 
However, conidia are responsible for most . 
spread and buildup of the disease within 
greenhouses~ 

Initia "l infection in greenhquses occur"si 
from nearby infected plants or ptant debris 
and · sclerotia (Coley-Smith 1980; McCain 
1978) . . Conidia are dry and dispersed in 
air currents or sometimes in water 
(Jarvis 1980a). Conidial dispersal occurs 
primarily when the relati,_;.e humidity is 
rising or falling rapidly (Jarvis 1980a). 
Presence of · free moisture on foliage . for 
several hours is necessary for infection 
(Blakeman 1980) . Prolonged cool temper-
atures of·about 13-14° Care also 
necessary. Germinating conidia form ap-
pressoria on the ' surface of leaves and 
germ tubes penetrate directly through the 
cuticle (Blakeman 1980) . · Wounded or 
hecroti~ host tissues are quickly infected 
and colo~ized (Sutherland and van Eerden 
1980). 

Within the disease cycle, latency may 
occur following conidial dispersal or 
infection (fig. 1) . However, when inocu-
lum is abundant and enviroruiiental and 
host susceptibility conditions are condu-
cive, "aggressive pathogenic .ity" occurs 
(J a rvis 1980a) . . Conducive environmental . 
co nditi ons include high relative humidity, 
cool temperatures, and free surface mois-
ture on foliage. Host susceptibility 
factors inciude nutrient imbalances and 
presence of senescent ti ss ues for sapro-
phyti c buildup of ino culum (Sutherland 
and Van Eerden 1980). When conditions for 
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infection are . ideal and inocultim abundant, 
latent periods are short and epidemics 
may occur quickly (Jarvis 1980a). 

Figure 1. Disease cycle of Botrytis , 
cinerea (adapted from Jarvis 1980a). 

Resting structures (sclerotia) often form 
after the growth phase of the fungus or 
following seedling · mortality (Coley-Smith · 
1980). Sclerota persist in soil, plant 
debris, or on greenhouse benches and . 
floors; they P.roduce either sexual or 
asexual spores upon germination (fig. 1) . 

Symptoms of Botrytis infection usually be-
come apparent when crowns of containerized 
conifers begin to close; affected seed-
lings usualiy occur in isoiated pockets 
(Gillman and James 1980; James; Woo and 
Myers 1982). · The fungus usually first 
attacks senescent tissues at the base of 
seedlings and then spreads to surrounding 
live host material (Smith, McCain and · 
Srago 1973; Sutherland and Van Eerden 

. 1980) . · .Symptoms on infected seedlings 
include needle necrosis, twig and stem 
lesions and mortality .. 
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· controlling Botrytis blight is difficult 
because the pathogen is capable of attack-
ing all plant parts at almost any stage 
of their growth and in storage (Maude 
1980). The best approach to control is 
to avoid conditions that are best suited • 
for disease buildup. This includes con-
trolling stocking by reducing density to 
improve air circulation among seedlings 
(Cooley 1981), which means producing fewer 
trees per unit area . However, -this is 
compensated by higher quality, disease-
free seedlings . If possible, irrigation 
should also .be limited (Cooley 1981). 
Adding a drying agent to . irrigation water 
to expedite drying of · foliage may . also · 
result in reduced levels of infection. 
Fertilization should also be properly con-
trolled. For example, too much fertilizer 
may cause se~dlings to burn, providing 
ideal infection courts for Botrytis 
(Sutherland and van Eerden 1980), and too 
little . fertilizer may stress seedlings 
making them more susceptible to infection 
(Cooley 1981). Another .important practice 
to reduce losses from Botrytis blight is . 
sanitation, aimed primarily at reducing 
inoculum. Sanitation practices include 
periodic removal of infected .plants and 
plant debris and cleaning greenhouse 
benches and .floors with a surface steri~ 
lant between crops (Cooley 1981). Poten-
tial inoculum sources outside greenhouses , 
especially those upwind, should be elim- . 
inated when possible. 

As containerized production of conifers 
has increased, Botrytis blight has become 
~ore importan .t. As a result, many growers 
have had to rely on fungicides to keep 
losses at acceptable levels . Several 
fungicides either used operationally or 
showing promise for future use, are listed . 
in table · 2. · 

Certain fungicides have special advan-
tages, such as low cost, ease of handling, 
and improved efficacy. However, most 
recommendations for fungicide use stress 
rotating chemicals to discourage tolerance 
buildup in Botrytis populations (Cooley 
1981; Gillman and James 1980; James and 
Gilligan 1983) . Tolerance has been 
demonstrat .ed for most of the commonly 
used fungicides, especially if they have 
been used repeatedly. When tolerance 
develops, alternative chemicals are 
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usual,ly tri •ed. However, · unless precau-
tions are taken, Botrytis may become re-
sistant to these new chemicals. For ex-
ample, i::wo new fungicides · (iprodione and 

· vinclozolin) developed for other crops, 
have shown promise in controlling Botrytis 
in conifer greenhouses (James, Woo and 
Myer.s 1982; Powell 1982). However, labor-
atory studies indicate . that several iso-
lates ·of Botrytis can quickly 4evelop 
tolerance to both of these chemicals even 
at high concentrations (James, unpub-

· lished). Therefore, appar~ntly none of 
the chemicals currently avai~able can be 

considered completely effective · against 
all Botrytis strains likely to be encoun-
tered. As a result, fung -icide usage should 
be limited to the minimum amounts neces-
sary for . eff ec t _i ve - disease control.. Also, 
rotated fungicides should have different 
modes of action, i.e., systemic chemicals 
alternated with broad spec trum protectants 
(Cooley 1981; James andGilligan 1983). 
Combining proper cultural practices · with 
prudent use of fungicides is usually 
necessary for effective control of · 
Botrytis blight . 

Table 2. Fungicides used to control Botrytis blight _in containerized conifer nurseries. 

Fungicide 

.. benomy.1 

·, ; 

captan 

chloro-
thalonil 

copper 

dicloran 

ferbam 

iprodione 

ma,ncozeb 

.. .,. ... 
maneb 

thiophanate-
methyl 

thiram 

vinclozolin 

zineb 

Trade name 

Benlate® 
Tersan 1991® 
Benomyl 

Captan 
Orthocide® 

Bravo Soo:ID 
Daconil 2787® 

Tri-Basic® 

Botran® 

Carbainate 

Chipco 26019® 

Fore® 

Dithane M-22® 

Zyban® 

Thylate® 

Ronilan® 
Ornalin® 

Zineb 
-Dithon Z78® 

Manufacturer 

Dupont 
Lilly Miller 

Chemical name 

Methyl-1-(butylcarbamoyl)-2 benzimidazole 
carbama ·te · 

Sta1-1ffer N-[(Trichloromethyl)thio]-4-cyclohexene-
Chevron 1, 2-dicarboximide 

Diamond Tetrachloroisophthalonitrile 
Shamrock 

CP Chemical Basic copper sulfate 
Phelps Dodge 
Cities Service 

Tuco 

Dupont 

Rhone-
Poulenc 

Dupont 

·Rhom & Haas 

Mallinckrodt 

Dupont 

BASF 

Rhom & Haas 

2,6-Dichloro-4-nitro~niline · 

Ferric dimethyldithiocarbamat e 

. 3(3,5-dichlor-0phenyl)-N-(l-methylethyl)-
2; 4-dioxo-1-imidazolidinecarboximide 

Contains 16% maganese, 2% zinc ~nd 62% 
ethy l ene bis .dithiocarbaritate ion/maganese 
ethylene bisdithiocarbamate plus zinc ion 

. . . 

Manganese ethylene bisdithiocarbamate 

dimethyl[(l,2-phenylene)bis(iminocarbono~ 
thioyl)]bis(carbamate) . 

Tetramethylthiuram disulfide 

3-(3,5-dichlorophenyl)-5-ethenyl-5-
methyl-2, 4-oxazoli4inedion 

Zinc ethylenebisdithio-carbama t e 
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THE ROLE OF THE CONSULTANT IN NURSERY 

PEST MANAGEMENT 
Fred D·. McElroy, Consultant, 

Peninsu-Lab, Kingston, WA 98346 

Con.sult'ant, n. One who gives profession-
al advice or services," -Peninsu-Lab acts 
in both of these capacities to assist 
nursery superintendents in making pest 
management decisions. We not only advise 
nursery personnel on the best approaches 
to pest management in their nursery, but 
we also back our diagnoses with labora-
tory analysis. 

The consultant fills a unique roll in :the 
diSS"eni.nation of information arid a·dvice to 
the nurseryman. The researcher develops 
the information regarding a pest or prob-
lem which is passed on to the grower 
through the .extension specialist. Be-
cause of time and economic restraints, 
neither the researcher nor the specialist 
is able to deal with the grower on an ex-
tended or in-depth basis. 

The consultant, however, can work with 
the nurseryman at any level of intensity 
from analysis of a single pest sample to . 
a comprehensive on-site monitoring pest 
management program. He has the flexi-
bility to cut across lines of research 
specialization to work out solutions -to 
problems unique to an individual nursery. 
Further, because of an ongoing acquain-
tance with the nursery and -its specific 
conditions and requirements, he can offer 
recommendations which will enable the 
nurseryman to avoid problems. If an un-
expected problem does occur, the consul~ 
tant is familiar with the situation in 
the nursery and can ·more quickly come to 
a solution. The consultant can train the 
nursery personnel to look for the early 
symptoms .of a problem, and after confir-
mation by. the consultant, steps can be . 
quickly taken to prevent further develop-
ment; 

ORGANIZATION & SERVICES OF PENINSU-LAB 

Historically, · Peninsu-Lab was established 
in 1977 as a nematode diagnostic labora-
tory. It has gradually expanded into 
many areas of pest management to -meet 
the needs of the various industries. 
Presently, PL serves agriculture, fores-
try and orn ·amental industries in any 
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situation related to pests and diseases. 

PL started a program of forest nursery 
consulting in 197~ in response to a re-
quest from a large nur ·sery association. 
We now serve them with a full PMP, along 
with . most of the larger nurseries in WA 
and OR. At one end .of the scale some 
nurseries · send in 1-2 samples per year 
for disease diagnosis, while at the other 
end a visit is made to the nursery bi-
weekly, the entire crop .inspected for 
pests, diseases and potential problems, 
and a written report and recommendations 
are provided. · In the latter case exten-
sive written and photographic records , 
are kept of field observations to · assist 
in future management decisions. 

PL is staffed by Fred McElroy, PhD, 
(Nematologist, ..Pathologist), Olaf 
Riberio, PhD (Pathologist, Soilborne 
Disease Specialist), and Judy Bigelow, 
BS (Microbiologist), Marilyn McElroy, 
Executive Secretary. We have a fully 
equipped lab for pest and disease work, 
greenhouses and land for growth trials 
and experimental work. A microcomputer 
for data storage, report preparation 
anci transmission has just been added to 
keep the lab to state~of-the-art capa-
bilities. 

PL'S APPROACH TO NURSERY PM 

The first step in working with a new' 
· client is · to evaluate their current 
management program. Obvious corrections 

,are made immediately, but usually the 
progr~ is evaluated through the first 
season and changes made as needed. 
During the season, detailed observations 
are made regarding pests and diseases 
in the nursery, their location, frequency 
and severity, etc. Most observations 
are backed by photographic records. 
Where possible, nursery overflights are 
made and photographs taken of problem · 
areas. This not only helps evaluate the 
extent of a current problem but serves 
as a record for future management de-. 
cisions, especially in · cases where the 
problem is soil ·related. 

Other aids are also used to assist in 
anticipating problems. Where ins ·ects 
are important, pheromone traps are used 
t ·o determine when and where a problem 
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will occur and to properly time sprays 
. if needed. Weather stations, from a sim"'.' 
ple recording therrnograph to more complex 
computerized stations, are also used 
both to anticipate and to assist in de-
termining the cause of problems, 

One of the most . important items that we 
insist upon is the maintenance of com-

.plete and accurate records of all nursery 
· operations . This includes all chemical 
applications, irrigations, tillage opera-
tions, etc., and the associated env iron-

.mental conditions, Once this is in 
effect, it considerably reduces the 
amount of time necessary to solve a 
growth problem. Approximately 75% of 
the problems encountered, whether biotic 
or abiqtic in origin, are in some way 
related to management practices .. · Quite 
often the simple act of having the nur-
sery workers record this information is 
enough to avert several problems. The 
nursery .superintendent soon learns this 
is saving consulting costs ; While this 
tends to reduce the initial monetary 
return to PL, it increases the accep-
tance of recommendations, and builds .a · 
longer lasting relationship and reputa-
tion. 

When pest and disease problems can be 
anticipated, a minimal routine spray 
program is recommended and revised as 
conditions dictate, .If unanticipated 
problems arise correct . diagnosis is the ·· 

· key , and this is always backed by labor-
atory analysis. The only ·exceptions 
are in cases where a delay caused by 
the long time needed to isolate the · 
organism would result in significant 
mortality . In those cases diagnosis 
and recommendations .are made on the · 
basis of signs and symptoms . of the con-

. dition. Otherwise the · organism is cor- . 
rectly identified in the lab and control 
directed specifically toward that or-
ganism, We try to minimize the use of 
biocides and broad spectrum pesticides 
unless our lab results indicate a .need 
for these chemicals. 

To further ·help us in making proper 
chemical recommendations we frequently 
run pesticide tolerance tests on the 

· o'rganism in question . The organism 
(e , g . Botrytis) is isolated from 

several areas of the nursery in question. 
These isolates are . tested in the · lab 
against all of the pesticides curren _tly 
registered for the Qrganism. The most 
effectiye chemicals ar e · then _put into a 
rotational program and evaluated under 
field conditions. An ineffective chemi-
cal is ·removed from the program but the 

. remaining chemicals are still kept on a 
rotating basis to minimize tolerance de- · 
velopment by the organism, 

At the end of the season, a Quality Con-
trol Program is established to determine 
the effectiveness of the PMP and to point 
out areas requiring further investigation. 
Photographs and description of pests and 
diseases are provided to help nurserymen 
and QC auditors · lobk for affected seed-
lings as they are lifted and packed. Re-
cords of losses due to various types of 
problems are kept and evaluated to deter-

. mine changes needed in the PMP for the 
next season, These records are also 
valuable in sorting out planting problems . 
which may show up . later. . 

Often problems are enco .untered in a nur-
sery that are unique to that nursery and 
for which there are no routine answers. 
in those cases PL sets up .ad hoc or "Prob- · 
lem solving" research programs. These 
vary from a few tests during one season 
to long-term programs which may carry 
over several seasons, i.e. ''whatever it 
takes to get an answer but no more". Such 
tests may involve development of alterna-

, tive management practices or obtaining 
data for the registration of a needed 
pesticide, Both of the above are pre-
sently in operation in different nurseries. 

RELATIONSHIPS 

. All of the above require an ongoing, in-
terac _tive relationship with anyone having 
anything to do with the production of 
forest nursery seedlings. This includes 
nurserymen, foresters, extension special-
ists ·, res e archers, chemical company rep- · 
resentatives, etc. One of the critical 
and often · misunderstood areas of inter -
action is the . re 'lationship between the 
consultant and extension and research. 
For many years the consultant was con-
sidered a "black sheep' •' of the profes -
sional society . . In some cases this was 
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. j us tif ied for there we·re mariy llconsul -
tan ts" who were ill-qualified to serve 
the grower and creat ~d more problems 
than were solved. That picture has 
changed dramatically in recent years to 
the point where today consultants have 
excellent qualifications and serve an 
important function both to the grower 
and to the research and extension com-
munity . 

The consultant can be a great source of 
field information and can actually assist 
in data collection on a research project . 
Epidemiological data relating to fre-
quency and distribution of pests and 
dtseases can be obtained. Because the 
consultant operates at t4e field level 
to implement PMPs, he is able to evalu- . 
ate their ·efficacy and J>ass this infor- · 
matiori on to those involved. He can 
also provide the · background information 
on problems requiring further research, 

As stated previously the consultant does 
·fill a unique and key roll between the 
grower~ researcher and exten~ion special-
ist. It is a complement .ary role, one 
that " ••• i;;erves to fill out . or complete," 
The end result allows the nurseryman to · 
produce a better, healthier crop more 
economically. 

,. 
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The critical role of environment in 
nursery pathology 

by Thomas D, Landis 
Western Nursery Specialist, 

USDA Forest Service 

ABSTRACT 

Tree seedlings are particularly sen-
sitive to environmental influences 
and many biotic and abiot .ic diseases 
are caused or aggravated by the nur-
sery environment. Many seedling dis-
orders can be dire~tly attributed to 
nursery site deficiencies that are a 
consequence of poor sit~ selection. 
Because no nursery site is perfect, 
nursery managers have had to develop 
special cultural practices to over ~ 

. come serious site problems. The ideal 
growing environment of a greenhouse 
is also conducive to many nursery 
pests that are not a problem in a 
conventional bareroot nursery. The 
container .nursery manager is able to 
produce tree seedlings in a sh6rt 
time but these seedlings must be 
morphologically well-balanced and 

· properly hardened before outplanting. 

INTRODUCTION 

The importance of the environment in 
the etiology of disease . is well es-
tablished • . · Introductory classes in 
plant pathology usually utilize the 
concept of the "di•ease triangle" to 
illustrate the importance arid · inter-
relationships of ·the three main com-
ponents of plant disease: the host · 
plant, the disease organism, .and the 
environment. Fut.'the.rmore, many plant 
diseases are a biotic in nature; · that 
is, they are . caused by .environmental 
factors alone . 

Environmental influences are particu-
larly important with diseases in for-
est nurseries. Pathologists studying 
nursery diseases _are - aware of ·the im-
portance of environmental factors be-
cause . germinating seeds and young 
succulent seedlings are probably more 
sensitive to the environment than at 

. any other time in their · ontogeny. 

Nur>sepy .diseases aT"e par>ticuiar>Ly in -
ter>esting and fr>ustr>ating because we 
knowingly select, or> cr>eate, the 
envir>onmerit. 

The objective of this . paper is to 
discuss a few of the ways in which 
the environment .fnfluences disease in 
tree seedling nurseries. We will 
first look at the · nursery site 
selection · process ·and some of the at -
tempts to deal with less than optimum 
environments . Secondly, we will dis-
cuss the unique situation where the 
environment is consciously ·and delib -
erately created - the production 6f 
container seedlings in greenhouses. 

SELECTING THE ENVIRONMENT 

Nursery Site ·selection 

Th.e selection of a nursery site is an 
.obviously critical phase in the de-
velopment of a tree seedling nursery. 
Experienced nursery managers can 
easily produce a list of biological 
factors . that should be considered 
when analyzing a nursery site such as 
soil texture, water quality and grow-
ing climate . In actual practice, how-
ever, · most nursery sites are not 
chosen solely on their potential .. for 
growing seedlings . The final choice 
in the selection of a nursery site is 
always a compromise · between biologi-:- . 
cal and managerial considerations. 

,The principal biological factors to 
con _sider when analyzing a potential 
nursery site . are listed in Table 1. 
·soil texture is one of the most im~ 
portant • site selection factors; a 
sandy loam texture is recommended not 
only for good seedling growth . buf 
also for rapid drainage and ease of 
lifting during seedling harvesting 
operations. Yet, in a recent survey 
of the major criteria used in the 
site selection of 15 nurseries in the · 
northwestern U. s., only 2'0% of the 
nurserymen listed soil texture as the 
most important reason · that their site 
was selected (Morby, In press). 
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Other non-biological factors niust be 
evaluated during the site selection 
process (Table 1) and many times 
these managerial considerations re-
ceive high priority in the final se-
lection. rn · the final analysis, 

. political realities often outweigh 
biological necessities when tree nur-
sery sites are selected. 

Table 1 - Factors to Consider during 
Bareroot Nursery Site Selection 

Biological Considerations . 

• Soll quality 
• Water quality 
• Climate 
• Topography 

Managerial Considerations 

• Land av~ilability and cost 
• Labor supply 
• Utiliti access and cost 
• Transportation access 
• Proximity to markets 
• Political realities 

The end · result of this compromise .be-
.tween biological ·and managerial fac-
tors ls that many tree nurseries are 

· located on less-than-ideal sites and 
. . ' many nursery dise .ases can be directly 

. attributed to problems with these 
sites. Examples of these .. problems . 
are numerous but one classic .example 
is the severity of damping-off in 
nurseries with heavy-: .textureci or 
alkaline soils (Filer and Peterson, 
1975). Environmental conditions can 
also · predispose plants to Phytoph-
thora root rot; adverse soil condi-
tions such as .waterlogging, ·high 
salinity or ni6isture stress have been 
shown t9 · increase incidence of ~oot 

· disease (McDonald, 1.982) · Jack 
·. Sutherland (pers. comm.) of the 

Canadian Forest Service has observed 
that U.S. bareroot nurseries suffer 
more from soil-borne . . diseases like 
Fusariwn and . Phy-t op.htho:ra than com-
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parable nurseries in British Columbia . 
He attributes this to the . fact · that 
more U.S. nurseries are "off-site" 
~1th heavier, poorly drained soils 

and concludes that environmental fac-
tors such as soil texture are given 
more weight in the site selection 
process in British 9.o.lumbia. · 

Most nursery managers reaiize that 
· their site has certain deficiencies 
and have developed specific cultural 
practices to. overcome or at least 
modify these factors to acceptable 
levels. 

:Modifying a sub optimum site 

Because soil is the basic resource in 
bareroot nurseries, many site-related 
problems can be traced to soil char-
acteristics. One of the most graphic 
examples of a soil problem is a 
nutritional · disease called liine-
induced chlorosis which is found in 
many nurseries in the Interior West. 
This disease develops when acid-
loving conifer seedlings are planted 
in alkaline or calcareous soils; the · 
diseased seedlings appear yellow and 
stunted · and usualiy do not make 
shippable grade. • There is no quick 
cure for this ailment but the most 
promising treatments include appli-
cations of Sequestrene 138 which is 
a specially-chelated iron fertilizer, 
soil acidification and increasing . 
organic matter levels -. The Albuquer-
que tree nursery has been struggling 
with this problem for 7 years and has 
only recently .begun to . consistently 
produce normal seedlings. 

Water quality is another critical 
factor in· bareroot nutseries and, 
although there is no real corrective 
treatment for saline water, there are 
some management te .chniques that will 
minimize the ~roblem (Landis, 1982). 
The best solution ·to marginal water 
quality is to avoid the problem com-
pletely by converting to a container 
nursery where the water . ·can be in.;. 
jec .ted with acid and a balanced array 
of nutrients. The Nevada Division of 
Forestry elected to build container 
nurseries at . their two locations 
rather than attempt to deal with 
water a.nd soil problems in a bareroot 
Qursery situation. 
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A striking example of site modifica-
tion can be seen at the Bessey Nur-
sery in Nebraska. This nursery was 
established in the early 1900's in 
western Nebraska to provide tree 
seedlings for the afforestation of 
the surrounding Sand Hills. The soil 
and water were · suitable for seedling 
production but the persistent -wind 
caused problems in both summer and 
winter. This site problem was remed-
ied by the est _ablishment of windbreak 
plantings around all n·ursery blocks 
and recent attempts to expand nursery 
seedbeds into new areas without pro-
-tective windbreaks has . re-emphasiz _ed 
their importance. 

Bedhouses are an extreme example of 
site modification in bareroot · nurser-
ies and · are -actually a kind of ·hybrid 
between ·bareroot and greenhouse nur-
series. Bedhouses · are portable struc-
tures .that are placed over bareroot 
beds to extend the growing season so 
that a larger seedling can ·be pro- _ 

-duced in a shorter period of time. 
The prin ·cipal benefit of these stru ·c-

. tu res _ is that they prote .ct the seed-
ling from early season frosts and in-
crease soil and air temperatures 
through passive solar heating. Some 
·bedhouses even have supplemental 
heaters and automatic ventilation~ 
The bedhouses at the Wind River Nur, 
sery at Carson, Washington have been 
quite successful and produce -900M l+o 
seedlings at a cost only 16% greater 
than standard 2+o stock -(Hansen, 
1982). 

CREATING THE ENVIRONMENT 

Con~ainer nurseries - the ultimate 
site · modification 

The previous examples illustrate some 
of the practices that nursery manag-
ers use to modify sites that are less 
than ideal for growing bareroot seed-
lings. The ultimate step in modify-
ing the environment is to produce 
seedlings in containers .in the com-
pletely-regulated environtJ;1ent · of a 
greenhouse. 

,· 

The principal objective of a contain-
er nursery is to optimize all the en-
vironmental factots that limit tree 
seedling growth- The seedlings are 
sown at regular spacing in an artifi-
cial soil mix - thtrt · is . formulated for 
ideal pH and porosity. The growing 
environment is automated to maintain 
day and night temperature, ·relative 
humidity, carbon dioxide · concentra-
tion and daylength at optimum levels 
for rapid growth. This proce ·du~e is 
quite successful because seedlings 
that take 3 years to produce under 
normal bareroot · culture can be grown 
in o~e year ~s container seedlings, 

Unfortunately, an environment condu-
cive to rapid seedling growth is als~ 
ideal for many nµrsery pests _. The 
greenhouse environment generates a 
high disease potential for several 
-reason ·s-: 

1. Favorable climate Greenhouse 
t .emperatures are warm with little 
diurnal or seasonal variation arid 
relative humidities are seldom lower 
than 60%. Wind velocities are mini-
mal even when the cooling fans are 
operating (Hussey et al., 1969). 
These ideal conditions are also fav-
orable for rapid development of many 
pest species. 

2. Very dense stocking levels - The 
ideal growing density for-most bare-
root seedlings is approximately 25 
per sq. ft.; this stocking level · is 
critical for proper seedling growth 
and development,' especially for stem 
caliper, Many· types of containers, 
and particularly smaller ones with 
capacities of 2-4 ·cubic inches, are 
designed to produce seedling densi-
ties ~f up to 100 per sq, ft. These 
dense stocking levels are economic-
ally attractive but generate seed- · 
lings with large tops with little 
lignification and crowding . promotes 
premature needle · senescence on the 
lower stem, This abundance of dead 
tissue and the close proximity of 
individuals can lead to · outbreaks of 
opportunistic 
Botrytis. 

pathogens such as 
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3. Monoculture -In an ecological 
sense, greenhouse environments are 
unique because of the genetically 
uniform crops that are normally grown 
(Hanan et al, 1979). In . container 
nurseries, the entire crop usually 
consists of a few closely related 
species and seedling orders _ are com-
posed of seedlings from the same seed 
source •. To aggravate th e situation, 
all th e seedlings are sown at .the 
same •time and therefore are always at 
the same stage of g_rowth. This - ex-
treme _ monoculture provides a very 
uniform food base for the rapid _ 
build-up of plant diseases. 

4. Accelerated growth promotes suc-
·culence - Seedlings · grow ve ry rapidly 
in the greenhouse environment and 
shoot growth can rea .ch _ several ·-times 
·the normal rate ·. This rapid growth 
consists of · large, thin-walled cells 
that are very succulent and therefore 
susceptible to a·ttack by diseases and 
insects. 

5. Sterile . environm ent · The com-
pletely controlled environment in the 
greenhouse is geared towards pest 
-exclusion. The gre enhouse · stru~ture, 
benches, and . ·containers are normally . 
sterilized between crops and the pot-
ting soil is aiso treated to ·elimin-
ate any potential pests. These ster- •. 
ile co_ndi tions, however, can lead to 
outbreaks of normally innocuous or-
ga nisms ·because natural predators or 
·competitors are also eliminated. As 
a result, whiteflies and other in-
sects tbat reproduce rapidly can 
reach - epidemic ·proportions in ·a very 
short time. Fungus gnats are nor-
mally _saprophytic but one species 
(Bradysia -paupera ) has become ·para-
sitic on seddlings and cutting s ip 
forestry gre enhou se s in Utah and 

:Colorado . 

Pro~lems with accelerated growth 

Accelerated growth produces large 
s eedlings in a short time period but 
these contain e r seedlin gs are sus-
ceptible to a vari e ty of physiolog-
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ical and morphological problems that 
are not common with bareroot stock. 

Non-dormant stock - The rapid seed-
ling growth that r educes · rotation 
times can also lead to problems after 
the seedling leaves the nursery. 
Often, container trees are not 
hardened sufficiently and become dam-
aged · during shipping . This is parti-
cularly true with seedlings that have 
broken bud beca~se the new leade~is 
very fragile and may be broken off 
during handling or abort later on the 
outplanting site~ Seedling s that are 
not · cold-hardy can als .o be damage d by 
frost when they are transported to 
higher elevation pl a nting sites. Non-
dormant seedlings are also more 
likely to suffer phy·siological stres-
ses on severe outplanting iites, 

· Container seedlings are produced in 
an artifi.cal environment and are 
therefore out _of phase with natural 
cycles. If they are not allowed to 
acclimatize in a shadehouse · for a 
sufficient · amount of tim e , they may 
become "physiologically confused" 
after outplanting . Seedlings that do 
not become dormant in the shadehouse 
typically exhibit poor . root regenera..;. · 
tion after planting which may reduce 
s ubsequent height growth or even 
cause mortality . This mortality may 
not . be evident during the · first out- ,. 
planting season becau _se the root plug 
can provide enou .gh moistur e to keep 
the seedling alive. When pine con-
~ainer seedlings .that had be gun shoot 
expansion were outplanted in south-
western Colorado, · they showeq good 
initial survival and growth but suf-
fered s ignificant mortality the fol-
lowing year. 

Root:shoot ratios - Due to th e rapid 
·shoot growth in the greenhouse envir-
onment , it is difficult to ma intain a 
good morpholo gical balanc e between 
shoot, caliper and root growth. 
Typically, se edlings grown under high 
nitrog en fertilization a nd long 
photoper i ods produ ce shoot growth at 
the expense of root and diam eter 
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growth. This growth habit re•ults in 
c·ontainer seedlin gs with poor shoot : 
root ratios which may be ·stressed 
after outplanting because the large 
shoot transpir es moistur e faster than 
the smaller root system can absorb it. 
Many of these "top-heavy" seedlings · 
do not remain upright after planting 

. which subjects them to a variety ·of 
environmental stresses ·. 

In the final analysis, the acceler-
ated g-rowth of container seedlings 
that is responsible for ~horter rot a-
tions in ·the nursery · may prove detri-
mental on _the outplanting site. Con-
tainer seedlings should be grown so· 
that they are morphologically well-
balanced and sch eduled for a manda-
tory hardening period to allow them 
to acclfmatize · t .o ,the · natural envir -
onment. Top~heavy seedlings that are 
not dormant or cold~hardy are bound 
_to .be stressed after outplanting and 
it is . well established that stressed 

- seedlings - are more susceptible to 
biotic and abioti-c diseas .es. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Tree seedlings are particularly 
sensitive to environmental factor s 
and many nursery problems can be dir-
ectly or' indirectly traced to the ' 
nursery environment. 

2. Bec·ause of · the importance of ·en- . 
vironmental factors in nursery path-
ology, biologic a l factors should be 
given additional emphasis during nur-
sery site ·selection. · 

3 . If a suitable nursery site cannot 
be located, then a ·contain e r s ee dling 
_nursery should be considered. 

4 • . ~rowing schedul es for cont a in er 
seedlings should be ·design ed so th a t 
seedlings are · morpholo gically well-
balanced, dormant and cold hardy be-
fore shipment to the field . 
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Coeur d'Alene Nursery Tour 

A tour of the USDA Forest Service 
Nursery at Coeur d'Alene was conducted 
by Pat Malon _e, Joe Myers, and ·cleve 
Chatterton following the nursery disease 
panel on Wednesday afternoon: The tour 
emphasized production procedures, in-
cluding seed extraction, sowing, seedling 
production in bareroot beds . and conta~n-
ers, · lifting, sorting, and storage. 
Problems, including insects and diseases, 
were discus ·sed as well _as practices 
used to reduce losses. Several diseases 
including · Botrytis blight, Fusarium root 
dis~ase, Meria needle cast, and western 
gall rust were seen. Discussions cen-
te ·red on how to identify these diseases, 
their general impact, and procedures · 
used for control 
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PROGRAMMABLE HANDHELD CALCULATORS AS AN 
AID TO MAKING FOREST DISEASE MANAGEMENT 
DECISIONS 

Robert D. Harvey, Jr . , Craig L . Schmitt, 
and Gregory M. Filip 

WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST - ROBERT D. 
HA~v_;EY, JR. 

Good afternoon. Thank you for providing 
me with the opportunity to discuss my 
use . of the handheld programmable cal-
culator as an aid to making forest dis-

. ease management . decisions. The equip~ 
· ment that I will be referring to today 

is the Hewlett-Packard 41CV calculator 
with a card reader and printer. For 
those of you unfamiliar with this type 
of system ·, the ·calculator . will retain a . 
program .even after being turned .off, 
an:d the · card reader is a device that 
allows the operator to record.programs 
on magnetic strips for saving and 
reentr~ into the calculator in the 
event the original program has been 
removed. A card r ·eader is not abso..;. 
lutely necessary for using the calcu-
lator, but it wi11 prove invaldable if 
many different p·eople use the calculator 
or if it is subject to frequent memory· 
purging. . Those of you who have ever 
had to enter a 300-400 line program and 
then debug it to remove your input 
errors only to have someone erase it 

. the next day will know what I am talking 
about. .The pr _inter also is not abso-:-
lutely necessary; however; ft . can ·save 
hours or even days in . debugging a pro-' 
gram by allowing the operator to trace 
the . sequence of calculations or branch.:_ 
ing step - by-step. · Beyot\d thfs, • it pro-
vides a hard ~opy of program results 
for easy fu_ture · reference. The basic 
calculator can be purchased for about 
$200 and, with the card reader and 
printer, for $600 to $800 dependit\g · on 
. source. 

Authors are plant~athologists in Forest 
Pest Management, Pacific Northwe .st. 
Region ., USDA Forest Service, Port land, 
Oregon. 
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I use the system rtot only for processing 
data in the office and field, but also 
for hands-on experience for land man-
agers dur ing training ~essions. The HP 
41CV's are commonly used by many USFS 
Districts for other uses so they are 
readily available . 

The program I will be ~eferring to 
today and with which I have presented 
many training sessions, includes a -
group of programs developed by Dr~ 
Geral McDonald of t .he Intermountain · 
Forest a·nd Range Experiment Station, 
It is called the White Pine Blister 
Rust Risk Index and Status System and, 
among other things, is used to deter~ 
mine the hazard to western white pines, 
in a specific area, from white ·pine 
blister rust. ·The advent of the com-

. puter made the development of this pro-
gram possibie, and this system has made 
it operational in the field. 

Data -necessary to run the program are 
age, height, · and number of cankers per 
sample tree , These are not only easy 
to ga.ther, but also easy to input iri 
the field . 

The program can be used to grow a tree 
or stand for . a specified period of time 
or to a defined diameter limit . If 
grown to a .diameter limit, the curre _nt . 
diameter also must be input •. The o.ut-'-
puts of this program used in . determin-. · 
ing hazard include a rust index or 
number of cankers we would expect the 
average tree to get per yeaq a dis-
tribution index or deviation of canker 
distribution f.rom normal or random; a 
proportion of the stand the investi~ . 
gators can expect to become infected in 
a specified time period; and a propor-
tion · of the stand they can expect to 
lose to mortality in that same time 
period • 

The .advantage of this . system is that . 
all prompting for inputs and all out-
puts are identified by .words or abbre-
viations. This eliminates th 'e need to 
remember what is entered where, or what 
a particular output mean.s . Data can be · · 
collected, -summarized, and entered right 
in the t;ield . 
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The program can be used not only for 
hazard rating an · area so t ·he proper 
amount of disease res~stance in planting 
stock can be balanced with the risk, 
but also to aid i"n making management · 
decisions on the current stand. · If a 
stand is badly infected at an early 

· age, the program may lead to a decision 
to interplant by showing an unacceptable -
loss over the time period specified _. 
On the other hand, lesser levels of 
infection . may lead the land managers to 
run .the program to determine loss at a 

.minimum harvest diameter. They may . 
then choose to run · the program to an 
optimum harvest diameter to see how 
much additional loss can be expected. 
Based on these findings, the stand 
rotation schedule may be shortened or • 
lengthened. Since these different . 

. sc ·enarios may be · ·examined in the field, 
1,.and managers have. the opportunity t ·o 

· actually observe the stand while decid-
ing on a course of action. . Included in . 
the scenarios that can be examined are 
those that estimate time to death of a 
tree from branch or · stem cankers. These 
also c.an be run on the spot with a min-
imum of additional data and little time 
expenditure. 

LODGEPOLE PINE DWARF MISTLETOE - CRAIG 
L. SCHMITT 

INTRODUCTION 

I would like to present several uses 
for programmable handheld calculators 
in "on the ground" decisionmaking using 
a yield model we have recently devel-
oped. This model, along w~th our eco-
nomic analysis, has been assembled into 
the pro ·gram LPDMVOL, designed for the 
Hewlett-Packard 41CV. This program can 
be used to estimate potential, current 
and future yield of dwarf mistletoe-
infected · lodgepole pine and schedule . 
harvests to maximize economic return • 

. Stand data required to run LPDMVOL are 
all pres~nt from the standard Region 6 
Stand Exam Summary .Tables. Additional 
information is only needed whe~ a more 
precise•estimate of site index is 
required. 

Specifically, the Program: 

1. Estimates site index - using 
either of two sligh .tly different · 
approaches. 

2. Estimates pote _ntial (if healthy) 
cubic foot volume per acre at any . age, 
based on Dahms' (1975).!./ equations .• . 

3. Estim~tes current and pro- · 
jected diseased ·stand volume based -on 
equations derived from 42 fixed-area · 
plots established in central Oregon • . 

4. Estimates the impact of dwarf 
mistletoe on yield by expressing esti-
mated VO lume as a "percentage of p.oten .-
. tial volume. 

5. Does .a. Present Net Value anal-
ysis on an immediate .versus future 
clear-cut .harvest. 

SUBPROGRAMS 

Four subprograms are included in 
LPDMVOL, each ·of which may be called up 
to do specific tasks. 

Site Index 

Site index can .be calculated either of 
two ways. One, SIBC, uses information , 
from the individual tree record in stand 
exam summary tables. The other, SIST, 
uses data from one or more trees spec-
ifically measured for site index. 

S'IBC - Site Index Base 100 

1. data required 
. . 

- age at breast height 
- total height 
- trees per acre ? 111 DBH 
- basal area for trees ;> l" DBH 

}j Dahms, W.G. 
1975. Gross · yield of central Oregon 
lodgepole pine. In Management of 
Lodgepole Pine Ecosystems. 208-232 
P. Edited by David M. Baumgartner. 
WSU, Pullman WN. 
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-
2; outputs 

3. 

- quadratic mean stand diameter 
crown competition factor 
observed site index 
site inqex adjusted for stand 
density when CCF >125 

example 

Descrip-
Display tion Input Output 

AGE?· 

HT? 
"TREES? 
BA? 

DABA 

CCF 
SJ OB 
SI ADJ 

age at breast 
height · 67 

total height 52 
trees/ acre >l" DBH 
basal area (ft,2) . 

745 

for trees 103,5 

= quadratic mean stand 
diameter . 

= crown competition factor 
= observed site index 
= adjusted site index 

5.087 
143.2 
63.0 
63,9 

SIST Site Index Sample Tree 
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1. data required 

- basal area factor 
"in trees" including sample 

· tree 
- mean diameter (closest inch), 

of "in trees" . 
- height of sampie tree 
- age at breast height 

2. outputs . 

- crown competition factor 
site index observed 

- site index adjusted 

3. 

D°isplay 

BAF? 
IN TREES? 

AVE D? 

HT? 

AGE? 

CCF = 
SI OB - = 
SI ADJ= 

exampl_e 

Descrip,-
tion Input Output 

basal area factor 20 
number of tallied 

trees 6 
~ean DBH of tallied 

trees . 6 
total _ height of 

sample tree 52 
age at breast height 

of sample tree 67 

crown competition factor 
observed site index 
adjusted site index 

1"47 .5 
63.0 
64.2 

VOL IMPACT - Voiume Impact 

· The _VOL IMPACT subprogram estimates · the 
current and future impact on yield by 
dwarf mistletoe. 

l. data required . 

- dwarf mis.tletoe rating for 
stand 

- mean dominant age of ·stand 
- site index 

trees per acre ;:,-111 DBH 
- quadratic mean stand diameter 

(from SIBC) . 

2. outputs 

- impact due to mistoetoe; 
expressed as the rati6 of 
estimated to potential (if 
healthy) volume 
_crown competition factor 
(projected) 

- potential cubic foot volume 
per acre (projected) 

- estimated cubic foot volume 
per acre (projected) 



3 . example 

Descrip-
. Display tion Input Output 

YRS TO 
HARV? 

·.DMR? 
DMR-P 
AGE? 

SITE? 
TREES? 

· time of projection 0 
dwarf mistletoe rating 3.42 

stand age at breast 
height 

site ind ex 
trees per acre . 

67 
63.9 

>.111 DBH 745 

3.42 

2. outputs 

- impact due t .o mistletoe; 
expressed as the ratio of estim'ated to 
potential (if heafthy) · volume 

- crown competition factor 
(p.rojected) 
potential cubic foot volume 
per acre for current rotation 

- . estim<!,ted cubic foot volume 
per aire (project~d) 
potential ·cubic foot volume 
for future rotations 
(projected) 

DABA? q~adratic mean stand 
•diamet-er- -~------· 5 .-05,,_ __ _ 

A/P 
RATIO= mistletoe correction 

ratio 

present net value for current 
- -- -- ---- - managemen~-pl . m,:-an -± uuinmi~ - --

harvest, and the difference 
between · the two 

CCF-P = crown c.ompetition 
factor . 

DAHMCF= es~imated cubic foot 
volume per acre if 
healthy . 

DMCF = estimated cubic foot 
. volume per · acre 

ECO IMPACT - Economic Impact 

0.8~ 

143.3 

2164 

li92 

.The ECO .IMPACT subprogram is an extention · 
of VOL IMPACT, estimating future yield 
and ·impact due to dwarf mistletoe • . In 
addition, a present net value analysis . is 
done on . scheduling .clearcut harvests. · 

1. data required 

time of projection 
length of future rotations 

- current . volume 
discount .rate . 

- annual price appreciation rate 
- current and estimated future 

costs and · stumpage vatues 
- .stand parameters as in VOL 

IMPACT 
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J . · example 

Display 

YRS TO HARV? 
ROTATION? 

CURRENT CF? 
% Drsc · RATE 
%PRICE - -
F HARVEST 

MCF $; PREP 
·CURRENT? 
END ROTAT? 
NEW ROTAT? 
DMR? 
DMR-P · 
AGE? 
SITE? 
TREES? 
DABA 
A/P RATI_O = 
CCF-P = 
DAHMCF = 

DMCF = 
DAHMCF = 
DM$ = 
CC$ = 
cc - DM$ = 
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Description 

planned years to harvest 
planned length of . future . 

rotations 
current cubic foot volume 

· % discount rate 
% annual price . appr _eciation rate 
current and future costs and 

stumpage data . 
$ per MCF; $ per acre 
current 
at ·the end of projection 
for new rotati9ns 
current dwarf mistletoe rating 
projected dwar£ mistletoe rating 
current age . 
site index 
current trees per acre 
quadrat _ic mean stand diameter 
mistletoe correction ratio 

Input · 

25 

80 
1792 

4 
2.5 

160t, 150 
250+, 150 · 
250+, 150 

3.42 

67 
.63: 9 

745 
5.05 

projected · crown compet'ition factor . . 
projected potential cubic foot -volume _ 

per acre for -current · rotation 
projected current infected cubic 

foot volume per acre . 
projected potential c1,1bic foot 
volume per acre for future rotations 

present net value for current 
management pi°an (per acre) 

present net value if we harvest 
immediately (per ' acre) 

value lost by continuing of the 
current plan (per . acre); a negative 
value . indicates a gain 

Output 

4.47 

0 . 66 
141.1 

2908 

1923 . 

2537 

383.36 

357 . 11 

-26.25 

I, .. 



HEARtROT IN GRAND AND WHITE FIR 
GREGORY M. FILIP 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I would like to pre$ent a program 
recently developed by myself in con-
junction with Paul E. Aho, P.acific · 
Northwest Forest and Rartge Experiment 
Station. The program was designed to 
be used on a handheld programmable cal-
culator such as the RP 41CV. 

We d~veloped two equations to 
estimate the percentage of infection 
(by Indian paint fungus) and heartrot 
(by all decay fungi) in .advanced white 
and grand fir regeneration in ,Oregon · 
and Washington. · The fir.st equation · 
estimates the percentage of potential 
crop trees with both dormant and active 
trunk infection of Indian paint fungus · 
(Echinodontium tinctorium): 

. LO~ (ET%) = L 1832 (OVER) 
0.0632 (LCR) + 6.3909 

WHERE OVER = primary overstory 
species (O or 1) 

LCR = mean stand li .ve 
crown ratio 

LO% = natural logarithm . 
(R2 .= o.42, SE = 0.98) 

The second equation esti~ates the 
percentage of crop tree volume {ft2) . 
with ·both incipient and advanced decay 
caused by all decay fungi including 
primarily E. tin:::toriiJm, Fomes annosus, 
Plbliota limonella, Hericium abietis, 
and Haematostereum sanguinolentum: 

LO% (DEC VOL%) = 1.8219 LO~ (AGE) 
+ 0.8386 LO~(WW)%) -
0.4151 (ASP)-10.4222 

Where AGE = _Mean stand total age 
· WNO%· = Percent of trees with 

ASP 
LO~ 
(R2 

one or inore wound.a or 
conks 

= Stand Aspect (O or 1) 
= natural logarithm 
= 0.70, SE = 0. 79) 

II. STAND SAMPLING 

·Depending on stand shape, an 
examiner should follow one o_r more 
parallel transects - t~rQugh the stand 
and select one potential crop tree 
(based on height, form, live crown 
ratio, and wounding) ne_arest a sample 
point located every two or three chains 
along the transect . The idea is to 
systematically .obt .ain at least 20 sain,- . 
ple trees per stand. If previous s·tand _ 
exam data is available, this may be 
used, but additional information may 
need to _ be collected. Large stands 
with ·a wide range in aspect or wounding 
frequency should be stratified into · 
homogeneous units, and each unit sampled 
separately. 

III • .'DATA COLLECTION 

A. Stand Data 

1. Primary Overstory Species 
(OVER) .,.._ The examiner should determine 
if the ~verstory is (or was) domi~ated . 
by pine (ponderos4 or lodgepole) or fir 
(true fir or Douglas-fir). If 60% or 
more of the volume or basal area is 
pine, enter ltO". If 40% or more is 
fir, .enter "1 11

• If the overs tory is no 
longer present, (1) examine stumps to 
determine overstory species or (2) use 
plant .community classification to 
determine · overstory species. · Code for 
fir for true fir, hemlock, or mixed-
conifer types. Code for pine for lodge-

. pole or ponderosa-dominated forest · 
types. 

2. Aspect (ASP) - Record the 
aspect of the stand. Enter "O" for 
northerly aspects (N, NW, NE, OR W) or 
"l" for southerly aspects (s, SE, SW, 
E) • 

B. Individual Tree Data 

1. Percent of Trees Wounded 
or with Conks (% WND) - Record if crop 
tree has one or more wounds (?l in.2) 
or trunk conks (any species). Include 
top breaks, dead tops, frost cracks~ 
fire scars~ and wounds on major exposed 
ro<;>i:s. Sum the number of trees with 
one or more wounds or conks and divide by 
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the number of sample trees in the · stand 
to obtain the percent of trees with 

. wounds or conks. Method is . limited to 
stands greater than 15% but less than 
90% of the trees wounded or with conks. 
Also, if most wounds are recent (less . 
than 10 years old), actual current decay 
volumes may be · less than estimated. If 
average size of wounds for the stand 
exceeds 2 ft.2, actual current decay 
volumes may be higher than estimated. 

2. Mean Stand Live · Crown · 
Ratio (LCR) - Obtain live crown ratio . 

· (nearest 5%) for each crop tree. Divide 
length of live crown (as measured from 
top of tree to last major live branch 
where it joins the stem) ·by ·total · tree 
height. Sum the . individuar live crown 
ratios and divide by the number of sam-

. ples · to obtain mean stand live crown 
ratio~ Method is limited to stands 
with mean LCR's greater than ··60% but 
less than 85%. 

3 . Mean Stand Age (AGE) - .Obtain 
the total age for each crop tree by 
increment boring a~ breast height and 
adding the appropriate number of years 
to give :total age. Sum the individual 
ages and div .ide by the number of samples 
to obtain mean stand age. Method is 
limited to stands more than 40 years 
but less than 260 years old. 

4. Optional - Mean Stand DBH and 
Mean Current Radial Increment - Measure 
DBH and last 10-year radial growth for 
each crop tree · and average for the . 
stand. Although DBH and current incre-
ment are not needed to estimate percent-
age of infection or decay, they may be . 
useful when determining years . for addi-
tional. diameter growth to reach mer-
chantability. 

IV. OTHER LIMITATIONS 

Besides the limitations already 
expressed for each variable, other 
restrictions on the use of the sampli.ng 
method should be mentioned . The method 
was developed for stands of advanced 
regeneration east of the Cascade · 
Mountains in Oregon and Washington, 
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especially in the Blue Mountains . If_ 
the method is used in white or grand 
fir stands west of the Cascade 
Mountains, in California white fir 
stands, or in grand fir stands in 
British Columbia --or tdaho, values 
obtained may not be valid since the 
method was not developed in these 
areas. Likewise, · the method was not 
tested for other coniferous species 
that serve as hosts for the Indian 
paint fungus, such as noble fir, . 
Pacific silver fir, subalpine fir, 
Shasta red fir, western hemlock, and 
mountain hemlock. By using the -pro-

· cedures outlined in the final guide (to 
be published ~ater), it may be possible 
to test existing equations · or develop 
new equations for other species and 
areas not tested in this guide. 

V. ESTIMATING THE FUTURE PERCENTAGE OF 
DECAY 

Not only can the two equations be 
used to estimate the current incidence 
of infection and decay, the equation 
used to estimate decay can be used to 
predict percentage ·of decay (both cubic 
and -board feet) at any point in the 
future, since "mean stand age" is a 
variable · in the equation . Also, the 
variable "percent of trees with wounds 
or conks" can be increased, especialiy 
if future stand entries will be made. . 
This variable should be increased about 
1% every decade to account for the 
increase in naturally~caused wounds. 
Board foot (Scribner) decay percentages 

• can be . calculated for stands 11 in. Dim 
and greater by multiplying cubic foot 
percentages .by 2.7. Board foot decay 
percentages are always higher than ·cubic 
foot percentages · because of scaling 
differences between · cubic and board 
·foot measures. Also , board foot decay 
~ercentages also include deductions for 
shake, frost cracks , and sound volume 
lost in cull logs . · 

·vI. INTERPRETING THE RESULTS 

The decision . to r ·etain or destroy 
stands of advanced white or grand fir 
regeneration and the management of . 
stands to be retained should be influ-
enced by infection and decay . 



estimates. Potential crop trees with 
low infection levels (<20%) and low · 
decay per ·centages ( <2% ft. 3 at:100 · 
years) generally have a relatively low 
incidence (<25%) of wounding and good 
live crown ratios (>50% under pine 
overstories or >75% under fir over-. 
stories). Provided .that root disease 
centers are not present, such stands 
can be managed ·for extended rotations 
(150 to 200. years) with no special pre~ 
cautions provided that substantial 
injury does not occur and reasonable 
increment is maintained. Decay esti-
mates should be recalculated if sub-
stantial amounts of wounding occur 
eit _her naturally or following stand 
entries. 

Potential crop trees ·with · low . · 
infection levels (<20%) but high decay 
percentages (>2%. ft.3 at 100 years) 
have a high incidence ·of wounding(> 
25%) and good live crown · ratio (>50% 
under . pine ove-rstories or >75% under 
fir overstories). Such stands should 
not be .managed for extended rotations 
but can · be managed ~n rotations less 
than 150 years provided that special 
precautions are taken~ Stands should. 
be precomm.'ercially thinned early with 
stringent restriction• against crop 
tree wounding. Most decay columns that 
may -result from thinning wounds on small 
trees will be relatively small - no 
larger.than the diameter of the tree at 
the time of wounding. Wounding result-
ing from stand entries .should be pre-
vented unless stands will be harvested 
within 10 .years. Wounds created within 
10 years will not have sufficient time 
to _ develop decay. ·Decay estimates 
should -be made after each entry if 
additional wounding occurs. Stand ·s 
should be harvested when projected 
decay le,iels become unacceptable. 

Potential crop trees with high 
infection levels (>20%) and low decay 
percentages (<2% ft.3 atWO years) 
generally have a low incidence (<25%) 
of wounding but po.9r ·live crown ratios 
( <50% under pine oveist .ories or <75% 
under fir overstories). Such stands 
should be managed similarly to stands 
with low infection but high decay per.'.. 
centages provided that crop tree live 
crown ratio >50 percent and leader 
growth is good (8 in. /year) to insure ·· 
release. · 

Potential crop trees with high 
infection levels (>20%) and high decay 
percentages (>2% ft.3 atlO0 years) 
have a high incidence (>25%) of wounding 
and poor live crow.n ratios (<50% under 
pine overstories or <75% ~nder fir over-
stories). Such -stands should be re-
placed immediately or .the.fir component 
destroyed unless projected percentages 
of decay _ are acceptable. · 

As a wrap-up, these - systems are not 
only invaluable as .aids in training 
sessions, but also can show the . land 
man_agers tha~, with a minimum .of extr ·a 

·effort, they can get considerable infor -
ma_tion on stand potential that is ex-
tremely useful for making forest disease . 
management decisions. · 

11, ,, 
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ELECTRONIC·DATA LOGGERS IN FORESTRY 
RESEARCH 

Robert F. Scharpf 

ABSTRACT 

Electronic data loggers can . 
· facilitat'e the collection in the 
field and processing of research 
data to be analyzed by comp~ter. 
Transcription of data to computer 
code ·sheets, ·manual data entry, 
and data verification are 
virtually eliminated. Cate in 
handling, and training in the use 
and maintenance of data loggers 
are essential, however. Small 
·data sets are still more 
·efficiently taken by hand. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ·collection and analysis of 
field data is ·a time consuming and 
expensive part of forestry re-
search. Calculators and computers 
have spee<;led up much of the data 
processing and analysis, but even 
now much of the data is still col-
lected and processed by hand. This 
process usually involves recording 
·data on field sheets, transcribing ' 
data onto computer coded forms in 
some cases, and entering data into 
a computer file either by keypunch- . 
_ing and verifying of cards or by 

. using a cooiputer terminal. Elec- · 
tronic data loggers, which are now 
available, allow collection and 
transmission of data directly into 
a computer without manµal proces- . 
sing. 

This paper describes ele _cfronic 
data loggers, their use, and 
associated advantages and dis-
advantages . 

WHAT ARE DATA LOGGERS?. 

In general, data loggers are much 
like hand calculators: . small, 

battery operated, elec~ronic 
devices that record, store, and 
transmit data to a computer. Some 
have solid .state components (mem-
ory chips), whereas . others take a 
cassette tape. Some ac~ept data 
·entered by hand only, some record 
data automatically (e.g., tempera-
ture recording devices), and some 
are designed for both. Data re-
corders come. preprogrammed at the 
factory in some cases, or can be · 
programmed . to .take the type of 
data required. Some only log and 
transmit data, and others also ·do 
simple calcul~tions (like sums and 
means). Because their ·main func-
tion · is storing and facilitating 
the entry of data into a computer, 
data loggers are not practical for 
collecting ·da·ta tha -t will not be 
analyzed · _by computer. 

WHAT ARE ADVANTAGES OF USING DATA 
LOGGERS? 

Dat~ loggers are compact, portable, 
and, in .general, no more cumber-
some to use than an ordinary clip-
board and data sheets. Some models . 
can be used with a belt and neck 
band, leaving the hands free to 
take field . measurements. 

Many data logger~ have large stor-
age capacities equal t _o hundreds 

· of field data sheets. 

They reduce e.rrors in data in . that 
' keypunching, verification, and 

other manual data handling are 
eliminated .~ 

Collected data can be edited artd 
analyzed more quickly and economi-
cally because data processing time 
is reduced or eliminated. 

WHAT ARE DISADVANTAGES OF USING 
DATA LOGGERS? 

. Because . data loggers are sophisti-
·cated ·electronic devices, they are 
fairly delicate and subject to 
breakage and repair. Reasonable 



care must be exercised in their 
use. If they are broken, damaged, 
or lose power, any data collected 
could he lost. 

·Data . loggers can be properly oper-
a~ed or mafritained only by inai-
viduals who hav-e received special 
training. 

.They are expensive (at present 
$1,000-$4,000). 

-They are inflexible, that is, they 
take only the data they are pro-
grammed to take • . One cannot change 
the data collection procedure read-
ily or .take additional "notes" or 
data without r ·eprogramming. 

They do not display the ·data in 
the field like a data sheet does~ 
Separate procedures must be used . 

_to view the data after they are 
entered. Only after the . data are 
transferred to the computer and 
printed out can one view the data 
en masse. For small -data sets, 
.recording data on field sheets may 
be preferable. 

WHA'.I'-' ARE THE PROCEDURES FOR USING 
DATA LOGGERS?. 

The first step in . using data log-
gers is learning how to program 
them. In many ways data loggers 
a re nothing more than small -com-
puters .: they must be told what to 
do (programmed), and then ~hey 
follow the instructions in a given 
sequence. Much thought and care 
should be given to the programming . 
process so thai the dita can be 
collected as efficiently and cor-
rectly as possible. Like comput-
ers, different data loggers _vqry 
in ease of programming. In addi-
tion to learning how ·a logger is 
programmed, one -should _become 
familiar with maintenance and 
limitations of the equipment (e.g., 
battery charging or replacement, 
memory storage limitations)~ 
Also, steps in editing incorrect 
data and other tr .oubleshooting 

pro ·cedures for correcting errors 
or chaQging programs should be 
worked - out before ·attempting to 
collect field data. 

The next step, entering dat _a, is 
usually .simple and straightforward, 
but it must be· done in a consistent . 
sequence, and every digit and ·deci --
mal point mus·t be included. If no 
data exist fo .r a _-given item, "O": 
or "no data" must be entered so 
that .the logger can proceed to th'e 
next entry. Errors should be cor..: 
rected at the moment of .entry. 
The final p;rocedure in the data 
collection process is transferring 
stored data to a comp1,1ter. This 
is achieved in qne of several ·ways: 
"dumping" directly from the logger 

·into the computer; transferring to 
cassette tape an:d. then to a comput ... 
er; or transmitting by phone wit~ 

· a modem_, miniterminal, or similar : 
device. The most foolproof' method . 
of data transfer I have used is 
the '.'direct dump" method. As a . 
precaution, I recommend makin$ 
_"backup" tapes before dumping and 
clearing data from the memory. 
Phone transmission is usually suc-
.cessful but unreliable from · some 
locat.ions . Whichever transfer 
method is used, one should verity 
that the data have beeri acc~pte~ 
and are on file in the computer. 
At this point, the data in the 
logger can be cleared or the pro-
gram changed for additional data · 
collection. 

WHAT IS ·THE. OUTLOOK FOR DATA. 
LOGGERS?· 

The Pacific Southwest Forest and 
Range Experiment Station has re-
cently purchased several data log..; 
gers. To date they have been suc-
cessfully used to collect field 
data on dwarf mistletoe permanent 
plots, data on the growth of seed-
lings in nursery beds, and tempera-
ture and light transmission data 
from snow packs. Even broader use 
of data loggers is anticipated now 
that they have been tested . We 
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are · in an electronic revoluution and 
there is little doubt that computers and 
computer-r'elated devices are here to 
stay~ Data l .oggers are only one of the 
many new comput ·er ac:c:essor .ies that can 
make our work easier and more efficient. 
Wl1erc applicable; they are very powerful 
tools that we, us scientists, should 
learn how to use to the best advantage. 

LAMINATED ROOT ROT 

by 

Larry · Weir 

The Ore~on State Department o .f Forestry 
has ftmded i s1idc-tape ~r6gram dealing 
with laminated ·root rot; We have been 
showing the program to· state forestry 
personnel in train in:g sessions and have 
requested feedback . that would help us 
improve · the _ program. This need for 
feedback is · wh)' we have asked to pre ·-
sent it . here. This w·u1 probably be 

. the . last exposure before WC incorporate\ 
all valid suggestions in a final re-
vision. 
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They are not a panacea to all dat ·a collec-
tion; however. We need to determine when 
and how these new tools can best be · used. 

LITERATURE CITED 

Rogers•on, Thomas L. Portable data 
recorders in forest re~earch. 
Southern Journal of Applied Forestry. 
Vol. 6, No~ 2, May. 1982, p. 78-80. 

pri.forturiately; in the preparation of a 
slide-tape pr .og.ram such as this one is 
limited by the . si .ze or' the slide tray 
and · WC~ felt . that the use of more than 
on~ tray would re$ult in a loss of 

.continuity and attention. So ·before 
we · shc>w the .program we can acknowledge 
the fact that . in the eyes of those who 
·know the root rot well there may .be 
some omissions. These ate inevitable , 
when numbers of ·slides .must be cur-
tailed. · 

However here is the program and if you 
feel that . it can be improved in any way 
please make note of your comments apd 
hand them to·me sornetiine before Friday 
noon. 



ENVlRONMENTAL FACTORS INFLUENCING 
THE RATE OF SPREAD OF 

PHELLINIUS WEIRII 

Peter A. Angwin and Everett M. · 
Hansen, Department of_ Botany and 
Plant Pathology, Oregon State 
lhiversity, Corvallis, Oregon 97331 

INTRODUCTION 

Phellinus (Poria) weirii 
(Murr.) Gilb. (laminated root rot) 
infects all commercially important 
coniferous _ species in the north-
western United States and British 
Columbia. The fungus primarily 

· s·preads · from tree to tree by 
·ectotr~phic mycelial growth across 
root . contacts. New in"fections in a 
stand arise when the develqping · 
roots of young trees con t ·act 
residual ·infested stumps from the 
preceding stand (Wallis . and 
Reynolds, 1965). P. weirii has been 
.found to survive saprophytically on: 
old stumps for 50 years or more · 
(Childs, 1963; Hansen, 1979). 
Factors affecting survival of the 
fungus on old · infected stumps, 
therefore, will have much influence 

_on root rot damage in the next 
generation. Identification of these 
factors . is the focus of considerable · 
ongoing research aimed at reducing 
losses to laminated root rot (i.e ·., 

. Hansen, 1979; Nelson et al., 1978; 
Nelson, 1967; Thies and ·Nelson, 
1982; Thies and Russell, 1983; Rose 
et al. , 19 80) • 

Another major factor governing 
the extent of · root rot spread in a 
Douglas-fir stand is the rate of · 
ectotrophic growth along an infected 
root •. The rate of expansion of · 

. infection centers averages 0.2 to 
0.3 m/yr (Nelson and Hartman, 1975; 
Childs, 1970), but many centers 
remain quiescent for years while 
others appear to increase rapidly . 
Rate of ectotr~phic extension along 

individtial inoculated roots has also 
been measured, but apart from 
scattered observations, the vari-
ables controlling this extension 
have not been de terniined. 
Presumably, the same factors that 
affect ·_ fungal survival ·could also 
affect th' rate of ectotrophic 
growth. This paper reports on a 
study where we attempted to 
determine the relationships between 
the following environmental 
factors: . soil moisture, tempera -
ture, nitrogen; ph, compaction, and 
microorganisms to the rate of 
ectotrophic growth of.!'..• weirii 
along Douglas-fir roots. 

MATERIALS AND. METHODS 

Rate of ectotrophic growth_of 
P. we.irii was measured in the .· 
laboratory by inoculating either 
22 cm long, 1.5 cm diameter · Douglas -
fir branch sections,' glass rods . or 
wo~d dowels, buried in 4 7 5 cm3 soil 
tubes. The extent of mycelial 
growth was measured after 25 days. 
Inoculum consisted of autoclaved 
Alnus rubra stem sections, incubated 
8 weeks and then placed adjacent to 
the end of each substrate . 25 soil · 
tubes were constructed -for each sub-
strate type. Similar tests were 
performed using only Douglas-fir 
branches to compare growth along 
pasteurized, autoclaved .and forest 
soils. 

The effect of soil moisture on 
ectotrophic, growth of .!'..• weirii wa,s:: 
tested by inoculating 22 cm branch ' 
sections . of Douglas-fir. Soil 
surrounding each treatment was air~ 
dried and theh water added to obtain 
2.7, 5, 10,15, 20, 25and 35% . 
moisture content (wet weight basis) • 
Twenty branch sections were 
inoculated for each moisture level. 

Field tests were conducted in ·a 
20 year old Douglas-fir plantation 
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near Corvallis, Oregon. Roots were 
inoculated by tying Alnus inoculum 
blocks to living roots. Fifteen 
roots were inoculated for each 
treatment within each environmental 
factor compared. Test treatments 
were .obtained by altering the soil 
around inoculated roots. Che year 
later, ectotrophic mycelial .growth 
.was· measured to determine treatment 
differences. Three soil moisture 
treatments were .compared. Treatment 
1 wa:s watered weekly to field 
capacity during the late spring and 
summer months. Roots in the second 
treatment . were covered wi.th tents to 
shed rainfall during the rainy 
(winter) season • . Treatment 3 was 

. exposed . to natural conditions 
·(control). Three ,treatments were 
also installed to investigate 
effects of pH. Approximately 0,. 3 lll3 
of soil was removed from around each 
root and replaced with forest soil 
that had been amended with sulfuric 
acid (soil pH 4.5), lime (pH 6.4), 
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or no amendment (pH 5. 5). Effects 
due ·to difference in microorganisms 
were similarly tested by replacing 
the area around roots with 
pasteurized forest soil arid 
unpasteurized (unamended) forest 
soil. Temperature was tested, by 
comparing treatments installed on a ' , 
south slope. Roots on t~e uphill 
(cool) and downhill (warm, exposed) 
sides of 15 trees were inoculated. 
Soil . temperatures were monitored 
through the year . A compaction ·· 
treatm ent was · ·applied after ·inocula-
tion by a vibrational plate road 
g~ader. Compacted soil measured 
l.19 g/cm 3 conipared to 0.94 g/cm 3 
for control · inoculations. Three 
nitrogen levels were established by 
spreading urea, glucose or nothing 
in a 10 foot radius around the bole 
of each inoculated tree and watering 
thoroughly. · Urea was applied at a 
rate of 600 lbs/acre N. an<l glucose 
was applied at 400 lbs/acre. An 

•additional application of 2130 

lbs/acre glucose was added three 
months after the initial treatment. 
Soil tests 3, 7 and 10 months after 
initial setup cgnfirmed differences 
were maintained between treatments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ectotrophic growth averaged · 
14 cm after 25 days · on branch 
sections placed in soil tubes. 
Growth on wood dowels was sporadic 
and no growth was observed on glass 
rods. Rate of growth was sitnilar in 
autoclaved, pasteurized and forest 
soils, but growth in the soil was 
profuse only in .the autoclaved and 
pasteurized treatments • . Apparent1y 
irt the soil tube situation, ' compe-
tition by microorganisms limits 
growth of P. weirii · to the area 
immediately · adjacent. to the · Do.uglas-
fir branch . but does not markedly 
aff .ect the rate of ectotrophic 
growth. The soil moisture test 
supports this conclusion. 
Ectotrophic growth of ·P. weirii was 
greatest at the 15% level, a level · 
not limiting growth of the fungus, 
but low enough to prevent · high 
competition. 

The results of the field 
studies are shown in Table 1. . Soil 
pH did not affect inoculation 
success, but significant differences . 
(P = .10) in the extent of mycelial 
growth between the contr .ol and the . 
two amended · treatments were fo1.md. 
These findings agree with previously 
published findings of a pH op~imum 
of 6.0 for in vitro growth of P. 
weirii (Li et al. , 1967). Soil 
compaction had little effect on 
.either establishment or extent of 
mycelial growth of P. weirii. 
Soil p~steurizaton caused a large 
change in inoculation success . 
(pasteurized soil, 47% establishment 
ys 87% establishment for "wild" 
soil), but did not produce any 
significant difference in the extent 



of mycelial growth (13.4 . vs 14. 3 
·cm). 'The large difference in 
inoculation success was unexpected; 
perhaps the pasteurized _ soil was 
quickly colonized ·by soil 
antagonists. In contrast, _the 
observed lack of difference in the 
extent of mycelial growth is s·imilar 
to the results found in the 
laboratory. Temperature caused 
large differences in inoculation 
success but .not much change in 
extent · of ectotrophic mycelial 
growth. · The lack of inoculation 
·success in th~ warm treatmen~ was 
probably due to the large 
·temperature extremes (up to 24°C) 
encountered during the warm sumioor .· 
months. F~ilure to obtain a 

difference in the extent of 
ectotrophic mycelial growth may be 
attributed to the fact - that the 
average difference between the two 
treatments during · the summer months · 
was only about 3-1/2 to 4°C. 
Notice, however,'" that ectotrophic 
growth was greater for the 
temperature treatments than for all 
others (Table 1). These treatments 
were established alone on an open 
south slope and soil temperatures,-
each in the cool treatment were 
warmer than for -the other studies. 
Thus, it appears that tE!mperature _· 
does influence the rate of 

· ectotro ·phic • mycelial growth. 
Soil moisture and nitrogen had _ 
similar effects on the extent ·of 

Table 1. ·_ Effect of soil environment . on_ growth of Phellinus weir!i ,along 
inoculated Douglas-fir roots. 

Inoculation Success 
Growth beyond Extent of . growth 

Treatment E!itablishment inoculum . (cm) 
{%) 

Moisture 
wet 60 . 47 11. 7 
dry 71 64 14.2 
ambient 71 64 17.9 

Temperature 
cool 93 87 22.S 
warm 40 40 23.3 . 

·pH 
acidic 61 -40 9.4 

.basic 50 20 8.1 
ambient 46 40 14.0 

Nitrogen 
elevated 20 13 10.6 
reduced 47 · · 33 13.4 
ambient 71 64 17.9 

Compaction 
compacted 57 · 50 17.3 
ambient 64 57 19.4 

Microorganisms 
pasteurized 47 33 13.4 
ambient 87 73 14.3 
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ectotrophic growth of P. weirii. · 
· Changes in both nitrogen or water, · 

either up or down, reduced mycelial 
growth. This reduction is 
statistically significant in all 
cases (P = .10), except between the 
field and dry treatments. Failure 
of the . tarps to completely keep 

· moisture ou.t of the dry •treatment 
probably acco~ts for the lack of 
significant differences. However,. a 
trend towards reduced ectotrophic 
growth in . the dry treatment is 
·evident •. In coo:i:r -ast, soil moisture 
had little effect on establishment 
of !.• weirii, while both urea and 

. __glucose treatments had a marked 
effect. · In particular, the addition 
of urea had an extremely large 
effe .ct on establishment (20 and 71% 
for urea treated and field soil, 
respectively). This lack of 
survival of Phellinus weirii in 
soils with high •nitrogen levels . has 
been observed before (Nelson, 1970). 
The reduction in establishment and 
ectotrophic growth with urea addi- . 
tions is probably due to either 
direct inhibition of P. weir ii by · 
the nitrogen fer .tilizer, antagnoism 
by increased populations of micro, 
organisms or .inhibition due to 
increase .d •host vigor. Likewise, 
reduced establishment and 
ectotrophic mycelial growth after 
glucose treatment may pe due to the 
direct effects · of decrea 'sed nitrogen 

· availability for P. weirii, or 
indirect inhibition due to increased 
numbers of microotganisms. 
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Although high variation in 
ec~otrophic growth with treatments 
limited the number of , statistica:lly . 
s_ignificant differences obtained by 
this study, many notable trends are 
evident. Soil pH, temperature, 
moisture, microorganisms and 
nitrogen all appear to influence 
establishment ang ectotrophic • 
.mycelial · growth of !.• weirii. Soil 
environment thus seems to · have an 

integral part in dictating the rate 
of spread of~- weirii. 
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FUNGICIDE TRIALS FOR CONTROL OF FHOMA AND SIROCOCCU5 AT THE HUMBOLDT NURSERY 

John Kl iej unas 

ABSTRACT 

Ten fungicides to control Phana blight of 
red fir and five fUng ic id es to control 
Sirococcus tip blight of Jeffrey pi_ne 
were evaluated at the Hurnboldt Nursery. 
fu~icides were applied at .approximately 
one month intervals from September, 1982 
to May · ( red fir) or June (Jeffrey pine) 
of 1983. Efficacy was determined by com-
paring the percentage -of red fir killed 
or Jeffrey pine cankered in each treated 
plot _with adjacent untreated plots. None 
of the · rungicides tested effectively con-
trolled Phana blight of red fir. _ Three 
fungicid -es--clorothalonil, ectaconazole; 
and triadimefon -- were efficacious 1n · 
controliing Sirococcus tip blight of 
Jeffrey pine·; _ v·inclozolin and iprodione 
were · not. 

INTRODUCTION 

Historically, the fungicide chlorothal-
onil has been used routinely to control 
. Phana . blight - of Douglas-fir, caused by 
Phoma sp., and Sirococcus tip blight of 

· pine; caused by Sirococcus strobilinus, at 
the USDA Forest -Service Humboldt .Nursery 
in coastal northern California . In 1981, 
clorothalonil was detected in a tributary 
· stream · adjacent to the Nursery. The 
stream receives overflow from sumps con-
taining drainag~ and runoff water- from 
production beds _during -periods _ -of peak 
rainfall. The use of the fungicide at 

- the Nursery was then terminated. In 1982 
losses in Douglas-fir and pines in-
creased, and a previously ·minor disease 
of red fir caused canplete econanic loss 
of the crop. · The suspected causal agent, 
which is mor.phol~ ically identical to the 
species causing Pho·ma blight of Douglas-
fir, was Phoma eupyrena. · 

Subsequently, Forest Pest ·Management, in 
cooperation with the University of 
California at Berkeley, initiated a study 

Plant Pa tho log ist, USDA F.orest Service, 
-Forest .Pe~t -Management, San Francisco. 
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to 1 ) find · an efficacious chemical control 
for Phoma blight of red fir, and 2) 
determine the efficacy of fungicides other 
than chlorothalonil for the control of 
Sirococcus tip blight of Jeffrey pine. 

HATER IA LS A ND HETH ODS -

Fungicide evaluatio11 tests were conducted 
on a 4 ft-wide by 500 ft-long bed of 1-0 
red fir and a 4 ft-t;lide ·by 200 ft-long bed 
of 1 -0 .Jeffrey pine at the Humboldt 
Nursery~ Ten fungicides on red fir and 
five fungicides on Jeffrey pine were 
evaluated at _the _recommended label dosages 
(Table 1). The · fu~icides were mixed with 
water at the dosages . shown and applied to 
appropriate 2plots at the rate of 1 gallon 
per 200 ft • Fungicides were selected 
because of past effectiveness against 
Phoma and Sirococcus (Smith, et. al., 

· 1972; ~ith, unpublished data) or recently 
demonstrated · systemic activity against 
other diseases. 

The experimental design use<i was alter-
nating treated anct untreated · plots (4 x 5 

. ft) with the test fung icid ·es assigned 
randomly - to every other plot,' giving a 
system of paired plots ( treated -and un-
treated) in which the treatments were 
randomly placed. This system was repli-

- cated five times down the bed of red fir 
( 1 00 plots total) and four times down the 
6ed of Jeffrey pine (40 plots total). 

Treatment beg an in September, · 1982 and 
continued at approximately one month 
intervals until Hay (red -fir) or June · 
(Jeffrey pine) of 1983. Dead red fir and 
cankered Jeffrey pine were counted and 
removed from each plot monthly. At the 
termination of each experiment, all re-
m·aining . seedlings were counted to obtain a 
total count per plot, and percentage of 

· seedli~s killed ( red fir) or cankered · 
(Jeffrey pine) was determined. Percen-
tages underwent arcsine transformation for 
data analysis and a t-test was used to 
determine statisqcal differences between -
paired plots. 



Table 1. Fungicides _ and application rates evaluated at the H.1mboldt Nurser.y. 

Common Name a Trade Name Rate/100 Gal. Water · 

1 • chlorothalonil Bravo W-75 2 lb 
2. captafol Difolatan 4F 2 pt 
3. fixed copper Copper Sulfate 3 lb 
4. mancozeb Dithane M-45 2 lb 
5 • . benomyl Benlate 8 oz 
6. triforine Triforine EC 10 oz 
7~ triadimefon Bayleton 8 oz 
8. iprodione Chipco 26019 1 1 /2 lb 
9. v inclozolin Ornalin 1 1/2 lb 

1_ o. ec tacona zole Vangard 20 oz 

a . . 
All ten fungicides were evaluated for control of Phana blight of red fir. 
Chlorothalonil, . triad imefon, iprodione, v inclozolin, and ectacoriazole were 
tested for control of Sirocoocus tip blight of Jeffr:-ey pine • 

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

·- Phoma Blight of Red Fir 

Disease was nqt apparent in any of the 
treated or untreated red fir plots until 
January, when a pocket of Phoma-infected 
seedlings became _ evident-rn-o ·ne plot 
being treated with . triadimefori. By 
March, prolonged periods _ of heavy rain-
fall ( about 40 · inches total in December', 
January and February) had resulted in the 
buildup of soil cones at the base of most 
seedlings and the spread of the disease, 
downslope, through the bed. 

Results for March, April and May are pre-
sented . in Table 2. Al th:>ugh . the disease 
was active throughout most __ of the bed in 
March, there were fewer dead · seedlings in 
plots treated with captafol, chloro-
thalonil, mancozeb and fixed copper than 
in adjacent untreated plots. By April, 
only plots treated with captafol, manco-
zeb and · fixed copper had -statistically 
significant fewer . dead seedlings than 
adjacent untreated plots. By May, no 
significant differences between any 
fungi6ide treatment and adjacent 
untreated plots were present. Plots 
treated with benomyl or the newer 
systemic fungicides had as mariy, or more, 
diseased seedlings than - adjacent un-
treated plots throug h:>ut the . experiment. . . . . . . . 

None of the fungicides . tested effectively 
controlled Phana blight of red fir. The 
,disease was also active at high levels in 
adj a.cent · production beds of r:ed . fir 
treated with chlorothalonil. The winter 
was abnormally wet, however, and chloro-
thalonil or other fungicides may control 
the disease during years of more nonnal 
precipitation or if apl)lied at higher 
concentrations. More frequent application 
may al so be effective, -but this was not 
possible this last year because of the 

. persistent rain. In fact, production beds 
and the experimental bed went untreated 
for 8 weeks in January and February 
b'ecause of almost daily rainfall ·. This 
8-week period coincid .es with the time that 
the disease first appeared ahd 

. subsequently spread rapidly through the 
. experimental bed. · 

other alternatives, including mulching or 
covering the beds _ to reduce rain splash 
and soil cone formation, are feasible, but 
expensive. The preferred alternative for ·-
effectiv~ control may be to · grow red _ fir 
at the Forest Service Placerville Nursery, 
l _ocated in the foothills of the . central 

· Sierra, where annual rainfall is 42 inches 
compared to 60 inches at Humboldt . 
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Table 2. Percentage of red fir seedlings killed by Phoma eupyrena at . the 
Hwnboldt Nursery. 

Treatment 

chlorothal onil . . a 
untreated . 

captafol 
· untre .ated 

fixed copper 
·. untreated 

mancozeb 
untreated -

benomyl 
untreated 

triforine 
untreated 

triadimefon 
untreated 

iprodione 
untreated · 

vinclozolin 
untreated 

ectaconazole · 
untre1:1ted 

Total Percent Dead, BY Month 

February 

3 
2 

1 
1 

1 
2 

1 
· 3 

2 
2 

1 
2 . 

4 
2 

2 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

March 

1* 
8 

5• 
12 

1• 
22 

10 
9 

20 
20 

24 
· 20 

'7 
13 

13 
15 

5 
7 

April 

33 
44 

91 
37 
181 

37 

331 

50 

42 
52 

36 
41 

55 
56 

-30 
40 

40 
50 

32 
43 

May 

85 
86 

69 
88 

. 79 
88 

90 · 
86 

90 
92 

80 
86 

92 
.89 

90 . 
88 

88 
92 

. 92 
93 

a . . ·, . . 
Each entry is the average percentage of infected · seedlings in the two untreated 
pl_.ots adjacent to the fungicide treateirient listed d·irectly above. Based on 
five replicates. 

b . . 
Significantly -different (-P = o. 05) from the adjacent · untreated plots listed 
directly below; Student's t • . 

!. 
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Sirococcus Tip Blight .of Jeffrey Pine 

Al trough scattered in fection ·s appeared in 
both treated and untreated plots through-
out t'he winter months, most cankering 
occurred in April and Hay when warmer 
spring ·storms arrived. By June, the 
disease had spread throughout the 
experimental bed, but · differences in 
infection levels among treatments were 
obvious. 

Chlorothalonil, as expected , was effi-
cacious (Table . 3) An average of 2% of 
the siedlings were cankered in plots 
treated with chlorothalonil, can pared to 
47% in the adjacent untreated plots. 
Ectacoria •zole · and triadimefon al so effec-
tively contro ·lled ~he disease. Plots 
treated with ectaconazole and triadimefon 
had 3 and 5% of the seedlings , infected, 
canpared to · 46% and 57% infection in 
adjacent untreated plots. Plots . treated 
with v incto zolin and iprQd ione had ' more 
infected seed lings than adjacent un- · 
treated plots; iprod ione appeared to 
increase disease levels. 

Table 3. · Percentage of Jeffrey Pine 
seedl .ings · infected by · Sirococcus 
strobilinus at the Hunboldt Nursery. 

· Fungicide Treateda . b 
Untreated , 

chlorothalonil 2•c 47 . 

ectaconazole 3* 46 

triadimefon 5* 57 

v inclo .zolin · 66 · 60 

iprodione 76 54 

a Average percentage of infected seedlings 
in four replicate piots. . 

b Average percentage of infected seedlings . 
in two adjacent untreated plots. Based 
on four replicates . 

cSignificantly different (P=0.05) from 
the a~j acent untre~ted plots listed ~n 
_the right colunn; Student' ·s t. . 

Triadimefon is being considered by 
Humboldt Nursery as an al terna _tive to 
chlorothalonil for - the con_trol of Siroccus 
tip blight. Additional tests to determine 
the most effective - frequency and rates of 
application of ectaconozole and 
triadimefon will be conducted at the -
Nursery in 1984. 
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A PRELIMINARY LOOK AT ANIMAL 
VECTORS OF LODGEPOLE PINE 

DWARF MISTLETOE 

T. H. Nicholls 
USDA Forest Service, 

North _Central Forest Experiment Station 
St . Paul, Minnesota 55108 

and 

F. G. Hawksw_orth and Laura M. Merrill 
USDA Forest Service, 

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station 

Fort Collins, Colorado 80526 

Abstract · 

. Establishment of Arceuthobium 
americanum infections beyond the normal 
range of seed expelled from explosive 
fruits ind _icates involvement of vectors. 
A study ·on the Frai;1er Experimental Forest 
in Colorado identified 8 bird and 3 
mammal · species as pot _ential Vee tors. 
told, 320 birds _ (including retraps = 
of 28 species, and 100 mammals (IRT) 

All 
IRT) 
of 

4 species were · trapped and . examined. 
.Seven percent of ·the birds and 18 per _cent 
of the mammals carried seed. During a 

. 16-day peak seed-dispersal period at one 
stte, 22 perceni of the birds (N = 55 , 
IRT) and 20 percent of the mammals (N = 
80 IRT) carried seeds. Importa~t vectors 
appear to be the least chipmunk, gray 
jay, and Steller's jay. 

.Introduction 

Although the occurrence of isolated 
dwarf mistletoe infection . centers indi-
cates that vectors are involved in their 
long..:.distance spread, little definitive 
data ate available . An exception is for 
Arceuthobiuni pu'~illum · on black spruce in · 
the Lake ~tates (Ostry et al. 1983). 
THese ·studies show that, during the seed 
disper~al period, 10 to 30 percent of the 
animals captured had seeds on their 

·bodies. Animals with most seeds were 
gray jay, warblers, 'dark-eyed juncos; red 
squirrel, and flying squirrel. Birds and 
squirrels use mistletoe-infected trees 
for nesting and food gathering, but 
apparently do not eat dwarf mistletoe 
seeds. Birds with mistletoe seeds were 
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found more than 140 m (460 ft) away from 
the close ·st infested stands. Hudler et 
al. (1979) · condu_cted similar studies in 
a ponderosa pine ·· fo.rest infested by !_. 
vaginatum in Colorado. Thirty-two iso-
lated infection centers were found in a 
340 ha. ·(840 acre) study area. Infection 
centers ranged from 20 m to 400 -m (66-
1, 300 ft) from the -closest infection 
source. Only 3 percent ot 411 birds 
captured during the ·dispersal period 
carried seeds. Birds that were the most 
frequent carriers were pygmy nuthatch, 
mountain chickadee, and .gray-headed junco, 
Zilka and Tinnin (1976) studied bird-
dwarf mistletoe relationships in the 
Pacific Northwest. They too, concluded 
that birds do nc;:>t eat dwa"rf mistletoe 
seeds but that: long-distance dispersal · 

• occurs through external seed trans po.rt. 

Methods 

This study wa·s · c:onducted on the 
Fraser Experimental Forest near ) Winter 
Park, Col;or,ado. The forest is predomin-
ately lodgepole pine. The 1982 studies 
concentrated on trapping birds (mist 
nets) an<i animals (cell traps) at 3 ·.sites 

- (9~000, 9,400, _ and 10,000 feet). At each 
site, dwarf mistletoe · seed dispersal was 
monitored by making daily counts of 
2- by 2-feet - seed traps on the ground 
near infected trees. A totai of 50 traps_ · 
was used in the three sites . 

Results 

Seed Dispersal 

Seed dispersal was monitored from 
August 18 to September 19, 1982. The 
results are summarized in Table 1. In~ 
formation on peak dispersal was obtained 
only from the 9,000-foot s{te because 
record keeping at the other two sites 
was stopped before the dispersal period 
was over. At the 9,000-foot site, 75 · 
percent of the . seed was dispersed during 
the 10-day p·eriod between September 2 
and 11 . At the 9,400-foot site, peak 
dispersal began on September 8 and was 
continuing at a relatively high rate 
until Sept _ember 19. At the 10,000-foot 
site, dispersal was irregular, without 
a peak , from August 23 to September 19. 

,. 
J 
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Birds 

In all, 320 individuals (including 
retraps) of 28 psecies were trapped. 
Eight species of birds carried dwarf 
mistletoe seeds (Table 2) . Seven percent 
of the .birds caught durin~ the entire 
study ; period had seeds . However, during 

. the 16-da y period of peak seed disp ersal 
at the 9~000-foot site, 22 percent of the 
55 birds trapped had seeds. Birds with 
the highest proportion of s,eeq were 
Steller's jay, gray jay, northern 3-toed 
woodpecker, and mountain chi'ckadee . 

Mammals 

In all, 100 individuals (including 
retraps) of 4 species were trapped. 
Three ·species .carried mistletoe seed .s 
(Table 1). Eighteen percent of the 

. mammals caught during · the ·entire study 
period had seeds. However, during the 
16- day period of peak seed dispersal at 
the 9,000-foot site, 20 percent of the 
80 mammals trapped had seeds. Least 
chipmunks and golden-mantled ground 
squirrels carried the most seeds. Our 
sample was too small, to evaluate seeds 
on pine marten (l of 1 with seed) or . red 
squirrel (-0 of 4 with seed). 

Conclusions 

Tbs preliminary study has shown that 
at least 11 animal . species carry lodge-
pole · pine dwarf mistletoe seeds - -8 birds 
and 3 mammals . The most important poten-
tial vectors are ·stellar' s jay, gi::ay jay ~ 
and least chipmunk. For the entire study 

· period, 10 percent of the animals · (N = . 
420) carried seed (birds 7. percent and 
mammals 18 percent) . During the peak 
dispersal period at one site, 21 percent 
of the animals .carried seed (birds 22 
percent, and mammals 20 percent) . 

Thus, this study has established 
that bird s ·and mammals can . carry dwarf · 
mistletoe seeds but the role of animals 
in long distance dispersal has not been 
quantified. This is .one of th e primary 
objecti ves · of follow~studies ·planned for 
the Fras er Experimental For est in 1983. 
We pl an to make detail ed surveys ·to map 

. dwar ·f mistl e toe distribution in the study 
ar ea , •in c ludin g 1,oca tiori. of satelLit e 

infection center s establi s hed beyond the 
range . of explosive seed discharge. We 
plan to · continue trapping .birds and 

· mammals. Also, radio tel emetry is 
planned to monitor movement of animals 
between .infested ·and unifnested stands. 
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EVALUATION OF A DWARF MISTLETOE 
ROADSIDE SURVEY PROCEDURE 

L. M. Merrill, F. G. Hawksworth 
and 

W. R,. Jacobi 
Rocky Mountain Forest and _Ra~ge 
Experiment Station and Colorado 
State University :. 

INTRODUCTION 

Information regarding the intens.ity, · dis-
. tribution, and impact .of dwarf . mistletoe~ 
· (Arceuthobium spp.) is needed to assist 

the land manager in making intelligent 
. management decisions. Surveys have p_ro-

vided much of this needed information. 
Dwarf mistletoe surveys have routinely 
incorp:orated plot survey information, 
designed ·- to asses _s cubic-foot-volume · 
data . with roadside . reconnaissance sur~ , . . 

veys, whi.ch . de_termitle . incidence. 

During the summer of 1981, ' a ·dwarf mis-
tletoe roadside · re ·connaissance and plot 
survey · was conducted th!oughoµt ponderosa 

_pine stands in Colorado. The disconti- . 
nuity · of the ponderos_a pine type led to a 
high proportion (47.6%).of the plots 
being located .in non-ponderosapine areas. 

Only 11.6% o·f the ponderosa pine plots 
established were infested with dwarf 
mistletoe, while the roadside survey 
showed that approximately 19.% of the 
ponderosa pine typEJJ was infected, These 
comparisons raised questions as to the 
accuracy of the roadside reconnaissance 
method. The objective of this study, -
therefore, was to evaluate t:he validity 
of the roadside reconnaissance survey 
used to estimate the proportion of pon-
derosa pine type in Colorado.infested 
with dwarf mistletoe • . 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

•The 1982 road/plot study areas were se-
lected in ponderosa pine type in the 
Roosevelt, Pike, and San Juan National 
Forests in Colorado. Sections of road 
1.6 km in length were surveyed along the 
right-hand side, and categorized as 
follows: 

1) None - no visible infection. 
2) Low - less than 1/3 of that 
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strip infested . 
3)' Medium - 1/3 to 2/3 of that 

strip _ infested. 
4) High - over 2/3 ·of that strip 

infested. -

Three study areas in each of the four 
mistletoe infection categories were 
located in the three n?tional forests. 

Within each study area, a row of _variabl~ 
radius (BAFl0) plots were established 40 
meters from -and parallel to the surveyed 
side -of the road, at approximately 100 m . 
intervals. Linear regression analyses o_f 
the data were used in comparing the pro~ 
po~tion of roadside inf~sted to the pro-
portion of plots infested with dwarf ~is-
tletoe . . Data were analyzed by national 
forest, and then -combined to achieve . a 
total average regression equation. Data 
were also grouped according to the dwarf 
mistletoe infection categories, and were 
analyzed using a paired T-test to deter-
mine if mean percentages of roadside.and 
plots infested were similar in each of 
the four categories. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In each forest sampied, the abundance of 
A· vaginatum observed from the road gen .er-
ally agreed with the percentage infested 

· 40 meters into the forest~ Results indi-
cate a significant association between the 
percentage of .roadside and plots . infested 
with dwarf · mistletoe on the Roosevelt, . 2 Pike and San Juan National Forests (R = 
.85, '.96, and _.88, respectively) (Table 
l). The average R2 value for all these 

· forests was . -88. 

Using a paired T-test~ no significant dif-
ferences were found between roadside and 
plot means in each of the four dwarf mis-
tletoe infection categories. Each cate-
gory .of roadside infestation adequately 
predicted the amount of dwarf mistletoe 
infestation occurring 40 meters into the 
forest. 



Table ·1.--Linear regression ·equations 
relating the percentage of roadside 
infested (X) to the percentage qf plots 
(Y) with dwarf mistletoe. 

National Forest Equation 

Roosevelt y = 0.94x 3.85 

Pike y = 0;83x + 4.15 

San Juan y = 0.88x 0.674 

Total average y - 0 . 88x + 0 ;072 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ·roadside reconnaissance .survey pro-
vides an adequate estimate of the propor-
tion of _!'... ponderosa infe _sted_ with dwarf 
mistletoe. The roadise survey procedure 
provided data that were highly correlated 
to percentages of plots in fes ted (b~sed 
on R2 values) in all three national · 
torests · surveyed, without bias according 
to the dwarf mistletoe infection categor-
"ies assigned from roadside obser.va tions. 
The -roadside survey procedure, therefore, 
is·an accurate method, useful in quanti~ 
fying the abundance and distribution of 
dwarf mistletoe in ponderosa pine stands, 
provided that roads are sufficient to 
represent the stands that are sampled. . . 
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REtATIONSHIP QF PONDEROSA PINE 
DWARF MISTLETOE WITH HABITAT TYPES 

AND _OTHER ECOLOGICAL FACTORS 

L. M. Merrill, F. G. Hawksworth, 
and · 

W. R. Jacobi · 

Rocky Mountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station 

and 
Colorado State University 

INTRODUCTION 

Dwarf mistletoes of the genus Arceuthobium 
· a:re the most damaging disease agents of 

the coniferous forests of western North 
America. While the distribution and . 
severity of the dwarf mi st _letoes have 

. been shown to be relat .ed to the character 
of vegetation and other ecological fac-
tors, · no previous attempts have .been mape 
to observe the relationships of these 
factors .with A_. vaginatum in Colorado. 
Therefore, the objective of this study 
was to. assess the relationship betwe~n 
the frequency and severity of ponderosa 
pine dwarf mistletoe and habitat types 
and other ec~logical factors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The dwarf mistletoe study areas were 
located in three National Forests in 
Colorado--the Roosevelt, Pike, and San 
Juan. Sections of road 1.6 km in length 
were surveyed along the right-hand side, 
and categorized _ as follows: 

1. None - no visible infection. 

2. Low - · than less 1/3 of that 
strip infested. 

3. · Medium-- 1/3 to 2/3 of that 
strip infested. 

4'. High - over 2/3 of that strip 
infested. • 

A row of variable-radius (BAFlO) plots 
was then established 40 meters from and 
parallel to the surveyed side of the road, 
at approximately 100 m intervals. Tree 
information collected included species, 
condition, d.b.h., height ., and dwarf 
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mistletoe rating (DMR). Site .index and 
b.;1sal area were also determined . Habitat 
types were identified by using keys devel-
oped by Terwillinger et al . and Hess, and 
were recorded on a habitat .type form adop-
ted from Steele et al . 

The eight habitat types observed in this 
study, with their respective abbreviations 
were: p·onderosa/Care x rossii (Pipo/ 
Caro), f . ponderosa-/Cercocarpus montanus · 
(Pipo/Cemo), P. ponderosa/Festuca arizonfca 

· (Pipo/Fear), !• ponderosa/Hesperochloa 
kingii (Pipo/Heki), f . ponderosa/ 
Muhlenbergia montana (Pipi/Mumo), f. 
pond.erosa/Purshia tridentat:a (Pipo/Putr), 
P. ponderosa/Quercus gambelii h~t. -
Mahonia repens phase (Pipo/Quga-Mare) ·, and 
.!'._. ponderosa/Quercus gambelii h.t;. -
SY!pphoricarpos oi:eophilus phase (Pipe>/ 

· Quga-Syor). '1'hose habit .at types which 
. could not be identified were grouped into 
an "unknown" category. , 

Chi square tests and a logistic regression 
model were used to . test the relationship 
between habitat type and ecological infor-
mation and dwarf mistle .toe frequency. · 
Linear regression and an analysis of var:i. .:.. 
ance were used to analyze the dwarf 
mistletoe severity data . . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This study suggests that~ - vaginatum 
occurs mc:is.t frequently on- the driest 
ponderosa pine sites becuase dwarf mistle~ 
toe was significantly more frequent where 
'the Pinus ponderosa/Muhlenpergia montana 

· h ·.t. occurred. Pipo/Mumo habitat type, 
·composed of xerophytic grasses, along with 
the Pipo/Cemo habitat type, occupy the most _ 
xeric environments associated with ponder-
osa pine. Many of the' ecological factors 
associated with the P:Lpo/Mumo and Pipo/ 
Cemo habitat types were also the most 
commonly associated with high dwarf 
mistletoe frequency, i.e . , moderate slopes, 
medial elevations, ridgetop and upper · 
slope topographies, conve x configurations, 
southerly aspects, moderate site indices 
and low basal areas (<l.Sm 2 /ha). 

This study revealed that where A. vaginatum 
was most frequent, the parasite was usually 
most damaging as well . The Pipo/Mumo h.t. 
display ed the highest average DMR. Dwarf 



mistletoe severity, like frequency, was 
highest on sites with moderate slopes, 
dry and exposed ridgetops, and upper . slop ·e 
topographies, convex configurations, low 
site indices (50-59) and low basal areas. 

CONCLUSIONS . 

,This study shows that definite patterns 
exis ·t where ponderosa pine ·is more fre-
quently and . severely infested with A. 
vagina tum than other · areas. Data •indicate 
that dwarf mistletoe is flourishing in the 
warmer · and drier environments that also 
support the growth of ponderosa pirie. The 
habitat type classification scheme proved 
useful in . identifying these .areas, as did 

· many of the ecological factors that · w·ere 
also common· constituents of the xeric 

. Pinus ponderosa/Muhlenber .gia montana 
habitat type . 
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THE. INTEGRATED PEST IMPACT 
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FOR A COMPREHENSIVE FOREST .· 
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Application Group, USDA Forest 
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ABSTRACT 

Forest planners and ·managers, 
pest management . specialists, and 
other resource specialists are in 
need of more efficient · and effective 
means for evaluating implications of 
alternative management actions. 
Computerized systems· to assist in 
impact -evaluation . can take one of 
two forins: (l) decisfonmaking; or 
(2) information assimilation and 
presentation. The Integrated Pest 
Impact Assessment System (IPiA.S) 
provides information · assimilation 
and presentation and, because of its 
modular ·design and inherent 
versatility, .. can be used for 
virtually any forest management 
problem ~ 

A new compute ·r-assisted forest . 
management information system is 
being developed, called the 
Integrated Pest Impact Assessment 
System (IPIAS). As the name 
implies, IPIAS consists of a linked 
set · of models, data bases, and 
computer programs, developed in the 
conte x t of pest management concerns, 
specifically mountain pine beetle 
(~PB, · Dendroctonus ponderosae 
Hopkins) impacts in Colorado . 
However, as IPIAS evolved, a 
fram .ework .emerged . that offers . 
considerable promise as a more 
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general forest _ ·management and 
planning tool. This · paper describes 
the development . of IPIAS · and 
illustrates soriie of · the · capabilities 
of the current version of the 
system. 

DEVELOPMENT OF IPIAS 

IPIAS was developed . during a 
particularly dynamic period in the 
evolution of forest planning methods 
and related technology. There were 
substantial, rapid changes in forest · 

.planning and management procedures 
in the last decade in response to a 
number of legislative ~nd public . 
mandates and p~rceived needs within 
land management · agencies. 

. Interdisciplinary teams of . resource · 
specialists have undertaken , 
comprehensive plans for the · 
management of large heterogeneous 
tracts of forest land. Fqrests are 
routinely .. measured, mapped, and 
managed in terms of many 
interac t_ing, and of°ten conflicting ., 
concerns. . This has resulted in . a 
large increase in data and data 
manag ·ement . efforts, forest-effect 
simulation capabilities, and 
multiple objectiv ,e decj,sionmaking 
systems. 

During this same time period, . 
there were tremendous advances in 
computer hardware and software used 
in forest planning and . management. 
In many respects, this was a 
mutually beneficial relationship, 
with new management needs 
stimulating advances in computer 
technology, and . new computer · 
technology opening addit:ional area ~ 
of management · capabilities. . In a 
very short time period computer 
keyboards and CRT' s have · become 
standard equipment for forest 
managers. 

Different components of on.,.line 
forest planning and management have 
had varying success in keeping · up 
with the . rapidly · · c hanging 
information processing capabilities 
and requirements. Most National 



Forests have computerized data bases 
(i.e., SYSTEM 2000, also referred to 
as S2K) ;' especially for timber 
management. One or more stand (or 
tree) .growth models are routinely 
used to systematically project the 
implica .tions of alternative -

_silviculture activities. National 
Forests also use multiple-objective 

· optimization programs (FORPLAN, 
Johnson et al. 1980) in their 
planning and decisionmaking . 
However, few quantitative 
computerized models exis _t that 
include wildlife, recreation, or 
scenic quality components. Even 
fewer models are . capable of · 
responding ac .curately to projected 

· changes in · specifi _c for .est 
characteristics. 

Much of the impetus for the 
development _ of IPIAS is related to 
MPB impacts on ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa Laws) along the Front 
Range of the Colorado Rockies. 
Forest managers needed to develop 
treatment strategies that could 

.effectively salvage damaged stands, 
control the MPB in currently 
·infested stands, and ·protect 
susceptible stands. The · benefits 
to be derived, in · terms . of 
traditional timber economic values, 
were not of major significance in 
the affected region (Averill et al. . 
1977). In fact, the . principal 
factor motivating MPB control _ was 
the significant scenic value of the 
area anc;l its• major public · use for 

·recreation, tourism, and vacation 
home development. The capabilities 

· to accurately project how these · 
-values might be affected . by b_oth _ 
insect""'" or treatment-induced changes 
in forest characteristics was 
nonexistent. 

. Preliminary testing and extensive 
discussions with forest planners and 
managers indicated the need to carry 
IPIAS s everal steps beyond the first 
genera _tion system. The next step 
was to link the IPIAS models to a 

,· 

forest stand model . that would 
project · growth and mortality as 
influenced by silvicultural 
treatments and effects -of insect and 
disease pests. Perhaps the most 
signific .ant step, however, was to 
add a geographic or spatial · 
information component to IPIAS. 

Tabular data (such as . that used · 
and produced by · IPIAS) must be 
related to distinct . spatial 
locations for effective - forest 
planning . and management. Typical 
forest offices contain a great deal 
~f spatial data, in the form of maps 
transcribed from · aerial photographs. 
Accessing this type of spatial data 
is often a . significant task. 
Finding . the · desired map is usually 
only the first st~p in the data 
retrieval process. The maps may 

. contain a color · or numerical code 
(or both) that re.fer to tabular . or 
textual · data stored . in another · 
information system,- such as computer 
fiies or more often, other hard copy 
material. In addition, significant 
changes may have occurred i~ the 
area since the _ maps were prepared; 
these changes may · not have been 
noted oil . the map or in associated 
textual or · tabular matetiai. 

Suppose inspection of the 
referenced tabular data reveals _a 
change in status for the mapped 
unit. For example, new (S .tage II). 
data re~eals that what was classed 
as a pole sized douglas fir stand is 
actually a mature lodgepole pine 
stand. Who's got the purple "magic 
marker"? 

This type of information display 
and analysis is inefficient, offers 
a great many . opportunities for 
error, and is extremely cumbersome 
and time · consuming to update or 
correct. Even so, considerable 
forest planning and management woi;k · 
is done using some version of this 
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type of sys'tem and tl}ere bas . been 
observable · progress toward 
streamlining and · improving the 
related procedures. 

The second generation of IPIAS 
was designed as an impact assessment 

. and information system that would be 
adaptable to changing · forest 
management .. and planning processes. 
Few of the system components . are 
new. In many respects, IPIAS simply 
represents the integration and 
c~mputerization 61; procedures that 
are rtow large _ly carried out manually ·· 
by many . fore ·st plani;i.ets ·and 
manager -s. The .development of . . this 
type of interactive computerized 
informa•tion system 1s· a logical step 
if -forest · planning and management 

· acti ,vities are ·_ to ·meet. the ever 
increasing requirements for data 
quantity _and quality, documented · 
evaluation and decision ··• making 

- processes, - and effective monito _r:i.ng 
qf progress _toward management 
objectives.- .. 

COMPONENTS OF IPIAS . 

IPIAS was design _ed to provide . 
forest planners and managers, . pest . 

·management · personnel, and · other 
resourcE,? specialists · wl"th a method 
to efficiently and effectively 
evaluate the implications of 
alternative · management · actions. 
Currently, the system focuses on 

. predicting forest changes a:isociat .ed 
with MPB damage . and related cc>ntrol 
activities • . However ·, because of its 
modular design and ·. versatility, 
IPIAS :. is pqtentlally useful for a · 
much wider range of forest pests. · 

. In fact, IPIAS is applicable to . 
nearly any management . problem where 
changes . in forest . characteristics 
can be described or modeled. 

IPIAS · is composed of three major 
_ subsystems (figure · _!): . (1) a 
geographic information sys .tern (GIS )°; 
(2) a data base _management · system 
(DBMS); and (3) · a set of pest, · 

.-forest · and socioeconomic prediction 
models. The GIS contains spatial 
data, such as forest and stand 
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boundaries, pu}:>lic 
lines, . and recreation 
DBMS has all of the 

land survey 
The sites. 

textual and 
tabular data - per-1:-inent . to e_ach 
timber st .and in · the GIS in memory. 
The predictive models · . are us .eel to 
determine the fore·st changes that 

. could result from alternative : 
management actions. These three 
subsystems, integrated into ·an 
interactive computer system (figure · 
2), become a very versatile and 

·responsive management tool. 

• The · , princi •pal components and · 
features of each subsystem in IPIAS 
are described . below. Specific 
components and models currently used . 
in ' IPIAS are · adapted to the MPB in 
the Colorado - Front Range. . However . -
IPIAS I modular format . allows other 
models and data . bases to be readily 
substituted into IPIAS for 
applications to .other forest ·and · 
pest types~ The hasic form • of the · 
system, bowever, would remain the 
same. 

-_ Data · base · management system . · A _ 
DBMS · facilitates the . automated 
s_torage and retrie .val of textual and 

· tabular data. . The DBMS used in 
IPIAS- is a general purpose one, 
called SXSTEM 2000 or S2K. The U.S. 
Forest . Service . has used S2K for 
_storing and analyzing' timber _sale 
accounts · and · ·d.rnber management 
·syptems since l 97_5. S2K ~tilizes a 
user-oriented · English-like language · 
that . enables a . nonprogramer to 
easil.y" build, access, and manipulate 
a data hase . · S2K can be accessed _ 
interactively . ·or in a · batch mode, 

. and t _he · user can define a new data 
_base, or modify an existing _one. S2K 
also has data reduction . and analysis · 
capabilities. 

Every National ·Forest in the 
United Sta .tes has ·a data base in 
S2K1• .The - most numerous data 

1 S2K is · maintained by the USDA on 
a mainframe computer. in Fort 
Collins, -· Colorado. Each .forest 
accesses S2K via telecommunication . 
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relate . · to · forest land resources, 
including recreation -potential, soil 
types, , wildlife · ·data, · and . timber 
stand data·, such as that used in the 
IPIAS modeis. S2K can . store 
geographic . identifiers, such as 
latitude-longitude coordinates, or 
narrative location descriptions. 
However, graphically displaying this 
spatial data requires a geographic 
(spatial) information system. 

. Geographic information system . A 
GIS, deals primarily with spatial or 
geographic data, rather than _with 
·textual or tabular data. In 
general, a c;rs does not have to be 
an automated system; e.g . , . ·a • map 
file · or a world atlas could · be 

:considered a GIS. In recent y~ars, 
however, . the amount and ·. complexity 

. of resource data . necessitates some . 
degree of automation. 

A· computerized GlS- consists of 
three bas,ic subsyst~: · . (1) data _ 
capture; (2) data analysis; and . (3) 
data output. _In the .GIS, · _data is 

-·usually captured or _copi _ed into the 
computer utilizing . a coordinate _ 
syste1J1 that retains the ·geographic 
integrity of the - resource .data. · The 
analytical component manipulates the 
original map_ data to produce any , 
additional information specified by · 

· the · user. The output component 
· allows . the · us ·er . to reproduce -the 

original da _ta _ or - derived data on a 
graphics 'terminal screen or . as a 
"hard copy" map, ch _art, . or graph. 

A typ .ical computerized GIS data _ 
l:>ase contaitis a number of different · 
fypes . ~r 0themes" of · qata; · usually 
pertaining • to . . the same geographic 
area. Map or cartographic data, such 
as public land · survey _lines~ 
· topographic features, . or other 
map-:-related features with locational 
o,r spatial attributes are . the types 
of · data most commonly included in a 
natural . resource data base. The 
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·. data : base may also contain · · other 
. types of · data . such . as sites of 

archaeological interest, importan _t 
big game ranges, :-r~~.r~ation sites, · 
or . location of pest outbreaks. 
Whe~ several data themes are 
combined into one- data base it ifi · 
referred · to as a "multiresource" 

. data base; · if all of the possibl ·e 
data themes are included, it · · is 
referred to . as a · "total resource;' 
data base • 

The computerized GIS .performs 
many . of the types of · spatial · 
manipulations traditionally 
performed manually, except that it : 

. is faster and - more efficient (Goulet 
et al. 1981, Tomlin et al. 1981). 
In addition, : the -GIS can be used -for' 
the · logical or _arithmetic 
compositing o"f · many maps at one 
time, a task that cannot eatdly be 

· _ <lone manually. 

The GlS component of _IPIAS ls the 
Map Overlay and Statistical System 

· (MOSS), developed by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service's • Western 
Energy and Land Use Team2• MOSS 
.currently operates in a minicomputeF 
eriv:i,.ronment, . which · gives users 
on-site access and controi . · 

There are currently .. over · 100 
analytical commands in MOSS, and map 

· analysts can occ ·ur in either .vector 
. (poiygon) or raster (cell) modes. · A 

' n'umber of data sources can be used 
. in MOSS, including digital terrai~ 
·models and satellite imagery . such as 
LANDSAT.· For each point, . line, or . 
polygon on a map, . there . can be up to · 
30 characters of identifying 

· information, e . g., soil . type, town~ 
and geologic strata. The 3() 
character limit was expand .ed in 
IPIAS to ac<;.ommodate the multiple ' 

2The MOSS software, which is in 
· the public domain, is supported by . 

the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Services 
We.stern Energy and Land Use Team and 
the U.S.- Bureau of La11-d Management's 
Denver · Service Center ; 



fields .of d~ta for each . timber stand 
. stored .in the corresponding S2K data 
file. .-The ability to manipulate and 
display the spatial characteristics 

. of . _S2I< timber s·tarid . data with MOSS, 
the multiple resource data · themes 
po·ssible in . ·the GIS data base, and 
the capability for predictive model · 
outputs were the .final links needed 
to meet the objectives . for IPIAS. · 

Forest and socioeconomic 
prediction · models. . A -·number of 
separate prediction models ar ·e : used 
in _ IPIAS to ·project .the . effects of 
inanagement . actions · over ti.me. · A. 
basic : stand .· growth and mortality 

· model is · integrated with a pest 
effects model _ to predict ·changes · in 
forest . charac ter.istiC:s that would 
~esult from various ··silvicultural 
and · :peE;t..,related activitj.es. The · 
resulting _ .stand characte~is .tics are 
u~ed as · input . data for a set of 
models · that . predict · an array of 
socioeconomic effects •. 

Because mos.t forest . management 
actions result in s_ome. change in the 
numbers, species, . and sizes of 
trees, . all of the components ' in 
IPIAS depend, · in some way, on · the 
output . from the . STAND model. . The 
STAND model provides proje~ti,ons ~f 
future forest .conditions based on 
initial inventories, growth and 
mortalJ,.ty parameters appropriate to . 
the stand, . and . any · prescribed 
management ~~anges ·such as thinning 
or harvesting. The precision and · 
level of detai~ of these projections 
deterQlines · the . . capabil;f.ties of the 
e>ther models in . IPIAS. · Generally, 
stand tables should include at least 
n!Jlllbers; stzes , . and species of trees . 
if estimates of pest susceptability ,· 
scenic quality, · or economic products 
are need ed. More . ·. precise 
predictions of the - biolo g ical and· 
socioeconomic effe -cts of forest 

. changes can be made if a more 
compreh enslve . fore s t ecosystem 
sill\H .a_tor, • iJl cluding data on 
uriderstory ve ge tatfo ·n, down · timbet 

\ 

and slash, and quantity and quali,ty 
of water runoff, · is ava ·ilable • 

The STAND model::i:urrently used in 
IPIAS is . an adaptation of · GROW 
(Anonymous 1983a). This model is 
used ex _tensively for Front Range . 
National Forest.s, especially. 
previously unmanaged ' stands. GROW 

· provides predictive stand tables, in · 
. 2-irich d_iameter classes, and volume 
computations for 10-year · . time 
perio4s. . .The user can specify a 
variety of manaiement actions, in 
t~rms . ·of types of thins or cuts and -. 
when . they occur. Residual . stand 

· .conditions are used as input to pest · 
and soc-ioeconomic models at .each · 
specified time ·period. · The STAND. 
model was modifled to maintai _n . tree · 
species identificati~n and : to allow 
in ter~ction with the MPB model · · 
component at annual time · periods •. 

The - PEST model projects any . 
growth reductions and mortality in 

· stands of a host species · due to the 
activities of a particular ·pest over . 
time, based on timber · stand 
information · from .. the STAND model. . 
The PEST model . typi~ally u~es 
information on the . effe ·cts of 
variations in the size . cirid dens;f.ty 
of the host species on stand . 
sus.ceptability, ·pest populatiort 
dynamics during and between : 

. outbreaks, and · the susceptibility .of ,. 
adjacent stands in the future due to 
their proximity to currently 
infested stands. . The · interaction 
between . the STAND and PEST . models · 
mus:t be · linked to a time · cycle that 
is appropriate for the . dynamics of 
the subject . pest. For · example, some 
diseases may require a 5- to · 10-year 
cycl e , while some insect · pests, 

. becau .se Qf their dynamic nat _ure ·, may 
r e quire a ·yearly cycle. 

In the current MPB version of 
IPIAS, th e PEST model is a 
generaliz ed model · that refle c ts 
expert · opinion. ·The model is . 
"t r ig gereq" by a combination of ho st 
and ; pest : chara c terisd.cs in c ludin g 
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stand d_ensity, current faders3, 
greeri infested trees . ( trees that 
·will fade next year), and ·estimated 
· attack ratios. The. MPB · model 
provides estimated numbers of dead 
pines in . 2-inch size classes on an 
annual cycl~ as input to the STAND 

-model. 

The socioeconomic [!lodels consist 
· .of a set of equations that relate 

forest cl_lar.acteristics to . the 
various economic, · recreation, and -
aesthetic . values being- estimated. 
Some of these models are 

. straightforward and based on tested 
_ relationships; e.g., the model that 

predicts the present worth _in 
dollars of ,a standing · volume of 
.sawtililber. Given accurate . estimates 

· of tbe _ number and size of trees in · 
the residual stand; from the STAND-
and · PEST models; computations 
:i.nvolving volumes, . prices, and 
discounts · to get present wor-th are 
dlrect and readily accepted. Other 
Illodels, such as _those that estimate . 
various . · types· of recreation 
potentials,. or public perception of 

· scenic · beauty are less well 
· established. Still, the principal 
is the . same:" statistical 
relationships between: forest 
characteristics, such as · the sizes, 
species, .and densities trees ·and 

· the amount of . insect damage .. and 
recreation use or , perceived s·cenic 
beauty are . used , to develop models 
(Sc~roeder and Daniel --1981, Walsh et· 
al. 1981, ·and Buhyoff et al. · 1982). 

· Once developed, these models can be 
used ·to provide _e .stimates of 
recreation -potential . and s~enic 
beauty, ba _sed on projections of the 
characteristics of the residual 
stands. 

lPIAS .contains . · several 
socioeconomic models 

set_s of 
developed . 

·3 "Fader" is a colloquial term for 
· a ponderosa pine tree having a dis-
colored "(yellow/orange) appearance 
which . results from attack by the 
mountain pine beetle. 
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·specifically for the . Color.ado .~ F~ont 
Range. Economic input-output models 
·for three Front Range communities . 
estimate the _ lqcal ___ effects . of 
changes in inc 'om·e from forest 
industries, • tourism, and "foot · 
loose" residents ( retirees and 

· commuters) that ·result . froni changes 
in forest quality ( tree density · and 
insect damage). . Other models 
estimate the effects. of changes· in 
forest quali-ty on residential 
property values and potential for 
recreational - use. Scenic _quality 
inodels estimate the effects of 
forest change irt terms . of on-Site . 
(withtn the canopy of the affected 
forest) and · vista perspectus. 
Depending · on user needs · a:ny or _all 
subsets of socicfeconomic effects can -
be displayed. 

SUMMARY 

Although IPIAS is not an 
"on-the-shelf" system ready for wide 
application in forest management, 
many . of its compoi:ients are in 
extensive use -by forest managers in 
the u. s. Forest · Service and by 
personnel in other land management · 
agencies·· as well. t,JOSS, S2K, and --
the GROW· model are widely used. 
Many . of the economic model 
components are based on accepted 
price and discount functions and, 

· therefore, have wide application •. 
. - Some components, such as the· scen -ic _ 

' value models, have been extensively 
tested in the Fi:ont Range area, but 
may not be applicable ' beyond - that 
set" of · forest . conditions. . The MPB-
model . component requires additional. 
testing and . development, as do most 
of the · socioeconomic models. The 
general .framework; .however, works 
very well · and · potentially can be of 
tremendous benefit to forest 
managers and planners. 

· Implementation of" an IPIAS-type 
sys -tem within: current forest 
management and planning procedures 
could · take a form similar to that in -



figure 3. The starting point is always 
an inventory _ or .relevant forest resources. 
The inventory must be complete enough to 
operate the STAND model. In a typical 
IPIAS application, the timber staff and 
forest silviculturalist would run the 
STAND model, providing the needed para-
meters and form~lating appropriate 

· harvest ., thinning, and pest management -
activities. · Pest management specialists 
would provide up-to~date infestation or 
damage inventori .es and other parameters 
(e.g., attack ratios for insects) needed 
to•integrate the PEST model with the 
STAND model. Output from the STAND model 
would drive .a · set of resource models, 
each operated and interpreted by the 
appropriate . planning or management 
specialist. For each modeled management 
alternative, resource specialists would 
provide their evaluation and recommenda-
tions, supported by there],ated model 
vrojections of location, timing, and 
magnitud~ of predicted effects. 

FOREST 
. INVENTORY 

PEST 
MODEL 

Peel Management 
St a ff 

STANO 
MODEL . 

Timber 81aH 
and 

8llvlcullurlet 

TPIAS was designed to augment existing 
forest planning and management" procedures 
and to incorporate the interdisciplinary 
team, approach used in forest planning. 
The principal mod{fic -adons of that 
process are the close link between the 
data base management and geographic in-
formation systems and the use of inter-
related quantitative models. Mathematical · 
stand growth and economic models are 
already routinely used and of great value 
to timber specialists and economists. 
Recreation, wildlife, and scenic value 
models are not generally available at 
thi"s time. When developed .ind integrated 
into a comprehensive information system, 
such models can enhance the precision, 
reliability, and .usefulness of incorpor-
ating socioecortomic variables _in the 
forest planning · and decisionmaking 

· process, ·For now, projecting impacts of 
forest change on this type of , variable 
must be based largely on the implicit, 
informal mq_dels ·used by individual 
resource specialists. 

ECONOMIC MODEL 
Economlet 

RECREATION MODEL 
Recreation 

WILDLIFE MODEL 
Wlldllfe Blologlet 

SCENIC MODEL 

DECISION 
MAKER 

- - - -t- - ~L,_,.a"'n""d_,._e.,,_c,._a, 11 ii Arc hit u:-1_ -t- ---

Figure 3 Schematic outline of IPIAS as implemented within a general forest 
planning framework. 
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There are several different areas of 
forest plapning where IPIAS could .be a 

very useful tool for the forest manager. 
For example, the DBMS and GIS components 
can be used to facilitate compiling, 
analyzing, updating, and accessing basic 
inventory information at all stages of -

_forest planning. IPIAS can be used in 
the identifi~ation and mapping of homo-
geneous analys~s areas and in the formu-
lation and selection of a set of 
.candidate management strategies to be 
subjected to a FORPLAN decision model. 
The socioeconomic components of IPIAS 
can be .used to facilitate setting 
appropriate constraints for FORPLAN and 
to provide a basis for directly including 
recreation and scenic considerations in 
the decisi.onmaking _process . After 
general management goals and guidelines 
are determined through the FORPLAN 
proc~ss~ IPIAS can be ~sed to assign 
treatments · to specific stands (project 
planning) ·and to monitor progress toward 
management goals. Because IPIAS is a 

'_"user friendly" interactive computer 
system, there is close interaction among 
all components of the planning process, 
hicreasing the value of the system for 
forest managers. · 

Forest Pest Management personnel of 
the USDA Forest Service sponsored a work-

.shop in March 1983, to review and 
evaluate the MPB version of IPIAS and 
to develop a 5-:--year pian for · future work . 
Over 40 forest planners, manage~s, 
resource specialists, arid scientists from 
throughout the Nation participated in . 
the workshop. While there was consider-
able discussion of the strengths and 
weaknesses of _specific model components, 
there was concensus that' the gen .era! · 
IPIAS framework was valid and worthy of 
future effort. A 5-year research and 
developm _ent proposal .has been drafted by 
Fore$t Pest Management personnel and is 
currently under consideration by Forest 
Service administration (Anonymous 1983b). 
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COMANDRA RUST INTENSITY AND SEVERITY 
IN LODGEPOLE PINE 

B. W. Geils and ·W. R. Jacobi 
Department of Plant Pathology 

Colorado State University 
Ft. Collins, Colorado 80523 

DAMAGE SURVEY 

The number and distribution of comandra 
rust-diseased lodgepole pine on the Wind 
River District, Shoshone National Forest 
Wyoming, were estimated by cruising 21 , 
randomly selected stands (.6% of commer-
cial forest area) in 1981-82 . 

The commercial forest of the Wind River 
District . is dominated by stands of lodge-
pole pine and by stands of spruce-fir 
with some lodgepole pine and other spe-
cies •. The for ,est has an unregulated age 
distribution due to a scarcity of 20- to 
50-year-o~d stands . . Over 90% of the 
basal area is in trees larger · than 12 cm 
dbh. Lodgepole pine makes up almost 40% 
of the basal area in all diameter classes 
except those larger than 36 cm. 

Fifty percent of the lodgepole · pine in 
mature stands were diseased. In 85% of 
rust-infected trees, cankers had killed 
the top of the crown. An average of 50% 
of .the basal area of the pines larg~r 
than _12 cm dbh is class _ified as diseased'. 
Most of 24-36 cm dbh poles are infected. 
The rust is least common among saplings. 
These .younger trees have experienced few 
favorable inocul;:i.tion periods and survive 
only for a short time after infection, 
Comandra rust has not yet infested the 
young St<;inds which are generally less 
than 20 years old. Although uncommon on . 
the forest and not included in .the ·su 'r-
vey, several 25-yea-r-old stands exist and 
these are rust infested. The rust is · 
fcimnd on a lower percentage of lodgepole 
plots in mature mixed species stands than 
i~ mature lodgepole stands. Mixed_ spe-
cies stands are at higher -ele·vations and 

. are further from the dry rocky slopes 
. where the alternate host occurs which may 

account for the lower infestation. 

From the damage survey on the Wind River 
District, a current description of rust-
infected and healthy trees can be 
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obtained. For diseased tre es, the .mean 
dbh is 24 cm, stem length is 16 m, and 
age is 100 years . . The most commonly seen 

. infected tree has a stem canker which is 
several decades olcl, and which has killed 
the top third of the c·rown. Although 
healthy trees are about the same age and 
height, they average only 21 cm dbh , 
This difference can be explained if larger . 
trees are more likely to become infected . 
but still survive than are smaller trees. · 

VOLUME GROWTH 

The effect of rust cankers on volume 
growth and stem form was investigated by 

· destructively sampling trees. A series 
of disks were collected at various 
heights along the length o_f a bole. At 
each height, a mean radi~l distance was 
obtained for ea~h year's growth since 
1931. Stem profile was plotted a~ a set 
of annual curves of height over radius 
for individual trees. With this method 
a comparison of a typical rust-damaged 
tree with a healthy tree of the same age 
and from the same stand can reveal canker 
effects. . 

._ The representative healthy tree was 93 
years old at stump height, 27 cm dbh, 
17 m tall _and had 12 m of live crown . 
Above the base, the radial increment .had 
been generally constant along the bole for 
each year . _· Some suppression followed by 
release occurred in the early 1960 1 s, 

The representative damaged tree was 93 · 
years old at stump, height 24 cm dbh, is 
m•tall and because of a girdling canker 
which originated at a height of 10 . 4 m 
had only 0 . 6 m of live crown remaining. 
The rust was first evident on the stem in 
1953, and -five years later had completely 
girdled the bole . After two more years, 
the stem died above the canker center. 
The rust continued to grow proximally and 
ultimately reached 9 ._8 m above the ground . 
With such a serious loss of productive · 
crown, radial growth was decreased by 80%; 

Initially both trees had similar volume 
growth rates, but after crown loss the 
rate for the rust-damaged tree was signi-
ficantly reduced. Although the damaged 
tree was previously larger, the healthy 
tree ultima _tely achieved a greater size. 
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RISK RATING LODGEPOLE 
PINE FOR CRONARTIUM COMANDRAE 

Wm. Ralph Zentz 
Department of Forest _ and Wood Sciences 

· and 
Dr. William R. Jacobi 

Department of Plant Pathology 
Colorado State University 

Ft. Collins, Colorado 80523 . 

INTRODUCTION 

Comandra rust is a dam~gin'g disease of 
-lodgepole pine in certain high risk areas 
such as the Wind River District of the 
Shoshone National Forest, Wyo~ing. The 
biology of the rust fungus and disease is 
f~i~ly w:11 documented. Unfortunately, 
l1m1ted -1nformation is available on what 
factors characterize high ·risk stands · and 
how the distribution of the alternate 
host Comandra umbellata affects the inci-
dence of the disease in pine. · °The conse-
quences _· of stand inanagenient are; the .re-
f ore, unknown since there is no way to 
predict disease occurrence. · This proj-
ect; initiated in June 1983, will address 
these needs. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Develop methods . o"f hazard-rating for 
comandra b,lis .ter rust - infestations in 
the lodgepole pine forests of the · 
Rocky Mountain Region. 

2. _Evaluate the ecological relationships 
between the distribution and biology 
of comandra rust on lodgepole pine 
and the alternate host Comandra 
urnbellata. 

METHODS 

Field data on disease incidence and 
severity and site factors will be col-
lected from infested and healthy stands 
in Colorado, Wyoming and Mont_ana. Vari-
able ~adius plots will be placed along 
transects to collect data on rust inci-
dence and severity, incidence of other 
pests, dbh, tree age, density, canker 
age, et~~ and site -factbrs such as eleva-
tion, slope and aspect. Data will be 
mapped and analyzed for any relationship 
to regional parameters such as wind 

patterns or geographical location. 

A surv:y of potential _g_. umbellata habi-
tats .will be conducted adjacent to sur-
veyed pine stands . ... The -effec;t of the · 
distribution _of ~- umbellata on the inci-
dence and severity of the rust will be 
determined by mapping the location of 
both hosts. The suryey will also deter-
mine more . closely the habitat of the 
comandr~ plant and the conditions favor-
ing or inhibiting growth and spread of . 
the alternate host. The effects of clear 
cutting, site preparation, grazing, fire, 
r9adways and other forest . and range sites 
will be assessed for their influence .on 
the suitability of the sites as comandra · 
habitats. 

RESULTS. 

A majority ·of the Wind River District of 
the Shoshone National Forest, Wyoming, 
has been surveyed in 1983 · for C. umbel-,. ', 
lata. Comandra was ·a CODUIIOn plant . . 
throughout the district on dry-sparsely-
vegetated slopes. 

Limited rust incidence and severity data 
was collected in 1983 by the cooperating 
Wind River District. No data analysis 
has been completed to date. ·The ·next 
field . season will allow for the collection 
of additional C. umbellata location 
information and rust incidence and sever-
ity data in the Wind River District and 
in nearby national forests. 
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IMPACT AND DISTRIBUTION OF DWARF MISTLE-
. TOES IN MONTANA. Oscar J . Dooling, USDA 

Forest Service, P. O. Box 7669, Miss oula , 
-MT 59807 

Dwarf mistleto es (Arceuthobium spp.) (DM) 
reduce tree height and diameter growth, 
and thereby reduce volume production. 
Recent surv~ys have measured this reduc -
tion and delineated distribution of the 
parasites on 3 hosts in Montana. A. · 

·douglasii causes an estimated annual re-
duction of 9 million cubic feet (MM ft3), 
or about 12 percent of the total volume 
growth of Douglas-fir. A. americanum 
causes ·an annual reduction of 17 MM ft3 , 
or about 14 percent of the _total lodge-
pole pine volume growth. A . . laricis 
ca~ses an annual reduction-of 7 MM ft3, 
or about 29 ·percent of the total western 

· larch volume growth. Collectively~ DM' s 
cause an annual reduction of 33 MM ft3, 
or ·about 15 percent of the total · volume 
growth of the 3 host species . If this 
volume could be recovered, it could build 
more than 31,000 3-bedroom single family 

· houses each year . . The survey was a com-· 
bination road-plot system described by 
Drummond (Drummond, D. B. - 1978. USDA 

. Forest Serv. Rpt . PSW-31, pp 55-61). 
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TRANSMISSION OF THE 'PINE WOOD 
NEMAT~DE, Burs~thel enchus xy"lophi l us 
DUR IN~ OV I_POS ·_TIUN OF Monochamus 
carol 1 nens 1 s, _ _th scute 11 atus and M 
mutator~ M.J. W1_n·yf1eld and R.Ji::" 
Blanchette. Department of Pla~t 
Pathology, University of Minnesota 
St. Pau 1, MN 55108. . · ' 

Pairs of Monochamus -caro ·1 inensis, M. 
scute 11 atus and .!'.!!_ mutator in cages _ 
were al lowed to oviposit on pine 
bolts tor ·4 to .8 weeks. Bolts were 
rep I ~ced we·ek I y · and nematodes 
extracted from ovip9sition niches. 
Nematodes were transmitted during 
oviposition by al I three beetle 
species. Of 322 oviposition niches 
made by three pairs · of M. 
carol-inensis, 29 con ·tained B. 

_y_lophilus. Fou_r paiTs of · M. 
scute·11atus made 28-6 oviposition 
niches of which seven contained 
nematodes _whi 1 e five pairs of M. 
mutato _r made 227 ovipositlon niches 
of which tour contained B. 
xy I ophil us. The average number of B. 
xyl o~hi I us transmitted per 1->ai r of ·Jr. 
caro inensis, M. scutel latus and M. 
mutator examined · was 96, 12, and-69, 
respectively. Transmission of ts. 
xylophilus during vector oviposition 
explains the presence ~f the nematride 

· in dying trees and cut timber in the 
United States. 
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THE PINE WOOD NEMATODE IN DWARF 
MISTLETOE INFESTED JACK PINE IN 
MANITOBA • . T.A. - Burnes,' M.J. 
W i n g f i e 1 d , F • A. B a k. e r , a n d D • W. 
French, Department of p ·1ant 

PATHOGENICITY OF Verti ci c 1 adi e 11 a 
procera AND. Leptographium terre-
branti~ IN GREENHOUSE AND FIELD 
INOCULATIONS~ M.J. Wingfield ~ 
Department of Pla -nt . Patholoyy, 
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108. . . . 

_Pathology, University of Minnesota; 
and K. Khowles - and E. Beaubien, 
Department of Natural Resources, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Pathogenicity tests with Vertici-

cladiel la procera Kendrick and Lepto-
The pine wood . nematode~ ·Bursa- graphium terrebrantis Barras and 
phe 1 encht,Js xy 1 oph i l us (Steiner and Perry were conducted under greenhouse 
Buhrer) N.ickle was found . i•n de- and field conditions. Twenty, two-
clining jack pine (Pinus banksiana year•old Eastern white pine (~inus 
Lamb.) infested. with dwarf mistletoe strobus) seedlings wer·e inocu ·1ated in 
(Arceuthcibium arnericanum Nutt . ex the greenhouse with isolates of V. • 
Engelm.) Al 1 tr .ees or tree parts procera .from the United State~ 

· containing B • . xy 1 ophi 1 us wer_e a 1 so Yugoslavia ahd New Zea 1 and and an 
infest .ed with cerambycid . beet 1 es isolate of L. terrebrantis to compare 
{Coleoptera:Cerambycidae) and bark the pathogenicity of~ procera 

. beetles (Coleoptera:Scolytidae). The isolates and rec :onfirm the patho-

. n e lil at ode was not f o u n d i n v i go r o u s y e n i c i t y ci f L t e r r e b r a n t i s • V • 
trees without mistletoe, or trees procera did notki'I l seedlings and 
with living wftches 1 brooms. Dwarf caused only loca ·1ized lesions around 
mistletoe . appeared to be the primary inocul _ation points after five months. · 
cause qf tree death, whereas bark Eighteen · seedlings ·died after 
beetles, cerambycid beetles and B. inocu .-lation with L terrebrantis 
xylophilus were secondary colonists which appeared to g1rd ·1e :stems and 
of the dee 1 ini ng. trees. · Bursa- · colonize bark before xylary tissues. 
p h e l e n c h u s xy 1 o p h i l U S . h a s n o t R o o t . C O l .1 a r S O f 1 5 - Y e a r - o l d P 
previously been reported in Canada. strobus were also inoculated with 

isolates of the two fung L After 12 
months,~ procera had caused only 
local lesions. L. terrebrantis , how-
ever ., de Ve l oped ext ens i v el y i n 
inocu .lated trees, producing lesions 
up to 1.5 m· 1 ong. -
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SWISS NEEDLE CAST IN WESTERN_MONTANA AND 
.NORTHERN IDAHO 

Suzanne H . . Dubreuil 
Plant Pathologist . 

. Cooperative Forestry a·nd Pest Management 
Region 1 . 

Swiss needle cast was first dis-
covered in Montana and Idaho during · 
Christmas _ tree cutting season in 1981. 

. Since that time, it has be .en found to be 
a seri ·ous problem in northwestern Montana 

. where , mi_llions of wild Douglas-fir are 
_harvested for export to other states ~nd 
Mexico. It appears the disease, caused 
by Phaeo ·cryptopus gaumann:i.i, accounts for 
a condition traditionally called "blfght" 

_which has occasionally caused serious 
losses for Christmas .t _ree. harvesters. 
Most Douglas-fir Christµias trees are · 
harvested by contract on National Fa"r~st 
lands. Region 1 CFPM cooperated with 
Fortine Ran~et:'. District to ascertain· the 
extent of the problem and . to seek solu.:_ 
tions. Infection levels vari .ed consider-
ably _ among .sampled stands. It was con-
cluded .that some losses could be cut .by 
harvesting from 1ess.:.infected stands. 
Amounts of. postharvest casting were found·. 
to correspond well to proportion of 

· needles with sporµlation-. This may 
provide a means of selecting stands from 
which to harvest · Christmas ·trees. 
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Monito·ring Root Disease in North Idaho 
by John Schwandt _ 

Idaho Department of Lands 

. · A series of - p~i.r.:ed -photos were dis-
played showing crown and basal · symptoms 
of individual trees infected with root ' 
disease (Armiilaria mellea and/or 
Phellinus weirii}. Additional stan~ 
information .was provided and the . viewer 
was asked how much time had elapsed be..: . 
tween photos a~d also to predict :how soon 
the ·tree would die . 

The photos ·showed 6 of 112 ·trees 
. being monitored and represented a range 

of observations selected to show that 
aft~r 2 years," th .ere appears to be no · , 
_close correi'ation between intensity . of· ,; 
symptoms and r _at_e of tree decline or 

· death. 

The consensus by those who ventured 
predictions based on the given informa- . 
ti6n predicted that ·the . tree attacked by 
bark bee·tles ' (but still green) would be 

. dead this fall . or ea:rly next· year • . _ The 
next two trees were given from l to s: 
years until death (average 2. 2 yr. - and 
3 . 0 yr . ), while the _last·tree was given 
a maximum of :2 .years to survive • . I will 
try .to provide crown as ~eli as basal 
pict:ures · of these trees at . the next · 
WIFDWG so you can see how your predic-
tions · are hearing · out. 

This study was discussed in more . 
detail at the first stop on . the field 

·. trip where on.:.the.:.ground comparisons 
' w~re made from photo points of two · 

additional trees. (See field trip 
discussion for more details .. ) 

:: ., 
. . ' 
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ANNUAL RING DETECTION 
IN INCREMENT CORES 

We have · all had difficulty in 
distinguishing annual rings in incre- · 
ment cores .. Now the problem has been 
solved by ~ome enterprising Dutch 
scientists who found that visibility 
of rings is greatly enhanced by . 
dipping the cores in Soy sauce! But 
not just any brand will do, as 1 "Ketjap Benteng Manis" is best. 
For some strange reason, the method 
seems to work best on Far Eastern 
hardwoods . 

F. G. Hawksworth 
Rocky Mountain Station 

Reference: 

Cock, N. D., and E. DeWildt. 1983. 
Visualization of annual tree rings 
by a soya sauce, Ketjap Benteng 
Manis. Acta. Bot. Neerl. 32: 1O9-
llO. 

~ention of a trade name or proprietary 
product does not constitute a guarant .ee 
or warrenty of product by the U.S. 
'Department of Agriculture or other 
governmental agencies or institutions 
and does not imply its approval to 
the exclusion of other products that ' 
may also be suitable . 
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Preconference Field Trip 

August 18-, 22 · 

For about fifteen participants, this 
year ·' s conference began with an "organiza-
tional meeting" on Thursday evening August 
18 at Oscar and Harriette Dooling's home.· 

:Burgers, cold beer and watermelon fueled 
new arrivals in Missoula in preparation 
for an early morning .departure to the 
first of several -root · rot centers · to . be 
visit ed. 

At 8:00 Friday me>.rning (give or 
take • • • ) we loaded into vans to rattle 
up Marshail •Canyonjust: ·outside Missoula 
for c.lose inspection of annosus.rqot rot 
iri ponderosa pine and · Douglas-fir, and · 
for a breathtaking .view of the Missoula 

· Valley . 

We then drove to Evaro; north of 
.Missoula, :and piled irito the Silver Nail . ·· 
Cafe for coffee ·and to p$,ckup lunches 
for bagless members·· of the contingent. 

·with . the BIA running interference, we 
dodged ~ogging trucks to. the t~p of ·. the ·· 
Finley Unit ov~rlooking ·Ev.aro valley . 
Here, Ken Dupuis, chief forester for iIA. 
in •Ronan, .Rolan Becker, .· timber . stand 
improvement forester, and Sue · Dubreuil, 

· discussed . a demons.tration of root disease 
control methods on a 3, 000-acre tract of, . 
the Flathead Indian: •Reservation. The 
project/ prepared jointly by BIA and 
Region l CFPM, will serve . for training 
and demonstration of effects of various 
silvicultural practices on Armillaria . 
root disease situations in western 
Montana . · 

Aerial photographs taken before 
stands were treatep provided background 
information on status of stands to 
compare with curr .ent . condit.io)ls as we 
toured various treatments. 

Lun~h was consumed amid . the stumps 
and slash of a .recent clearcut :which 
provided a lovely view of the Evaro 
valley. Once the Colorado ·contingent . 
rej<;>ined us after·a short tour of their 

·own,. we quickly hiked off lunch, consumed 
.a few late huckleberries and proceeded 
. to Polson' s Queen's Court Resort on the 
southern tip of Flathead · l,ake. 
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The group stopped at the Coram Ex- . 
perimental Forest (Flathead National 
Forest) on Saturday morning to examine 
inature Douglas-fir .which were being 
attacked by Douglas ~fir bark beetle . 
Groups of recently killed trees had ex-
tensive root infection by ·Phae .olus 
schweinitzii. Barl<: beetles were · appar- . 
ently attacking trees severely weakened 
by the root disease, The group examined 
several excavated lateral roots· which .had 
characteristic reddish discolor~tion . 
indicative of infection by .!'._. schweit1itzii. 
Rela .tive occurrence, host . range, and 
imp~rtance of P. schweinitz i i in the 
Northern Region were discussed. 

On Saturday · afternoon, . the group . 
· visited Glacier .National Pa~k : Stops 

included Lake~cponald, McDonald Creek, 
and Logan Pass ·, Fire ecology along the 
Going - to-the-Sun Higllway·was discussed as 
well as progress .ion of the recent moun-
tain pine beetle epidemic on lodgepole . 
pine within the Park, Several minor 
diseases were examined, the most notable · 
being Lophodermella concolor on J..odgepole 
pine. · Occurrence of root diseases and · · 
their management in campgrounds and other 

· areas of concentrated public use were 
·discussed ~ 

1 
On Sunday, the group visited . 

McGregor Lake Campground (Kootenai , 
Natio _nal Forest) where all trees ~ithin -
the campground had been removed to · 

·"control" mountain pine . beetle. History 
_of the p.roject .and role of Forest Pest 
,Management was dis .cussed. . Recommenda-
tions had been made to protect valuable 
campground trees from beetle attaclcs with 
a chemical spray (Sevin®) -. • However, the 
Forest Supervisor decided that .the en-' 
Vironmental impacts .from ·chemical 

· spraying were not justified , Therefore, 
susceptible trees were . removed instead 
of being sprayed. The campground is now· 
without any tree cover and use has 
greatly declined , 

The Blue Fat timber sale area on 
the Cabinet Ranger District (Kootenai 
National Forest) was also visited on 
Sunday, · Sever.al large root disease 
centers, caused by Phellinus weirii, 
were seen. Problems caused by ·this . 
disease in northern Idaho and north-



western Montana were discu~sed. The area 
visited had several constraints such as 
wildlife habitat and viewing from a near-
by highway. How such constraints can be 
integrated into silvicultural prescrip-
tions that are designed to reduce root 
diseasi losses was discussed. 

On Monday morning a group of 12 
enthusiastic pathologists (and a couple 
of token entomologists) left the North 
Shore Lodge for Bonners Ferry. 

After - stopping in Sandpoint to pick 
up the root disease tour group (aand a 
f~w liquid lunch supplies.) , we headed · 
for Bonners Ferry and the Clifty View 
Nursery which is nestled at the base of 
the mountains in Paradise Valley. 

· Lon Mer·•rifield ha_s turned his old . 
. family homestead into a commercial nur-

sery with about 80 acres planted to over 
200- different kinds of trees and shrubs. 

·He has contracts with many area timber 
companies as well . as the State of Idaho 
·to grow most of our commercial timber 
species. He is also the primary local 
source for Christmas tree · stock and 
ornamental hardwoods. Over the past 3 
years he has experienced .some severe 
losses from Sirococcus tip blight on his 
ponderos.a pine. He now feels he has · , 
controlled his problem but it takes almost 
_weekly · sprays with chlorothalonil to do 
it. Lon also had samples of -several 
other ·minor problems which he used as a 
field quiz ·to see if our .collective ma ss 
of knowledge could agree on any answers. 

After an enjoyable picnic lunch at 
the · Bonners ·Ferry City Park, we headed 
to J;· Hoffert's Christmas tree plantation 
near Elmira, Idaho. This region has 
several . hundred acr es . of Christmas tr .ee 
planta _tions planted almost exclusiv~ly 
to Scotch _pine and J. Hoffert is one of 
the largest local produ ce rs. Gary 
Cartis-ano, the lo ca l manager, led.the 
tour through the plantation and explained 

,his dis ease problems to the group. Of 
particufar concern is the threat of 
Lophodermium needle cast .which nearly · 
wiped out a small plantation nea r Sand-

. point when it was first discovered in our 
area a couple of years ago. He. was also 
co~cer ned abo ut - a needle problem on grand 

fir which stumped the entire gro"up. Gary 
also had the (forced) opportunity to 
explain (justify) to Harriette Dooling 
why trees were sheared so tightly and 
painted green prior to -shipping. 

The group then headed for Coeur 
d'Alene . and the .hospitality room to 
prepare for the conference in earnest. 
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FIELD TRIP NOTES 
August · 25 

Summary 1 

Root rot, white pine blister rust, 
and wes ·tern · gall rust were revisited 
under the sunny skies as an estimated 70 
WIFDWC participants ·took to t .he woods. 
We first examined a · stand . in · Cougar Gulch · 
where John Schwandt has been monitoring 

. symptom progression in several, trees 
· infected with a varietyof root rots. 

(Armillaria mellea, · Phellinus weir ii, and 
Phaeolus · schweinitzii). Photographs 'Were · 
displayed at ·permanent ,photopoipts to 
compare tree crown condiho .ns with the 
photos which were take~ 1 and : 2. years 
ago. 'The setting also provided an 

· . opportunity for . Geral.McPonald and Neil 
- Martin to discuss some , recent develop-:-
.· ments · in their ·studies ·of Armillaria. 
Rhizomorphs on: several trees . (including 
a maple) were excavated. A Hvely dis -
cuss.ion . ensued (something to do with t:he 
sexual activities and mating habits of 
the native !• mellea). · 

.. A commercially thinned stand which 
· has. developed into a prime . firewood 

gathering area . in the Pleasant Creek area 
so1.1thwest of Coe\11'.' d'Alene, · was presented 
by Jerry Sheldon; silviculturist on the 
local ·Fernan Ranger District. Jerry, &·nd' 
Sue Rainville, also a Fernan district 

. silviculturist, discussed the problem of 
root disease mortaiity following partial 
harvesting of stands. Pleasant ·creek . 
stands provided impressive examples of 
the seriousness of the situation. 
Phellinus weirii ,was th 'e major probiem in. 
the stand examined ·, · but · Armillaria mellea 
was prevalent 'in other stand,s seen along 
the way. 

· We picnicked in the Idaho fescue 
and quenched thirsts with beer and pop 

· cooled in a .horse trough. . After lunch, 
Geral entertained the group with a dis-
cussion of his white pine blister rust 
hazard rating system. It aids in select -
ing resistance levels of white pine 
.planting stock ·for various sites. White 

lsee discussions of trip .topics following 
·this • summary • . 
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pine is considered by Nor .thern Region 
pathoiogists to be an important alterna-
tive species to root disease-riddled · 
Douglas-fir and, ttu!i firs in the Idaho 
Panhandle National Fori:ists. 

As a bonus in Pleasant Creek area, 
we were .able to observe : the similarity · · 
of severe larch sawfly ' defoliation to 
larch needle diseases . · Larch dwarf .· 
mistletoe collections also were made . 

Lone Mountain Tree Improyement area 
was the.site of our wrap - up . Ray Hoff 
explained his research will gall · riist and 
needle ·cast in lodgepole pine . .Both 
diseases were ) visibly more severe in some 
families than in others. These are the 
most comxnon diseases of lodgepole •pine in . · 
the Northern Region .as was seen by the 
heavy natural' infections :j.n Ray Is s~udy 
trees . 

The excursion ended with a stroll 
through the ribes garden · at Lone Mountain . 
Here, white pine blister. rust inoculum 

· for progeny testing is produced • 

The entire WIFDWC crew then descend -
ed on the Schwandt's home for volleyball, 

•Croquet, and bountiful cuisine extra -
,ordinaire provided by Donna and John .• 
Tile perfect end to a perfect day. 
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. MONITORING ROOT DISEASES IN 
NORTHERN IDAHO 

by 

John Schwandt 

Introduction · 

During the ·summer of 1981, a total 
of 112 permanent plots were estabiished 
to monitor root disease activity in 17 
root disease centers in •si x timber stands 
in northern . Idaho. We were especially 
interested :in monitoring the progression 
of crown and basal symptoms leading up 
to the death . The following is a summary 
of the root disease activity in these 
areas at 1 to 2 years of observation. 

Methods 

Field procedures and data collection 
involve the establishment of permanent 
1/20-acre timber cruises .and 1/50-acre 
regeneration surveys centered on ·trees 
exhibiting some degree or the root 
disease symptoms. (Refer to IDL Report 
81-8 for details. · 

Trees selected for observation were 
generally near the margins of root 
disease areas in .order to include as 
many . live trees . as possible so that the' 
root disease activity could also be 
monitored in nearby nonsymptomatic trees. 
Permanent photopoints were established 
for each tre .e . to provide a photographic 
record of symptom progression .. 

Results 

After approximately 1 ye;,ir, 30 percent 
(34 trees) of the original 112 trees have 
died and another 22 percent (25 trees) 
exhibited more advanced . symptoms . Three 
of the dead trees had fallen over reveal-
ing totally decayed root systems. 

All of the dead and symptomatic 
trees were grand fir or Douglas-fir. 

. Ab.out 60 percent (20 of 34) of the dead 
trees were infected with Phellinus weirii 
while 35 percent (12 of 34) had 
Armillaria mellea and two trees had both 
root disease fungL In addition, bark 
beetles or wood borers were found in 
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nearly one-third (11 of . 34) of the dead 
trees while the rusty brown stain spots 
were observed on 40 percent. 

In most cases' the - 1/ 20-a cre cruises 
tallied more dead and dying trees than · 
healthy trees. The percentage of dead 
trees tallied during these cruises in the 

' six areas varied from a low of 30 percent 
to 60 percent in the field ·trip area . The · 
remaining live trees frequently exhibited 
some root disease symptoms. .Most of the 
1/20-acre cruises tallied 2.0-40 percent .· 
of all live . trees as declining or in fair 
condition. · .The percentage of residual 
trees with symptoms varied from 75 per-
cent to about 10 percent in an area where 
salvage logging had recently removed most 
symptomatic trees. over the · past year, 
23 .trees in the 1/20-acre plots had also 
died and 33 others exhibited more inten-
sive symptoms. 

At this point, there appears to be 
little correlation between the intensity 
of crown or basal symptoms and tree death • . · 
Some trees .with very poor crowns have not 
changed appreciatively over the past 2 
years while a few trees with relatively 
good crowns died and fe~l over during the 
same .period . 

Although ·most trees exhibit crown and 
some level of bas .al symptoms prior to 
death, no apparent pattern can be estab-
lished . after 2 years of monitoring. Both · 
A· mellea and.!'..· weirii produce similar 
symptoms although ·A· mellea appears to · 
create more basal pitching .on infected 
trees . 

Field Trip Notes 

Each tree has a series of colored 
rings painted around it to repre s ent it .s 
condition each year starting with 1981 at 
the top. The color codes are as follows: 

Yellow= crown .symptoms present 
Orange basal symptoms present 

(basal pitch and/or 
. . rusty color) 

Yellow/Orange= both crown and basal 
symptoms present 

Red= dead . 

·'• 
' ' ' • ·' I~ ,, 
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ROOT DISEASE IN TIIE PLEASANT CREEK 
TIMBER SALE AREA 

RICHARD A. SMITH AND JERRY G. SHELDON 

SILVICULTURISTS, U.S.D.A. FOREST SERVICE .. 
IDAHO PANHANDLE NATIONAL FORESTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Root disease is likely to be the 
most serious long-term pest manage-
ment problem on the Idaho Panhandle 
National Forests (James and Tunnock, 
1981). Phellinus weirii, Armillaria 
mellea, Phaeolus schweinitzii, Fornes 
annosus and Ceratocystis wageneri 
are all present. However, P . weirii 
and A. mellea are probably the most 
serious root pathogens with A. mellea 
being the most widely spread-but.!'._. 
weirii causing the greatest concen-
trations of mortality in the areas 
where it is present. 

P. weirii can be found over much 
of the Idaho Panhandle National 
Forests but the greatest concentra-
tions of this pathogen are in the 
vicinity of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 
which includes the Fernan Ranger 
District. On the Fernan District, 
P. weir ii is most pronounced in areas 
below approximately 4500 feet that 
were burned over by a large replace-
ment wildfire in the 1880's, and qre 
currently 80 to 100 year old stands 
dominated by grand fir (Abiesgrandis.) 
and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menzi-
esii). This is an area of approxi-
mately 100,000 acres or one third of 
the entire District. The Pleasant 
Creek Timber Sale lies within this 
area. 

The full extent of the area being 
impacted by.!'._. weirii on the Fernan 
District may be greater, but its 
presence could be partially masked 
by the presence of older stands 
where much of the grand fir and 
Douglas-fir component has droppedout 
and stands that have regenerated to 
a broader mix of species. The pres-
ence of.!'._. weirii mortality in sap-
ling size grand fir and Douglas-fir 
in some regenerated clearcuts would 
tend to indicate that this may be 
the case. 

DISCUSSION 

The Pleasant Creek Timber Sale was 
sold in 1976 . At the time of the 
sale, timber stands averaged 80 years 
old and were generally healthy and 
growing well . The presence of root 
disease (primarily R_. weirii) was 
known but it was thought that a com-
mercial thinning would help to re-
duce stress, thereby improving the 
ability of the residual stand to 
compete and t,:hus reducing loss to 
all pests, including root disease. 
As a result of this .sale, approxi-
mately 1000 acres have been commer-
cially thinned by leaving the lar g-
est, healthiest trees on a 25 x 25 
foot spacing. 

Most of the logging was done in 
1978 with much of it occurring in 
the winter over the snow. This re-
sulted in minimal logging damage to 
the residual stand. However, mor-
tality was occurring in the residual 
grand fir and Douglas-fir as a re-

_sult of root disease . An effort was 
made during logging to replace lea ve 
trees that had died since marking 
with other healthy trees in an effort 
to maintain the desired stocking 

,level . Wallis (1976) reports that 
probably less than half of the.!'._. 
weirii infected trees in a stand .can 
be recognized from above ground symp-
toms. Within the Pleasant Creek 
Timber Sale, numerous trees that had 
no obvious crown symptoms in 1976 
had died by as early as 1978 and 
other trees are still dying in 1983 . 
A survey of the sale completed in 
1983 shows that 11% of the desi gnated 
leave trees have died since 1976, and 
an9ther 3% have advanced crown symp-
toms that would indicate death within 
the next one to two years. This mor-
tality has been limited almost exclu-
sively to grand fir and Douglas-fir. · 
In addition, mortality is not limited 
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to isolated root disease centers but 
also includes a large amount of in-
dividual tree mortality spread 
throughout the entire sale area. 
There has been little if any mortal-
ity in western larch, poriderosa pine 
or western white pine within the 
sale area that is attributable to 
root diseas _e, during this same time 
period. 

Partridge, et al. (1978) has indi-
cated that thinning seems to favor 
the spread of P. weirii root dis-
ease. Without-accurate mortality 
data prior to logging, it is diffi-
cult to say precisely what effect 
logging has had on root disease mor-
tality rates. However, it is evi-
dent that harvesting by a commer-
cial thinning that attempted to 
leave only the healthiest trees has . 
not reduced mortality rates in Pleas-
ant Creek. The general opinion is 
that, if anything, mortality rates 
have increased since logging. 

The original prescription for 
this area called for the commercial 
thinning to be followed by ash e lter-
wood cut, site preparation and regen-
eration in approximately 20 years. 
As early as 1981 it was evident that 
residual stocking was well below that 
desired for a commercial thinning 
and stocking was continuing to de- , 
crease as a result of ongoing root 
disease mortality. These open, but 
still partially shaded, stand con-
ditions coupled with limited mineral 
soil exposure following logging were 
producing ideal conditions for the 
establishment of grand fir and Doug-
las-fir seedlings. It was felt that 
if this situation was allowed to con-
tinue, a dense understory of root 
disease susceptible grand fir and 
Douglas-fir would exist well before 
the proposed shelterwood cut in 20 
years. Therefore, the decision was 
made in 1981 to underplant western 
larch, western white pine, ponde-
rosa pine and cedar in all the areas 
of Pleasant Creek that had origi-
nally been marked as commercial thin-
nings. This planting will be com-
pleted during the fall of 1983 . 
Future management plans now call for 
removal of the residual overstory in 

the next 5 to 10 years followed by 
precommercial thinnin g in about 15 
years that will be directed towards 
favoring species other than grand fir 
and Douglas-fir. ·- This change in 
plans can be directly attributed to 
the extremely hi gh rates of rootdis-
ease mortality that occurred after 
logging within the sale area. 

SUMMARY 

As a result of the Pleasant Creek 
Timber Sale, personnel on the Fernan 
District haye become much more aware 
of the presence of, and the problems 
associated with, timber management 
in areas of P. weirii root disease. 
Based on our experiences, we can 
offer the following observations and 
recommendations. 

1. The use of above ground tree 
condition is not a reliable method 
of identifying those trees that 
might survive for the next 5 to 10 
years. Trees with no obvious crown 
or bole symptoms have been observed 
to die within 2 to 3 years. 

2. Mortality ra _tes are signifi-
cantly lower in western larch, pon -
derosa pine, western white pine, 
lodgepole pine, cedar and western 
hemlock even when growing in close 
association with actively dying 
grand fir and Douglas-fir. 

3. Mortality rates are unabated 
by partial cutting and if anything 
increase after logging. lntermediate 
,cuts should be limited to removing 
dead and highly symptomatic trees 
or else avoided completely until th e 
stand can be regenerated in a man-
ner that will favor the establish-
ment of species other than grand 
fir and Douglas-fir . Attempts at 
commercial thinning are not worth-
while unless most of the grand fir 
and Douglas-fir can be removed from 
the stand. 

4. Grand fir and Douglas-fir 
regenerate prolificaliy in areas of 
heavy P. weirii activity and appear 
healthy and grow well right up until 
the year they die of root disease. 
This ca n be very deceptive, often 
giving the appearance of healthier 
stand conditions than actually exist. 



Therefore, care must be taken when 
prescribing overstory removals in 
areas where root disease is active 
to avoid releasing stands dominated 
by grand fir and Douglas-fir that 
may not be capable of carrying stock-
ed conditions through to the next 
rotation. 

5. Extreme care should also be 
exercised before prescribing uneven-
aged management on the grand fir/ 
pachistima habitat type in northern · 
Idaho. This silvicultural system 
will strongly favor grand fir and 
Douglas-fir on this habitat type, 
thereby perpetuating and enhancing 
the development of any root disease 
complex that might be present. 
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WESTERN GALL RUST AND NEEDLE CAST 
ON LODGEPOLE PINE AT THE LONE 

MOUNTAIN TREE IMPROVEMENT SITE 

by 

R. J . Hoff 

One-year-old, container-grown 
lodgepole pine seedlings from 193 
families representing 21 northern 
Idaho stands were planted at Lone 
Mountain in spring 1980 . There are 
5 blocks with 8 seedlings per family 
per block, planted as single-tree 
plots. Gall rust was first evident 
in fall 1980, and data was taken in 
fali of 1981 and 1982. The average 
infection after the 1982 inspection 
was 13%, ranging from 8% to 17% for 
stands and Oto 36% for .families. 
Differences among stands and 
families were signi'ficant at 1% . 
level of probability. 

Needle cast (caused by 
Lophodermella concolor) infection 
appeared to be quite uniform 
throughout the plantation in June 
1983. Data was taken June 13 - 15 
as follows: 0 = no infected 
needles; 1 = 1 - 5% infection; 2 = 
6 - 35% infection; 3 = 36 - 69% 
infection; and 4 = 70 - 100% 
infection. The average percentage 
of infected _l982 needles was 29%, 
ranging · from 9 - 44% for stands and 
1 - 56% for families. Differences 
for stands and families within 
stands were highly significant. 
Heritability based on individuals 
was 24%. The correlation 
coefficient of infection or 
elevation was 0 . 8. 
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· The business meeting was called to 
order by Chairman John Laut at 10:30 a.m . 
August 26. Pertinent information is 
summarized here (numerous extraperti _nent 
ac _tivities also transpired in the course 
-of the business me,e.ting). 

Reports 

Mistletoe Conunittee--Meeting was held over 
lurich on Tuesday, August 23 with '25 in 
attendance. Chairman John Laut has 
_supplied no_te ·s which are presented on 
pages 90 - 95 of these Proceedings. 

Root Disease Committee-~Meeting was held 
over lunch on Tuesday, August 23 with31 
in attendance. Chairman Greg Filip has 
provided a summary which appears on 
pages 96 97 • 

. Disease Control -Committee~-No formal 
meeting of this committee was held this 
year. Ken Russell, Chairman, was attend-
ing the Phytopathology meetings in 
Australia at the time of WIFDWC. A 
sullll!1ary .of the committee report will 
ap.pear in the · 1984 Proceedings. 

Interim prograni--Chairman Jack Marshall 
called for additional suggestions for 
next year's program (having received 
none at the time of ,the business meeting) . 
He subsequently supplied the report 
presented on page 98· _ 

Treasurer's report--J _ohn Schwandt", Local 
Arrangements Chairman, presented a ten-
tative .report of conference receipts and 
expenses at this meeting. The final 
Treasurer ' s report appears on page 99. 
Ken Russell, who maintains the deposit 
for us at -the Washington State Employees 
Credit Union, has explored the possi-
bilities for investing the funds in a 
money market certificate and found it 
to be impracticaL The funds will 
remain in a · savings account . at the credit 
union where .they earn aQout 6 . 5 percent 
interest. 

Old Business 

Last year's business meeting minutes were 
read and approved as written in the 
Proceedings of the 30th Conference. 
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Charge to Students for Proceedings 

Cost of Proceedings was discussed 
agc1in this year. John Schwandt reminded 
us of a decision, written in the 10th 
Proceedings, to ch~rge students only SO 
percent of cost to other members (ex-
cluding ·life members). Rich Hunt suggest -
ted that the fees for Proceedings and 

· otherconference costs often are not of 
sufficiently clear origin to assign a 
percentage charge for student members. 
No new. policy ~as established. Most 
agreed that students sbould pay less, but 
that amounts will apparently be set 
annually by the current Secretary-
Treasurer. 

Common names 

Frank Hawksworth and ~ob _Gilbertson 
presented a l .ist of commo.n names for 
western _for~st diseases as was requested 
in the business meeting 1982. · Copies of 
the · list were distributed among the 
membership and .all were asked to make 
comments and return them to Frank or Bo~ 
as soon as possible. A final list will 
be prepar ·ed following consideration of 
comments received. Publication of the 
list will be announced at the 1984 
WIFDWC. 

Meeting location 

Ed Wood suggested alternating be-
tween urban and rural settings for 
WIFDWC meetings. 

Ed described the location and 
faciJ,ities of the 1984 meeting in Taos, 
N}1. He described t-he lodge as having 
a 'Pingree Parkish'; setting. The ten-
tative week is the last in September when 
the Feast -of San Jeronomo takes place. 
Ed -suggested a ,3-day pre-WIFDWC historic 
tour of New Mecixo, a conference tennis 
tournament, and a tour · of Taos. Air 
travelers will be .shuttled from 
Albuquerque. 

New Business 

Nominations for a 1985 conference 
loca ·tion were received from Bob Edmonds 
and Ed Wood. Bob proposed Olympia, 
Washington as it is "only 2 days' drive 



from Taos. II . He also stressed that the . 
time is ripe for a Mount St. Helens tour . 

Ed Wood nominated Bend, Oregon on 
behalf of R-6 FPM group who were not 
present but who . traditionally offer the 
-location. · 

Nominations were closed and the 
. Olympia location was selected by a clear 
majority~ 

Gordie . Wallace's retirement from the . 
post of wiFriwc Historian was read to the 
membership b.y · Rich Hunt. Gord;i.e recom - . 
mended Dunca ·n Morrison . to · succeed him. 
The membership asked that a· letter ex- . 
pressing ·our gratitude to Gordie be 
·drafted by John Laut. It was unanimously 
. agreed that Duncan Morrison be asked . to 
assuT?'e the pos:f,tion of Historian • 

. Ri~h also read a motion offered by · 
Gordie . that $50 be appropriated from the 
WIFDWC treasury to have volumes 15-30 of 
the Proceedings bound. The motion was 
carried. 

The nomination committee of Oscar 
Dooling, Bob Scharpf, . and Bob Gilbertson 
·presented Tommy H_inds for Chairman and 
Rich Hunt for Secretary-Treasurer of the 
1984 wlFDWC. Nominations were closed 
and Tommy and Rich · were unanimously voie~ 
into office. . (Tommy has · appointed Jim: 
Byler to serve ·as 1984 progratil chairman.) 

·, 
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Western International Forest Disease 
Work Conference 

II. Physiology and Anatomy 

Mistletoe Committee Report No report . 
1983 Highlights 

John G. Laut, Chairman 

I. Taxonomy, Hosts and Distribution 

A. International developments -on 
the dwarf mistletoe front. A new 
species, Arceuthobium tibetense, on 
Abies was described from Yunnan Province, 
in southwestern China (Kiu, H-X, Wei, R., 
A new species of Arceuthobium from Xizang. 
J. Yunnan For. Collect No. 1, p. 42-45, 
1982). Also Arceuthobium (presumably 
!· bicarinatum on Pinus occidentalis) 
.has been reported for the first time in 
Cuba (Leiva, A. T., un neuvo genero de 
Loranthaceae - para la flora de Cuba: 
Arceuthobium. Revista Jard. Bot. Nae. 
4(2), 1983). F. G. Hawksworth, RM 
Station. 

B. The ·dwarf mistletoes have 
been a source of taxonomic confusion 
owing to their reduced morphology; high 
degree of sympatry, and host relation-
ships. Although others have experienced . 
difficulty in resolving enzyme systems 
in dwarf mistletoes using horizontal 
starch gel -electrophoresis, seeds of!· 
vaginatum spp. crytopodum give excellent 
banding at the 6-phosphogluconate dehy-
drogenase locus. Megasporogenesis .in 
Arceuthobium conforms to the Allium · type 
and the resultant endosperm is triploid . 
The gel banding patterns derived from the 
endosperm tissue confirms the triploid 
condition since all heterozygotes ~or 
this dimeric protein are asymetrical. 
The dosage effect is exerted by the 
triple fusion phenomenon of endosperm 
cell nuclei production. The paternal 
chromosome contribution is one and the · 
maternal contribution two. Genetic data 
derived from this type of ~nalysis is 
being use d to ·examine (1) the biosystem-
atics of 22 taxa in the genus Arceutho-
bium, (2) popul at ion dynamics, and (3) 
th e con ce pt that niche width (the number 
of hosts colonized) may be correlated 
with th e degree of heterozygosity for ·a 
particular taxon. · (Dan Nickrent, Miami 
Univ., Oxford, Ohio.) 
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III. Life -Cycle Studies 

A. Establishment of Arceuthobium 
americanum beyond the normal range of 

- se ed exp elled fr ·_om e'.!(plosive fruits indi-
cates involvement of vectors. A study on 
the Fraser Experiment a l For es t in Colorado 
identified eight bird and three mammal 
species as potential vectors. In all, 320 
birds (including retraps = IRT) of 29 
species, and 375 mammals (IRT) of 4 
species were trapped and examined. Seven 
percent of the birds and 14 percent of the 
mammals carried see d. During a 16-day 
peak seed-dispersal period at one site, 32 
percent of the birds (N = 25 IRT) and 23 
percent of the mammals (N = 99 IRT) car-
ried . seeds. Important vectors appear to 
be the -least chipmunk (Eutamias minimus), 
gray jay (Perisoreus canadensis), 
Steller's jay (.Cyanocitta stelleri), and 
Audubon's war~ler (Dendroica auduboni). 
These studies are be-ing followed up ·in · 
1983 by continued trapping of potential 
vectors and radio tracking of bird vec-
tors. (Tom Ni cholls, NC Station, F. G. 
Hawksworth and Laura Merrill, RM Station.). 

B. The manuscript -"Population 
dynamics of dwarf mistletoes in young 
true firs in the Central Sier .ra Nevada" 
has f~nally been printed as PSW Research . 
Paper 161, 1982 after a 2-year delay 
because of USDA moratorium on publishing. 
(R. F. Scharpf, PSW; J . R. Parmeter, Jr. 
U.C.). . 

IV. Host-Parasite Relations 

A. Completed field measurements 13 
years after establishment in a spread and 

intensjfication study in Douglas - fir in 
western Montana. Results are not avail-
able ; data will be analyzed this winter . 
We will decide then if the st udy will be 
continued another 5 years. (0 . J. Dooling, 
CFPM, Region 1) . 

V. Effects on Hosts 

A. A computer-based s imulation 
model for mistl e toe~infested, mixed- co nifer 
s t ands in Arizon a and. New Mexico is nearly 

( 



completed. The model will have the capa-
bility of predicting yields in uninfest:ed 
stands and those infested by various com-
binations of A· douglasii, A· micracar-
pum, and A· vaginatum, (R. L. Mathiasen, 
Northern Arizona University; C. B. 
Edminster, and Frank G. Hawksworth, RM 
Station; E. Wood, FPM, Region 3). 

B. A new study is underway to 
d·evelop dwarf mistletoe loss and intensi-
fication equations for a growth and yield 
model for uneven-aged ponderosa pine 
stands in Colorado and the Southwest that 
are being developed by E. -B. Edminster of 
the RM Station. The evaluation will be 
based on data from established, long-term 
and temporary plots, Stage II inventories, 
and new plot data as needed. (H. Maffei 
and B. Jacobi, Colorado State• University; 
and F. G. Hawksworth, RM Station). 

C.' As a continµing effort to 
evaluate the effects of dwarf mistletoe 
in managed lodgepole pine apd ponderosa 
pine stands, nine new plots in thinned 
lodgpeole pine were established in 
Colorado . Also, 5-year examinations of 
24 plots in ponderosa pine in Arizona 
were made this summer. In all, we are 
monitoring the effects of dwarf mistletoe 
in 139 thinned plots, 89 in ponderosa 
pine and 50 in lodgepole pine (F. G. 
Hawksworth, T. E. Hinds, and Laura 
Merrill, RM Station). 

D. The manuscript "Stem infec-
tion of dwarf mistletoe in California 
firs", also delayed by the USDA morator-
ium, is in print as PSW Research Paper 
165, 1982 (R. F. Scharpf, PSW). 

VI. Ecology 

A. The relationship · of ponderosa 
pine dwarf mistletoe with habitat types 
and other ecological factors has been 
studied in Colorado. This investigation 
assesses the relationship between forest 
habitat types, other ecological fa ·c tors 
(slope, aspect, elevation, topography, 
configuration, site index, and basal 
area) and the frequency and severity of 
ponderosa pine dwarf mistletoe (Arceu-
thobium vaginatum subsp. · cryptopodum) in 
Colorado. Data on 547 variable-radius 
plots (171 infested with dwarf mistletoe 

were accumulated throughout the Roosevelt, 
Pike, and San Juan National Forests in 
Colorado. A total of eight habitat types 
and one unk~own category were recognized. 
Results from this study suggest that A· 
vaginatum occurs ~ost frequently and is 
most severe on the driest ponderosa pine 
sites, typically sup.ported by the 
Muhlenbergia montana habitat type. This 
babitat type, occupying some of the most 
xeric environments associated with 
ponderosa pine series, is shown to 
harbor significantly more dwarf mistletoe 
than the average condition observed for 
the remaining habitat types, and maintain 
a significantly higher dwarf mistletoe 
rating than five of the habitat types and 
one unknown category (Laura Merrill and 
F. G; Hawksworth, RM Station; and W.R. 
Jacobi, CSU).' 

VII . Control-Chemic .al 

A. Chemical control tests on 
Arceuthobium vaginatum on ponderosa pine 
near Estes Park, Colorado were continued. 
Some 14 herbicides were tested in nearly 
400 dwarf ~Jstletoe plants. Various com-
binations of dosages and treatment methods 
(sprays, bark slits, and mauget capsules) 
were tried. The· four chemicals that had 
the most effect on the parasite and least 
damage to the host trees were (1) Rhone 
Poulene (2,4-D), (2) Dow D-40 (Ethanug 
isopropanol salt of 2,4-D), {3) Upjohn 
Actiaid (cycloheximide plus surfactant), 
and (4) Rhone Poulene MCPA (2-methyl, 4-
chlorophenory acetic acid)~ Sprays were . 
most effective; application of chemicals 
through bark slits or capsules gave 
inconsistent results . Although the best 
chemicals give consistent kill of aerial 
shoots, the long-term .effects on the 
mistletoe endophytic system are uncertain. 
Tests are continuing (A. Moinat, P. 0. 
Box 2446, Estes Park, Colorado). 

B. The plant growth regulator, 
floral, •is effective in stimulation 
abscission of A· pusillum · shoots in black 
spruce (Livingston and Brenner, 1982 
WIFDWC Proc., p. 104-107, 1983) . This 
ethylene releasing agent will be tested 
on A. americanum and A. vainatum in 
Coi;rado this summer (T. H. Nicholls, NC 
Station; and ·F. G. Hawksworth, RM Station) . 
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VIII. Control~Biologicil 

A. The rust fungus, Peridermium 
bethelii, which is associated with dwarf 
mistletoe (Arceuthobium americanum) in 
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), has 
generally been considered synonymous 
with Cronartium comandrae. P. bethelii, 
however, differs in its smaller, less 
pyriform aeciospores, apparent lack of 
spermagonia, later aecial sporulation 
period, and constant association with 
dwarf mistletoe. Attempts to infect 
mistletoe-infected pines were either 
unsuccessful or inconclusive and poten-
tial alternate hosts have not been · 
found. Field evidence suggests the rust · 
may be autoecious. The rust occurs in 
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Montana, Idaho, 
and Californta (published in Plant 
Disease, 1983) (F. G. Hawksworth, C. 
Dixon, and R. G. Krebill, ·usDA Forest 
Service, RM and -INT Stations). 

IX. Control-Silvicultural 

A. A manuscript is in preparation 
on 7 years of work on "The effect of 
pruning dwarf mistletoe brooms on J effr ;ey · 
pines on tree growth and longevity . " 
Results compare the intensity of dwarf 
mistletoe before and after pruning, 
number of brooms removed, and live crown 
ratio before and after pruning to growth 
and survival of treated and untreated 
pines. The tests were conducted on · 
the Cleveland National Forest in Southern 
California and results will apply mainly 
to high-use recreational forests (R. F . · 
Scharpf, PSW; D. Vogler and R. S. Smith, 
Region S). 

B. Dwarf Mistletoe Control. A 
sanitation cutting of lodgepole pine 

_infested with dwarf mistletoe was under-
taken on 50 hectares in the Invermere 
District (E. Morris, Nelson Forest 
Region, Nelson, B. C. ) . 

C. Treatment of Pests and 
Residual Stems in Lodgepole Pine Type 
Cutblocks. Ina combined effort, 
Silviculture and Protection Staff formu-
lated regional guidelines to deal with 
lodgepole pine residuals in cutblocks. 
The residual stems and patches tend to 
act as infestation centers for a wide. 
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variety of insects, diseases, and rodents, 
which then s pread into natural regenera-
tion as well as physically inhibiting _the 
establishment of new stands. ApplicatiQn 
of the regional guideline is intended to 
reduce pest losses and encourage the 
establishment of healthy natural or 
planted regeneration on lodgepole pine 
cutblocks. The guideline will apply to 
current harvesting (T. Wilford, Cariboo 
Forest Region, Williams Lake, B.C.). · 

D. Demonstration Areas . . A demon-
stration area of mistletoe control options 
at time of logging or juvenile spacing was 
established in the Palmer Lake area in 
the Cariboo Region. Further demonstra-
tions of operational methods to control 
dwarf mistletoes are planned for 1983- 84. 
Proposed activities include selection of 
suitable areas for mistletoe control in 
Cariboo, Kamloops, Prince Rupert and Nel-
son Regions. Establishment of demonstra-
tions might be possible under EPAP or NEED 
Programs (J. A. Muir, Protection Branch, 
Victoria, T. Wilford, Cariboo Forest 
Region, Williams Lake, B.C.). · 

E. Dwarf Mistletoe Control 
Projects. ·A number of cutblocks were 
treated via several EBAP and NEED Pro-
grams . Several companies used Section 88 
funds and harvesting techniques to reduce 
the occurrence of the parasite (T. 
Wilford, Cariboo Forest Region, Williams 
Lake, B.C.). 

F. Guidelines. Revised dwarf 
mistletoe guidelines were redistributed · 
·for comment . These should be finalfzed 
by September 1983 (J. Muir, Protection 
Branch, Victoiia, B.C.). 

G. Lillooet Mistletoe Control 
Projects. A large flat area (1,800+ ha) 
in the Lillooet Forest District contains 
heavily mistletoe-infested timber. Stand 
growth has virtually stagnated and some of 
the older · stems are dying . , Mountain pine 
beetle is also attacking some of the 
older stems . T·o date, three forest man-
agement projects have been used to eradi-
cate the mistletoe. For the larger stems, 
a Small Business Sale (Category 2) was 
issued on approximately 80 ha with some 
success . A post and rail sale has also 
been issued with little success. Recently 
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$30,000 was spent on a mistletoe trial 
control project. This project will be 
carefully monitored to determine the 
feasibility of treating more areas. Six 
blocks, for a total of 60 ha, were treated 
and costs . ranged from $300/ha to $600/ha 
_depending on ground conditions and the 
actual treatment. Most of the 60 ha were 
windrowed or rough bunched to prepare the 
site for burning in the fall. The cheap~ 
est treatment area was prepared for broad-
cast burning. A SO-meter-wide firebreak 
was made to encircle the block and the 
r .emaining material w·as flattened to ground 
level. A D8K was used to prepare the 
blocks in conjunction with a labourer who 
felled any remaining live stems. An LKS 
was issued to a local operator to utilize 

· any merchantable stems. When the project 
is completed, no live stems will be left 
standing except the odd Douglas-fir. 
Followup action will include burning of 
all slash accumulations this fall and 
planting of lodgepole pine ~nd Douglas~fir 
stock during the . spring of 1984. Grass 
seeding will a~so take place in a number 
of blocks (E. Holley, Lillooet Forest 
District, Lillooet, B.C.). 

H. Pathology and Silviculture 
Project. .A silviculture project in the 
Kamloops District was undertaken to con-
tr .ol mistletoe. On 235 ha, crews removed 
mistletoe-infested residual stems left 
after old-diameter limit logging •. This 
project was funded by the Employment 
Bridging Assistance Program, (J.B. Olsen, 
Kamloops Forest District, Kamloops, B .. C.) • 

I. Lodgepole Pine Dwarf Mistletoe 
Prespacing Examination. A prespacing · 
examination of dense lodgepole pine stands 
for pests in the Hawkins-Freeman drain-
ages in the Kootenay Lake District indi-
cated littl ·e or no mistletoe infestations. 
However, reexamination during the actual 
thinning process - indicated a significant 
amount of dwarf mistletoe. Because of 
stand density, lodgepole pine stems gave 
almost no visual signs, i.e., abnormal 
growth or basal swellings with aerial 
shoots. Examinationof felled trees re-
vealed mistletoe aerial shoots on the 
majority of trees. Most field surveys 
used at present to de.tect the presence 
and extent of dwarf mistletoe infections 
would fail in stands of this type unless 

/.; .. -.-~-' .-., _ . ..... ... 

a great deal of time was spent examining 
individual trees with binoculars. These 
types of stands are quite common in the 
Nelson Region (E. Morris, Nelson Forest 
Region, Nelson, B.C.). 

J. Mistletoe Appraisal Technique. 
John Laut, Forest Pathologist under 
contract with Protection Branch, will 
complete evaluation of a mistletoe 
appraisal technique, LPMIST, for manage-
ment of interior lodgepole pine stands. 
Results of preliminary 1982 tests 
suggested that LPMIST might overestimate 
stand growth and perhaps . should be 
adjusted (J. · A. Muir, Protection Branch, 
Victoria, B.C.). 

K. Plans are to treat 7,750 acres 
of!· americanum~infested lodgepole pine 
stands on the Arapaho and Roosevelt, 

.Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunnison, · 
Medicine Bow, Pike and San Isabel, Routt, 
Shosone, and White River National Forests. 
The majority of this work will be ac-
complished with the Jobs Bill Program 
(D. W. Johnson, USDA Forest · Service, 
Region 2) • . 

L. Overstory removal and thin- · 
ning/sanitation were accomplished on about 
2,000 acres on the Bitterroot, Flathead, 
Kootenai and Lolo National Forests; and 
on BIA and BLM lands in Montana (0. J. 
Dooling, CFPM, Region 1) . 

M. · Treated 1,451 acres of A. 
americanum- or!• douglasii-infested 
stands on southern Idaho forests (J. 
ltoff;man, USDA Forest Service, Region 4). 

N. Two programs have been devel-
oped for programable calculators that . 

· predict the effects of dwarf .mistletoe on 
unmanaged lodgepole pine stands in central 
Oregon. LPDm'OL will predict yields for 
any specified time period. LPDMECO per-
forms a present net value analysis of 
immediate clearcutting versus carrying 
the stand · longer. Both programs can be 
run with stand examination data already 
~eing collected by foresters (Craig 
Schmitt, FPM, Region 6). 

0. Treated 408 acres of!· ameri-
canum-infested lodgepole pine stands on 
the Ashley, Bridger-Teton, and Wasatch 
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National Forests. Treated 500 acres of 
A· vaginatum-infested ponderosa pine 
stands on the Dixie National Forest. 
Treated 423 acres of!_. campylopodom-
infested ponderosa and Jeffrey pine 
stands on the Toiyabe National Forest 
(B. Tkacz, Region 4, Ogden). 

X Surveys 

A. To evaluate the accuracy of the 
roadside survey technique, a combination 
road/plot dwarf mistletoe survey of 
ponderosa pine was conducted on the 
Roosevelt, Pike and San Juan National 
Forests in Colorado. Occurrence of 
Arceuthobium vaginatum wa$ recorded along 
roads to the nearest .08 km for distances 
up to 1.6 km. A row of plots was then 
established at 100-meter intervals 40 
meters from and parallel ·to the surveyed · 

· road. Regression analyses of the data 
were performed to determine if the amount 
of dwarf mistletoe infection observed 
from the road was representative of the 
amount of infection occurring a short 
distance into · the forest. A coefficient 
of determination (R2) value of 0.88 was 
achieved for all three national forests 
combined,- showing a high correlation be-
tween roadside and plot formation. Data 
were also group .ed acc;ordirig to the dwarf 
mistletoe infection categories originally 
assigned (none, low, mediutn, and high) 
and .were analyzed using a paried T-test 
to determine if mean percentages of road-
side and plots infested were similar in 
each of the four categories. No signifi-
cant differences were found between road-
side . and plot means in each of the four 
categories. The roadside survey procedure 
provides an -adequate estimate of the pro-
portion of.!'._. ponderosa infested with 
dwarf mistletoe~ without bias according 
to the dwarf mistletoe infection categor-
ies assigned from roadside observations 
(Laura Merrill and F. G. Hawksworth, RM 
Station; W.R. Jacobi and John Laut, CSU; 
D. W. Johnson, Region 2, Denver). 

B. Presuppression surveys for!_. 
americanum are planned for 12,300 acres 
on the Pike and San Isabel, Gunnison, 
Routt and Shoshone National Forests 
(D. W. Johnson, USDA Forest Service, 
Region 2). 
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C. Provided funding to supplement 
additional cost of collecting pest infor-
mation, including dwarf mistletoe data, 
through routine forest stand examination. 
The 1983 target is 179,000 acres. Pest 
recognition training was provided to over 
100 seasonal stand examina t-ion personnel. 
Anticipated computer programs that access 
and interface the stand examination data 
base will provide future information on 
pest incidence, volume affected, correla-
tions of pest damage with habitat types, 
topographic or edaphic features and so 
forth (J. Hoffman, USDA Forest Service, 
Region 4). 

D. Surveyed 2,422 acres of proposed 
dwarf mistletoe control projects on the 
Ashley, Bridger-Teton, Dixie, Toiyabe, 
and Wasatch National Forests. The patho-
gens included: !_ . . americanum, !_. 
campylopodum, !_. vaginatum . Provided 
partial funding for stand examinations -to 
provide dwarf mistletoe data on 26,700 
acres on the Ashley, Bridger-Teton, Dixie, 
and Manti-LaSal National Forests (B. 
Tkacz, Region 4, Oregon). 

XI -Miscellaneous 

A. A study established in 1980 at 
the Institute of Forest Genetics to test 
resistance of Jeffrey pines to infection 
by!_. campylopodum is beginning to show 
some interesting results. As of summer 
198.3, none of the resistant candidates 
have _ become infected whereas 41 infections 
have developed from inoculations placed 
on "nonresistant" candidate pines. 
Further development of infection is be1ng 
followed and seedlings of both resistant 
and nonresistant candidates .are being . 
propagated for field testing in naturally 
infected stands in 1982 (R. F. Scharpf, 
B. Kinlock, J°. Jenkinson; PSW). 

B. Two dwarf mistletoe related 
manuscripts have recently been- published 
in Plant Disease. They are: (a) 
temperature-influenced growth and patho-
genicity of Cytospora abietis on white 
fir, 67: 137-139, 1983; (b) growth of 
Cytospora abietis on media made from dwarf 
mistletoe-infected and uninfected branch 
tissue of red fir, 67: 656-657, 1983 (R. 
F. Scharpf, PSW). 



C. Cooperating with Cooperative 
Forestry Westwide Management Specialist 
in developing a mistletoe extension _to 
PROGNOSIS (0. J. Dooling, CFPM, Region 1). 
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·: ROOT DISEASE COMMITTEE 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1983 MEETING 

GREG FILIP, CHAIRMAN 

Several topics were discussed at a 
luncheon meeting. Forest-wide survey 
techniques comprised a major portion of 
the discussion since several Regions are 
actively involved in large-scale surveys. 
Very few reports were submitted for the 
proceedings, and · those that were are 
included here in their entirety. 

ROOT DISEASE COMMITTEE REPORT 
USFS, R-1, MISSOULA, MT. 

Compartment Exam Survey for Root Disease 

Forests and Districts in Region 1 use 
compartment exams to inventory stands in 
an ·entire drainage, often an area of 
several thousand acres. Two Districts, 
the Thompson !-'alls District on the Lolo 
National Forest and the Fernan District 
of the Idaho Panhandle National Forest, 
were funded to demonstrate the collection 
of root disease loss data as a part of 
compartment exams, The intent is to 
make the collection of root disease 
data, now collected sporadically, a 
routine part of compartment exams. 

The data from . aerial photos and the 
compartment exam will . be used to develop 
a map and an area prescription for the 
drainage~ The prescription will include 
an estimate of the amount of root dis-
ease, a sunmary of timber types and tree 
species affected, and a plan that sched-
ules harvest and prescribes treatments 
in affected stands. Byler, Cooperative 
Forestry and Pest Management, Region 1. 

Regeneration - Permanent Plots 

Forest Pest Management in the Northern 
Region is in the pro .cess of establishing 
permanent plots in young growth stands 
with Armillaria mellea mortality. 
Trees in the plots are tagged and their 
location and degree of infection record-
.ed . This information will enable -us to 
observe the progress of the pathogen and 
host speci es susceptibility. These 
stands will . be preconnnercially thinned 
and any resulting effects on the disease 
will be monitored every 5 years. 
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The scope of th e survey may be expanded · 
in the futur e to include commercially 
thinned stands. Stewart , Cooperative 
Forestry and Pest Management, Region 1. 

Thinned Polesized Stand Survey 

A 40-year-old Douglas-fir and ponderosa 
pine · stand was j>reconmercially thinned 8 
years ago. There is considerable 
Armillaria mortality in the Douglas-fir 
now. The stand was evaluated for mortal-
ity; distance to nearest Armillaria-
infested stump was measured. Of the 
Douglas-fir, 17.S percent were dead, an 
additional 8.6 percent had crown symp-
toms, and 0.5 percent; of the ponderosa 
pine were dead . Mortality was occurring 
in small patches and single trees scat-
tered throug~out the stand. Dubreuil, 
Cooperative Forestry and Pest Management, 
Region 1. 

Management Demonstration 

Establishment of an Armillaria root rot 
demonstration has just been completed. 
Clearcutting with regeneration of various 
combinations of larch, ponderosa pine and 
Douglas-fir; larch and ponderosa pine 
seedtrees; clearcut with stump removal; 
overstory removal with thinning to re-
lease understory; and commercial thinning 
are being demonstrated in a 300-acre area 
heavily impacted by -root disease. 
Dubreuil, Cooperative Forestry and Pest 
Management, Region 1. 

Sanitation/Salvage Evaluation 

Effects - of sanitation/salvage in a stand 
with Armillaria root disease is being 
evaluated by monitoring all trees on 
three-fourths of an acre. Douglas-fir 
mortality is proceeding at a fast rate, 
but there is no mortality in the pine or 
la r ch components. Dubreuil, Cooperative 
Forestry and Pest Management, Region 1. 

Connnercial Thinning Evaluation 

Effects of counnercial thinning are being 
evaluated in two· stands presently with 
low mortality rates. One stand is pri-
marily subalpine fir with annosus root 
rot and Armillaria root rot and the 
second i s a pure Douglas-fir stand with 



Phaeolus schweinitzii and .Armill _aria 
root rot. Uncut control areas will be 
monitored fot contrast. Dubreuil, 
Cooperative Forestry and Pest Management, 
Region 1. 

ROOT DISEASE COMMITTEE REPORT 
B. TKACZ 

USFS, R-4, OGDEN FIELD OFFICE 

1. Armillaria Root Rot 

Annillaria mellea was found kil-
ling lodgepole pine regeneration on the 
Bridger-Teton and -Wasatch National 
Forests. A. mellea, in combination 
with Fomes annosus, and west .ern balsam 
bark beetle, was found killing subalpine 
fir throughout the spruce-fir type in 
the Intermountain Region. · 

2. Annosus Root Rot 

Ground surveys of two spruce-fit 
stands in central and southern Utah 
indicate high levels of infection of 
subalpine fir. Twenty-three percent of 
the subalpine fir were infected or kil-
led by F. annosus in a stand on the 
Dixie NF, and 34 percent were infected 
or. killed in a stand on the Fishlake 
NF. Many of the trees were also infested 
with the western balsam bark beetle, 
Dryocoetes confusus~ Aerial surveys 
indicate similar mortality throughout 
the spruce-fir type of the Intermountain 

,Region. · 

3. Tomentosus Root Rot 

A ground survey of a 1,300-acre blue 
and Engelmann spruce stand on the Dixie 
NF indicated that 9 percent of the trees 
had been killed, and an additional 29 
percent were. infected with Inonotus 
tomentosus. Identification was based 
on isolations from decayed wood samples 
and fruiting bodies. Fruiting bodies 
were . identified by Dr. R. L. Gilbertson. 
A disease management demonstration area 
is being established in the stand. 
Treatments include inoculum removal and 
rotation with aspen. Permanent plots 
are being established to determine 
effects of cutting, site preparation, 
and regeneration on disease severity in 

the succeeding stand, rate of disease 
spread, and viability and pathogenicity 
of I. tomentosus from stumps over time. 
I. tomentosus was also found causing 
root rot in another 2,000-acre stand on 
the Dixie NF. Surveys are pianned for 
FY 1984. 

ROOT DISEASE COMMITTEE REPORT 
_D. W. JOHNSON 

USFS, R-2, LAKEWOOD, CO. 

The incidence of root disease (A. mel-
lea) and ponderosa pine dwarf mistle-
toe in mountain pine beetle (MPB)-killed 
ponderosa pine in the Colorado Front 
Range was evaluated in 1981. Ground 
plots previously evaluated for MPB-killed 
ponderosa pine as part of a regional 
impact survey were revisited. A total 
of 175 trees on nine 5-acre plots were 
examined and 54.9% had only A. mellea 
and MPB, 6.9% had only dwarf mistletoe 
and MPB, and 6.9% had A. mellea, dwarf 
mistletoe, and MPB. In summary, 68.7% 
of all dead trees had either A. mellea, 
dwarf mistletoe·, or both. 

A cooperative study between the .Rocky 
Mountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station and FPM was conducted in the fall 
of -1982 to determine the relationship 
between the presence of root diseases, 
MPB infestation, and ponderosa pine mor-
tality in the Black Hills National 
Forest, A total of 115 trees were exam-
ined on 40 plots. A significant associ-
ation was found between tree mortality 
attributed _ to MPB and the presence of 
Armillaria root rot in sample trees, 
There was · no _difference between plots on 
the limestone an~ crystalline soil types. 
Also, there was no apparent relationship 
between stand structure and root infec-
tion. It appears that A. meliea-infec-
ted pine serve as foci for MPB attacks 
during endemic beetle cycles, Additional 
work is planned in 1983. 
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Interim Program Chairman's Report 

Jack P. Marshall 

The following comments/suggestions/ 
topics were suggested for the 32nd WIFDWC 
me·eting at Taos, NM, in 1984. 

1. Move business meeting from - last day 
of WIFDWC when attendance is low to 
beginning of WIFDWC. 

2. Reschedule canceled 1983 panel: 
Disease surveys, impact assessment_, 
computer mapping, and data management. 

3. Economics_ of Phellinus root disease 
control--western Oregon, Washington, 
and B.C. 

4. Another nursery disease panel. 

s. Report on the estimated pest-caused 
losses in western U.S., which will be 
compiled for the 1984 RPA update. Com-
bine with a i:_eport from F.S. W.O. on 

·. how these figure _s (estimates) have been 
and will be used. 

6. Workshop on use of computer . simula-
tion models. -Hands-on exposure to RMYLD, 
GENGYM, ECOSIM, PROGNOSIS--for disease 
and insect management. 

9/3 

7. Impact Assessment Panel. 

8. Habitat types in the Southwest-~how 
they differ from the northern Rockies 
and possible relationships to disease 
occurrence. 

9. Another workshop like Gilbertson's 
at Fallen Leaf Lake in 1982; except select 
another group of fungi--possibly imper-
fects, or specialty groups like nurser _y 
disease fungi~ etc. 

10. Special presentations by local 
university personnel, etc., on improving 
presentations via improved visuals, 
graphic art•, elocution, · etc. 

11. Panel: Habitat types associated 
with disease (general). 

12. Workshop: Close-up photography, 
in-field and in-lab. 

13 . Report .on the Australia meeting 
in 1983. 

I 
I,. 



TRF.ASURER1 S REPORT 

30 Sept. 1982 Balance after 
thirtieth meeting 
Misc. deposit for purchase 
of old Proceedings and 
interest 

4 Jan. 1983 Printing Proceedings 

6 Jan. 1983 Misc. deposit for 
purchase of old Proceedings 
and interest 

Aug. 1983 Thirty-first WIFDWC 
statement: 
Receipts: Registration 

Withdraw 

$ 709 .00 

Dwarf mistletoe 
luncheon (25 people) 

Root disease 
luncheori (31 people 

Cruise Banquet 
(74 people) 

Misc. sale of old 
Proceedings 

Total from 31st Conference 

Expenses for Conference 
printing Proceedings 

$2,891 . 07 
$ 590.00 

Ken Russeil maintains our deposit at: 

Washington State Employees Credit Union 
P.O. Box WSECU 
Olympia, WA 98507 
Account No. 936258 

Deposit 

$ 57.56 

23.56 

1.860.00 

150.00 

186 .oo 
1,110.00 

36.00 
$3,342.00 

Balance 

$1,320.58 

1,378.14 

669.14 

692.70 

$4,034.70 

$1 , 143.63 
553.63 
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A. Forest Disease . Surveys--General 

71-A-4 

71-A-5 

71-A-7 

71-A-9 

73-A-4 

74-A-l 

76-A-l 

79-A-l 

79-A-2 

80-A-1 

81-A-1 

81-A-2 

81-A-3 

81-A-S 

81-A-6 

82-A-l 

· 82-A-2 

82-A-3 

83-A-l 

83-A-2 

Appraisal of damage caused by forest pests in British Columbia (R. 
Alfaro, G; Van Sickle). 

Forest insect and disease survey .. (G. Van Sickle). 

Disease sampling in Douglas-fir plantations (G. Wallis). 

Forest insect and disease survey in the prairie Provinces, Yukon, and 
Northwest Territories (Y. Hirateuka, H. Wong), 

Forest disease: diagnostic and taxonomic services and re~earch (J. 
Hopkins, R. Hunt) . 

Disease (and insect) detection surveys in Colorado . forests (J. · Laut, 
M. Schomaker) . 

Annual disease and insect detection surveys in Idaho forests (J. 
Schwandt, R. Livingston). 

DISACC: a computerized access and analysis system for forest tree 
problems (A; Partridge). 

Standardizing damage ·estimation procedures for inventory foresters: .a 
pictorial system (A, Partridge) . 

Standard damage estimating systems for major disease and insect problems 
in the inland Northwest (A. Partridge). 

Pilot testing in R-3. of the ·pest damage invento ·ry procedures developed 
in R-5 to provide estimates on disease losses for FIDIS (E. Wood). 

Region.:.wide surveys to establish impacts of root rots for FIDIS (D, 
Johnson, E. Sharon). 

Appraisal of damage caused by forest pests in the prairie Provinces 
(B . Moody}. 

Evaluation of disease occurrence and conifer family/disease occurrence 
associatioqs in intermountain tree improvement plantations (J . Hoffman, 
J. Marsh.all). 

Mortality of Chamaecyparis nootkateneis in southeast Alaska (T. Shaw, 
T. Laurent). 

Root disease impact surveys of. National Forests of northern Idaho and 
western Montana (R, james, C. Stewart) . 

Pest damage inventory _ to evaluate one.:.year mortality on the San Bernardino 
NF (G. DeNitto). 

Disease and insect impact on young-growth, . mixed-conifer stands (J • . 
P.ronos, L. Dolph). 

Two-stage sampling for tree mortality in the tru_e fir timber type on the 
Ochoco and Fremont National Forests (C. Schmitt, D. Goheen). 

Pest damage surveys i_n Inland Empire Tree Improvement plantings (0. 
Dooling, J. Dewey). 

B. Noninfectious Diseases 

68-B-l 

68-B-2 

71-B-l 

71-B-2 

72-B-l 

Detection of chronic photochemical oxident injury to conifers by remote 
sensing (P. Miller, R. Bega, R. Heller). 

Physiological impact on ponderosa pine growing under natural conditions 
of chronic exposure to oxidant air pollution (P. Miller) ·. 

Influence of the forest canopy on total oxident concentrati ons (P. Miller). 

The effect of atmospheric effluents on the forest (D. Hocking , S. Malhotra). 

Effects of smoke on forest disease fungi (J. Parmeter). 
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. c. 

io4 

72-B- 2 

78-B-2 

80-B-2 

81-B-l 

82-B-l 

82-B-2 

82-B-3 

Chroni c effe c t of photochemical oxident air pollution on th e· compos ition 
of the pondeorsa pine-sugar pine-fir forest cover type (P. Miller). 

Evaluation of air pollution effects on ponderos a pine in the Color ado 
Front Range (E. Sharon). 

Trend of ozone injury to conifers in the southern Sierra Nevada (J . Pronos, 
D. Vogler ). 

Establishment of a network of air pollution (ozone injury) · trend plots in 
the central Sierra Nevada National Forests (J . Allison). 

Evaluation of ozone injury to conifers in the central Sierra Nevada 
(J. Allison) . 

Monitoring of ozone levels in the central and southern Sierra Nevada 
(J. · Allison) • 

Evaluation of sulfur dioxide levels on the Inyo NF (R. S. Smith). 

Cone, Seed, and Seedling Diseases 

71-C-l 

76-C-l 

76-C-2 

76-C-3 

77-C-l 

78-C-2 

79-C-l 

79-C-4 

Occurrence of endophytic tu ·ngi in conifer seedlings (W. l;lloomberg) . 

Diseases of seeds and · cones. PC-14-246 .(J. Sutherland). 

Simulation of forest nursery diseases. PC-40-157 (W. Bloomberg). 

Potential of several species of Phytophthora for damage to coniferous 
forests and forest nurseries (E. Hansen, P. Hamm)·. 

Nursery disease proble111s at the Albuquerque Tree Nursery (E. ·wood, 
J. Riffle) . 

Greenhouse and nursery pathogenicity and symptomatology of four soil-
borne fungi on five commercial species of conifers at various ages of 
growth (R. Bega) . 

Chemical and bioloical control of soil-borne fungi on several conifer species 
at the Institute of Forest Genetics nursery (R. Bega, A. McCain). 

Identification of fungi on Northern Region conifer seed, their detrimental 
effects, and methods to reduce detrimental effects (J. Woo, R. James). 

·so-c-2 Sugar pine hypocotyl rot in California forest nurseries. Etiology, 
inoculum sources, and ho1t-parasite physiology (K. Brownell) . 

80-C-3 Effe c ts of herbicides . on mycorrhizae development of conifer seedlings in 
Rocky Mountain-Great Basin tree nurseries (A . Harvey, R. Ryker) . 

80-C- _4 Pathogenesis of Fusarium on sugar pine at the Medford Nursery (C. Li, 
w. Thies, E. Nelson). 

80-C-5 Detection, identification, and quantification of impac t of fungi on 
developing cones and aeeds of Douglas-fir and west .em white pine (S . Cooley). 

80-C-7 Parameters to describe normal and disease tre e seedlings (A. Partridge). 

80-C-8 Effect of sowing date on root disease and seedling growth in sugar pine 
(R. Bega, A. McCain, J. Jenkinson). 

81- C-5 Reduc tion of pa thogenic soil fungi in a fore s t nursery using solar 
radiation (Hildebrand). 

' 81-C-7 Control of nursery pahogens and weeds by solarization (S. Coole y) . 

81-C-8 Control of Meria laricia on larch seedlings with fungicides (S. Cool ey) . 

81-C-9 Cont rol of Phytophthora ro ot rot of true fir with Subdue {_Ridomil) 
(S. Cooley) ._ 

81- C- 10 Outplantin g success of l arc h se edlin gs infect ed with Meria larici s 
(S. Cooley) . 

81- C-ll Out planting succe ss of noble fir s eedlin gs gr own in Phytopth ora-infest ed 
Soil (S. Coole y). 



... 

D. 

81-C-12 

81-C-14 

81-C-15 

81-C-16 

81-C-17 

81-C-18 

81-C-19 

82-C-l 

82-C-2 

82-C-8 

82-C-9 

83-C-l 

83-C-2 

83-C-3 

83-C-4 

83-C-5 

83-C-6 

Senomyl and captan residues and biological activities in forest nursery 
soils (C. Li, E. Nelson). 

Survival and growth of seedlings in root disease centers (E. Militante, 
A. Partridge). 

Pathogenicities and modes of infection of some fungi isolated from seeds 
and symptomatic · seedlings of conifers ·ca. Advincola, A. Partridge). 

Influence of pH and temperature on growth of and infection by a 
Cylindrocarpon sp. (B. Advincola: A. Partridge). 

Root disease fungi of conifer seedlings not previously reported in the 
inland northwestern United States (B. Advincola, A. Partridge). 

Effect of soil solarization on Fusarium and Macrophomina (A. McCain, R. Bega). 

Effect of rhizobactera on root disease and seedling growth (A. McCain, 
R. Bega). 

Endomycorrhiza & seedling responses of Incense cedar (R. Bega). 

Evaluation of seaweed applications to container seedlings for control of 
top height and root growth (K. Russell). 

Conditioning, winter storage and initial field performance of container-
ized conifer seedlings (H. Zala _sky). 

Fungicide trial to evaluate efficacy against Phoma sp. on white fir and 
Sirococcus strobilinus (J. Kliejunas, J. Allision, A. McCain). 

Needle cast of western larch seedlings at the Coeur d'Alene Nursery 
(R. _James). 

i\ssessment of new chemicals to control Botrytis blight in nurseries 
(R. James). 

Fungi associated with pine seedling tip blight in Northern Rocky 
Mountain nurseries (R. James). 

Fusarium root disease of western white pine seedlings at the 
Coeur d'Alene Nursery (R. James). 

Nematode population assessment and control in Fantasy Farms Nursery, 
Idaho (S. Dubre uil). 

Germination studies on genetically improved white pine seed (J. Schwandt). 

Root and Soil Diseases or Relatio nships (Including Mycorrhizae) 

66-0-1 

66-D-2 

66-0-3 

69-0-3 

71-D-2 

71-0-3 

72-0-2 

73-0-1 

73-0-2 

73-0-3 

Investigations on the occurrence and control of Fomes annosus (C. Driver). 

Studies on the cytology and genetics of Fomes annosus (C. Driver). 

Studies on the effects of site treatments (slash burning, fertilization, 
mechanical soil diaturbance, etc.) on limiting the abilities of P.hellinus 
weirii to infect the regenerating stand (C. Driver). 

Relative species susceptibility to Phellinus weirii infection (E. Nelson). 

Phellinus weirii root rot: biology and control (G. Wallis, 0. Morrison). 

Fomes annosus root and butt rot: biology and control (D. Morrison). 

Armillaria root disease: development and testing of stand 
management guidelines (D. Morrison). 

Testing native conifer plantings for resistance to Phellinus weirii 
(K. Russell). 

Testing red alder plantings to reduce Phellinus weirii development 
(K. Russ ell) . 

Alnus rubra as · a biological control agent for Phellinus weirii 
(E. Ha~ E. Nelson, J. Trappe). 
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73-D-4 

74-D-7 

74-D-8 

75-D-l 

76-D-4 

76-D-5 

76-D-8 

77-D-l 

77-D-13 

77-D-14 

77-D--15 

78-D-l 

. 78-0--5 

78-0--6 

78-D--7 

78-D--8 

78-D-9 

79-DOl 

79-0.:..2 

79-D-3 

79-D-5 

79-0--9 

79-D-ll 

79-D-13 

Taxonomy and distribution of the endomycorrhizal fungi of the family 
Endogonaceae (J. Trappe) ·. 

The role of ectomycorrhizas in conversion of nitroaen from inorganic to 
organic forms (C. Reid, R. France). 

Selection and induction of drought resistance in trees from ecotypes 
of the Colorado Front 'Range: interaction of tree ecotype with its 
mycorrhizal symbiant (C. Reid, M. Cline). 

Stump pushing in eastern Washington to control Phellinus weirii and 
subsequent performance of six planted conifers (K. Russel~ 

Simulation of root rot impact in second-growth coastal Douglas-fir stands 
(W. Bloomberg, G. Wallis). 

Fertilization and root disruption to control laminated root rot of 
Douglas-fir (W. Thies, E. Nelson). 

Evaluation of the .rate of apread of black stian root disease, 
Verticicladiella wagnerii, in plantations (D. Goheen). 

Characterization of zone lines formed on artificial media and in wood by 
Phellinus welrii (C. Li) . 

Inoculation of ponderosa pine seedlings with Pisolithus tinctorius 
(J. Riffle). 

Evaluation of Pisolithus tinctorius inoculum produced by Abbott Labors-. 
tories for ectomycorrhizal development on pine species in container 
and bareroot nurseries in the Great Plains (J . Riffle). 

Stump pushing in western Washington to control Phellinus weirii and 
subsequent performance of planted Douglas-fir ~nd western hemlock 
(K. Russell). 

Lab, greenhouse, and nursery tests on effect of six mycorrhizal fungi 
on five speciee of conif~rs (R. Bega). 

·survival of Phellinus weirii in residual roots following stump removal 
and nitrogen fertilization ·(W. Thies). 

Occurrence of Phellinus beyond visible limits of infection 
(W. Thies). 

Growth loss of Douglaa-fir infected by Phellinus weirfr (W. T_hies). 

Chemical control of Armi llaria root rot near Glenwood, Washington 
(K. · Russ ell) • 

Fames annosus in thinned and chemically treated hemlock stands in Olympic 
Peninsula, Washington (D. Chave_z, c. Driver, R. Edmonds, IC. Russell). 

Surveys of root diaeaa.;. in managed conifer stands in R-2 (D. Johnson, · 
E. Sharon). 

Fames annosus ·on true firs in Colorado: distribution and impact · 
~ohnson, E, Sharon) .• 

Verticicladiella wagnerii on pinyon pine .at Mesa Verde National Park: 
disease spread characteristics and vector relationships (D. Johnson, 
K. Lister, E. Sharo .n) • 

Spread of Armillaria mellea disease centers in managed pine stands 
(D. Johnson, E. Sharon). 

Evaluation of effects of preco1DD1erical thinning in 10- to 20-year-old 
Douglas-fir plantations infected with Armillaria root rot in Oregon and 
Washington (G. Filip). 

Evaluation of timber loss due to root disease in the Wagon Sale area, 
Sisters Ranger District, Deschutes National Forest, Oregon (G. Filip}. 

Comparison of root disease incidence in plantations of local ver$us 
nonlocal seed source stock (D. Goheen). 



70-0-14 

79-0-15 

79-0-16 

79-0-17 

79-1>-18 

79-D-21 

79-D-22 

79-D-23 

79-D-24 

79-D-25 

79-0-26 

79-0-29 

79-0-30 

80-0-2 

80-0-3 

. 80-0-4 

80-0-5 

80-D-7 

80-D-9 

80-D-10 

80-D-ll 

80-D-12 

80-D-13 

81-D-l 

81-D-2 

81-0-4 . 

81- D-5 

Occurrence o.f airborne spores of Fomes annosus at forest si .tes in 
southeast Alaska (T. Shaw). 

Infection of Sitka spruce and western hemlock thinning stumps by 
annosus in southeast Alaska (T. Shaw). 

Relative abundance of conidia and basidiospor es of Fomes annosus in 
airborne inoculum (T. Shaw, E. Florance). 

Evaluation of the incidence and impact of Fomes annosus in California 
fir stands (G. Slaughter, J, Mihaill, J. Parmeter). 

Evaluation of borax stump treatment for control of Fomes annosus in 
California fir stands (M. Schultz, J. Parmeter). 

Displacement of Phellinus weirii from stumps by the antagonist, 
Trichoderuia viride (E. Nelson, W. Thies) .• 

Chemical control of Phellinus weirii (W. Thies, E. Nelson). 

Susceptibility of Pacific Northwest conifers to laminated root rot 
(W. Thies, E. Nelson). 

Conifer culture with roots in nutrient mist (A. Harvey) . 

Spatial relations of tree species in root disease areas (N. Martin). 

Fungi and insects associated with and causing black stain root disease 
in Idaho (A. Partridge). 

Evaluation of selected mycorrhizal fungi for improving the survival 
and growth of container-grown Sitka s.pruce in southeast Alaska (T. Shaw). 

Effect .of red alder, · cottonwood, and Douglas-fir on nitrogen and 
microbiological activity in · soil (C. Li). 

Black stian root diaeasa of W!!S.tern North American conifers (F. Cobb). 

Distribution and activity of conifer mycorrhizae in Rocky ·Mountain 
forest ecosystems: iulpacts of disturbance, species, and age (A. Harvey) . 

Effects of fire management and intensive forest utilization on soil 
nitrogen status in northern Rocky Mountain timber types (M. Jurgensen, 
A. Harvey). 

Evaluation of effects of precommercial thinning in 10- to 20-year-old 
red fir plantations infected with Armillaria root rot in southern 
Oregon (G. Filip). 

Losses caused by black stain root disease in intensively managed 
Douglas-fir stands, Coos Bay District, BLM (D. Goheen). 

Biology and management of Phellinus weirii (E. Hansen). 

Identification and characterization of high and low laminated root rot 
hazard sites in the coastal Douglas-fir region (E. Hansen). 

Insect-fungus interactions in the development of black stain root disease 
in Douglas-fir (E. Hansen). 

Occurrence of Phytophthora lateralis in the forests of California 
(J. Klienjunes, D. Adams). 

Systems of or ganisms causing black stain in pine roots (A. Partridge). 

Black stain root disease: biology and control (R. Hunt, D. Morrison). 

Growth loss of Douglas-fir caused by Phellinus weirii (W. Bloomberg). 

Monit oring root diseases in northern Idaho forests (J. Schwandt). 

Impacts 6f root disease control measures by silvicultural means on soil 
and site productivity (R. Smith, E. Noss). 
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81-D-6 

81-D-7 

81-D-10 

81-D-ll 

81-D-12 

81-D-13 

81-D-14 

81-0-15 

81-0-16 

81-0-17 

81-0-18 

81-D-20 

82-0-1 

82--D-2 

82-D-3 

82-0-4 

82-0-5 

82-D-6 

82-D-7 

82-D-8 

82-D-9 

82-D-10 

83-D-l 

83-D-2 

Evaluation of factors contributing to Armillaria root disease risk to 
conifer regeneration on potential stand ·conversion sit es in the upper 
peninsula of Michigan (J. Bruhn). 

Mortality caused by~ annosus in 10- to 20-yaa r -old lodgepole 
pine plantations in central Oregon (C. Schmitt). 

Effects of selected silvicultural treatments on root disease development 
in the Northern Region (S. Dubreuil, N. Martin, R. James). 

Odontia bicolor in coniferous root wood (C. Bertagnole, · A-. Partridge) . 

Hylurgops poroeus as a possible carrier of .Verticicladiella spp. (C. 
Bertagnole, A. Partridge). 

S0111e conditions affecting the growth of Perenniporia subacida in culture 
and in wood (M. Chang, A. Partridge) . 

Phellinus ,nd Phellinus furrugineo-fuscus i n wood: penetration 
and modes of action (E. Militante, A, Partridge) , 

Insect attractants produced by some-Verticicladiella spp. and pine hosts 
(C, Bertagnole , A. Partridge). 

Root disease agents associated with subalpine fir mortality in central 
and southern Utah (B. Tkacz). 

Identification of root pathogens and development of root disease 
management st -rateg:ies in southern Utah spruce forests (B. Tkacz) . 

Longevity and spread of Fames annosus in a BLM ponderosa pine plantation 
(J. Marshall, J. Hoffman_) ____ ---- -

Infection, development, and survival of Fomee annoeus in large hemlock 
stumps created by clearcutting (B , Van der!Camp). 

The application of chloropicrin or methyl isothiocyanate to live trees 
to control laminated root rot (caused by Phellinus weirii) (W. Thies). 

The application of chloropicrin or Vorlex to infected stumps to eradicate 
Phellinus (W, Thies, E, Nelson). 

Endemic ectomycorrhi~al fungi of ponderosa pine in central Great Plains 
plantings: identification of fungi and synthesis of ectomycorrhiz~e 
(J. Riffle). 

Demonstration of Armillaria root disease control methods (S, Dubreuil, 
R, · Becker). 

Assessment of root disease development in young managed stands and 
plantations (J. Byler, C. Stewart, R. James), 

Development of Armillaria root disease in commercially thinned natural 
stands (S. Dubreuil). 

Armillaria root rot of young intensively managed lodgepole pine stands 
of Alberta (Y. Hiratsuka) . 

Resis~ance screening of Port-Orford cedar to Phytophthora lateralis 
_root rot (E. Hansen, P. Hallllll). 

Effect of ~recommercial thinning on development of black stain in root 
disease (E. Hansen, W. Thies, J: Witcosky) . 

Evaluation of the association of Mountain pine beetle and Armillaria in 
ponderosa pine in the Black Hills, South Dakota (C. Lessard, D. Johnson, 
T. Hinds). 

Variability of decay potential in various isolates of Fomes annosus 
(S. Frankel, R. Edmonds, C. Driver). 

Economics of controlling laminated root rot in Pacific Northwest forests 
(C. Filip and M. Wiitala) . 

' ' ! :, 
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83-D-3 Evaluation of silvicultural, chemical and mechanical barriers · to limit 
spread of black stain root disease centers in pinyon (D. Johnson and 
E. Sharon) . 

83-D-4 Evaluation of bark beetle aerial survey maps for root disease detection 
(S. Dubreuil, J. Byler), 

83-D-5 Intensification of mortality from Armillaria following sanitation/salvage 
(S. Dubreuil, R. Becker), 

83-D-6 Fomes annosus: evaluation of methods to prevent introudction into and to 
~e existing inoculum from ponderosa pine stands on the Payette 
National Forest (R, Williams) , 

83-D-7 Longevity and spread of annosus root disease in ponder osa pine plantations 
(J . Marshall). 

83-D-8 Spruce root disease survey at Prince George, B.C. (Merler, 
B. va·n der K.amp). 

83-D-9 Volume lossas in Gold Creek root dieease center (C. Stewart, J ,. Byler). 

83-D-10 Root disease impact on precommerciaily thinned stands (C. Stewart, J . Byler), 

83-D-ll Tree growth and Phellinus weirii survival in stumps following application 
of sewage sludge (C. Drive~ 

83-D-12 Ecology of 'mycorrhizae in Douglas-fir: uptake of nitrogen, particularly 
organic forms (Bledsoe, Zusoski, R, .Edmonds). 

83-D-13 Ecology of mycorrhizae in Douglas-fir: biomass and productivity in 
relation to s_tand age and site quality (R, Edmonds, Vogt). 

83-I>-14 Bark beetle/fire/root disease interactions (Gara, C. Driver, Littke). 

83-D-15 Effects of Fomes annosus on western hemlock pulp yield and quality 
(Jordon, R.~nds, C. Driver). 

83-D-16 'Chemical screening for stump protection against~ annosus (R. Hu, 
R. Edmonds, C. Driver) . 

83-D-17 Fomes annosus spore production and deposition in commercially and 
~mmercially thinned stands (Leslie, R. Edmonds, C, Driver), 

Foliage Diseases 

74-E-l 

76-E-2 

77-E-l 

77-E-2 

77-E-4 

81-E-2 

81-E-3 

81-E-4 

'61-E-6 

81-E-7 

Inheritance of resistance to Rhabdocline pseudotsuage in Douglas-fir 
(G . McDonald , G_. Rehfeldt). 

Evaluation of the growth impact of Rhabdocline pseudotsugae on sapling 
Douglas-fir in western Oregon (D. Goheen), 

Oothistroma pini resistance in ponderosa pine (G. Peterson), 

Inheritance of resistance to Dothistroma pini in Austrian pine (G, 
Peterson, D. Van Haverbeke). 

Resistance to Phomopsis juniperovora in geographic sources of Juniperus 
virginiana and_:!. scopulorum (G. Peterson) . 

Impact (growth loss and mortality) of Hypodermella laricis and larch 
casebearer on western larch in northeastern Washington (D. Goheen). 

Impact (growth loss and mortality) of Meria laricis and larch casebearer 
on western larch in eastern Oregon (J, Hadfield). 

Fungicidal control of Swiss needle -cast in Douglas-fir Christmas tree 
plantations in northwestern Oregon (J. Hadfield). 

Identifica t io n of needle fungi associated w_ith the "grey beard" needle 
disease of pines (R, Williams), 

Gr owth of germ tubes pos itively directed toward stomates--is this a 
common phenomenon of fungi in fec ting plant foliage? (O. Peterson) , 

. . , : , 
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82-E-l 

82-E-3 

83-E-l 

83-E- 2 

83-E-3 

Helicopter fungicide applications t o control Swiss needle ca$t in 8-12 
year-old Douglas-fir forest plantings (K. Russell). 

Dothistroma pini of ponderosa pine in northern Idaho (R. James). 

Oiplodia tip blight in the Black Hills of South Qakota (D. Johnson, 
G. Peterson, Dorset) . 

Distribution and impact of Lophodermium pini and other needle cast 
fungi in . Scots pine Christmas tree plantations in western Montana 
(S. Dubreuil, W. Kissinger). 

Swiss needle cast ecology and impact in northern Montana Christmas trees 
(S . Dubreuil). 

Stem Diseases, Malformations, Witches-Brooms, Dwarf Mistletoes, et c. 

62-F-l ·Life tables for l odgepole pine and ponderosa pine dwarf mistletoe 
(F. Hawksworth, T. Hinds). 

62-F-2 Ecology of lodgepole and ponderosa pine dwarf mistletoes (F. Hawksworth). 

62-F-4 Taxonomy, hosts ', and distribution of Arcl!uthobium ·(F. Hawkswort~, 
D. Wiens). 

62-F-5 Silvicultural control of ponderosa pine dwarf mistle t oe in the Southwest 
(F. Hawksworth). 

63-F-l Spread and intensification of dwarf mistletoe in ponderosa and Jeffrey 
. pines in California (R. Scharpf, J. Parmeter). 

65-F-l The effect of dwarf mis ·tletoe on growth of western hemlock (K. Russell). 

68-F-4 Spread and intensification of dwarf mistletoe in young unistoried stands 
of western larch, Douglas-fir, and iodgepole pine with controlled stocking 
(N. Martin). 

69-F-l Effectiveness of dwarf mistletoe control following special OM -
precommercial thinnings in ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir (K. Russell). 

71-F.-l 

71-F-2 

72-F-l 

76-F-4 

76-F-5 

78-F-l 

78- F-2 

78-F-3 

78- F-4 

78-F- 5 

Growth .impact, associated mortality, and spread and intensification of 
dwarf mistletoe in stands of Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, and western 
larch (O. Dooling, N. Martin). 

Ollar~ mistletoe contro l in rural and suburb an residential developments 
(J. Laut, F. Hawlulwortb). 

Simulation of die effects of dwarf mistletoe in ponderosa pi'ne and 
lodgepole pine stands (F. Hawkaworth, T. Hinds, C. Edminster). 

Inoculation studies to determine the host ra nges of Arceuthobium 
campylopodum and~- occidentale in Californ i a (W. Mark, R. Scharpf, 
F. Ha'llksworth). 

Biology and epidemiology of a Peridermium associate _d with lodgepole 
pine dwarf mistletoe (F. Hawksworth). 

Expanded field plot study (into southwest Oregon) of Douglas-fir 
dwarf mistletoe development in thinned pre commercial stands (D. Knutson). 

Control of - dwarf mistletoe-caused losses in young true f ir stands by 
thinning (R. Smith, R. Scharpf, D. Vogler). 

Population dynamics of dwarf msitletoe on true firs in Ca lif ornia 
(R. Scharpf, J. Parme t er). 

The effe c t of dwarf mistletoe on mortalit y and vo lume l oss in relea s ed 
true fir stands (R . Scharpf). 

Reduc ti on of dwarf mistletoe-caused mortality of J ef fre y pin es by broo ~ 
prunin g (R. Smi th, R. Scharp f ). 

·' ·a 



78-F-6 

79-F-3 

79-F-4 

79-F-5 

79-F-6 

79-F-7 

79-F-8 

79-F-9 

80-F-l 

80-F-4 

80-F-5 

80-F-6 

80-F-7 

80-F-8 

81-F-l 

. 81-F-4 

82-F-l 

82-F-2 

82-F-3 

82-F-4 

83-F-l 

83-F-2 

83-F- 3 

Simulation of hemlock dwarf mistletoe infection an~ spread (W. Bloomberg, 
R. Smith, A. Thomson). 

Dwarf mistletoe loss assessment in Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine and 
western larch in north Idaho National Forests (0. Dooling). 

Dwarf mistletoe infection in young-growth western hemlock beneath 
infected old-growth residuals in southeast Alaska (T. Shaw). 

Geneti cs of resistance of western hemlock to dwarf mistletoe (B. van der Kamp). 

Relationship between spread of dwarf mistletoe and stand development in 
western hemlock (B. van der Kamp). 

Growth loss in managed, even-aged, dwarf mistletoe- •infested stands of 
ponderosa •pine in the Pacific Northwest _ (E. Nelson) . 

Impact of dwarf mistletoe in the Intermountain Region (J. Hoffman). 

Evaluation of dwarf mistletoe effects and development of a yield . program 
for mixed conifer stands in the Southwest (R. Mathiasen, R. Gilbertson, 

.F. Hawskworth, C. Edminster, R. Wood). 

Dwarf mistletoe loss .assessment surveys (D. Johnson, F.' Hawskworth). 

Changes in plant growth regulators in black spruce associated with 
infection by eastern dwarf mistletoe (W. Livingston, M. Brenner, F. Baker, 
R. Blanchette ; D. French). 

Seed collection, storage, and inoculation of eastern dwarf mistletoe on 
black spruce and white spruce (W. Livingston, R. Blanchette, D. French). 

Root disease fungi fouud on black spruce infected with eastern dwarf 
.mistletoe (W. Livingston). 

Evaluation of effects of dwarf mistletoe on the growth and release of 
understory grand fir in central Oregon (G. Filip) . 

Adaptation of RMYLD to predict yields in dwarf mistletoe-infected lodge-
pole pine stands in the Pacific Northwest (C. Schmitt). 

Resistance .of Jeffrey pine to dwarf mistletoe, Arceuthobium campylopodium . 
(R. Scharpf, B. Kinlock, · J. Jenkinson) . 

Interactions of dwarf mistletoe and fire in lodgepole pine forests of the 
central Rocky Mountains (T . Zimnierman, F. Hawksworth) . 

Development of hemlock dwarf mistletoe following precommerical thinning 
of infected · young stands in southeast Alaska (T. Shaw, T. Laurent). 

Evaluation of the animal vectors lodgepole pine dwarf mistletoes -in 
Colorado (T. · Nicholls, F. Hawksworth) . · 

Devel opment of a framework for a yield simulation model in uneven-aged, 
mistletoe infected ponderosa pine stands (H. Maffei, W. Jacobi, F. 
Hawskworth). 

Evaluation of timber growth productivity of southwestern mixed conifer 
s tands in relation to habitat types and dwarf mistletoe · (R. Mathiasen). 

Dwarf mistletoe-related mortality of ponerosa and Jeffrey pines in 
campgrounds in California (D. Vogler, R. Scharpf). 

Thinning demonstration of dwarf mistletoe-infe c ted l odgepole pine on 
the Targhee National Forest, Idaho (J. Hoffman). 

Evalu a tion of prescribed burning f or control of pine mis tlet oe (J . Murar o , 
E. Wilford). 

Evalu a tion of the lodgep ole pine mistletoe stanq pr ojection model LPMIST 
(J. Laut, J . Muir). 
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G. Stem Di seases : Sta ins, and Decays._ 

63-G-l 

7 2-G- 2 

73-G-l 

73:-G-2 

73-G-3 

73-G-4 

79-G-l 

79-G-3 

79-G-4 

79-G-5 

79-G-7 

80-G-l 

80-G-2 

80-G-3 

80-D-4 

82-G-l 

82-G-2 

A study of Ophio~tomaceae wood staining fungi in North America (R. Davidson). 

Characterization and development of heartwood stain in Populus trichocarpa 
( A. Gokhele). 

Decay associated with logging-damaged conifers in Oregon and Washington 
(P. Aho) . 

Tests of wound dressings on artificial injuries on western hel!llock and 
Sitka spruce (P . Aho). 

Decay hatard in advanced regeneration of tolerant conifers in Oregon and 
Washington (P. Aho). 

The role of microorganisms in bark beetle epidemiology (H. Whitney). 

Evaluation of decay in released stands of advanced grand and white fir 
regeneration in eastern Oregon and Washington (G. Filip, P. Aho). 

Phellinus robineae stem decay of black locust: distribution, ·damage, and 
biology (J. Riffle). 

Decay associated with . logging wounds in young-growth white fir and red 
fir in northern California (P. Aho, R. Smith, G. Fiddl er). 

Decays an:i cavity nesting birds in the Pacific Northwest (A. Partridge). 

Improved methods for identifying cultures of common wood-inhabiting fungi 
(A . Partridge). 

Decay and height growth losses associated with Dougias-fir and grand fir 
tops killed .by the spruce budworm in the Wenatchee and Okanogan National 
Forests (P. Aho) . 

The role of Actinomycetes in the discoloration and deca y process of 
. living trees (R. Blanchette). 

Inonotus ·andereonii and decay of oaks in Arizona (K. Yohel!I, R. Gilbertson). 

Rate of decay in mature grand fir and western hel!llock infected by 
Echinodontium tinctorium in northern Idaho (J. Schwandt). 

Bioactiye metabolites of forest tree pathogens - Gremmeniella abi .etina, 
blue stain fungi associated with mountain pine beetle, Condrostereum 
purpureum, 'lerticicladiella spp . (Y. Hiratsuka, W. Ayer). 

In c id ence and damage caused by heart rots, primarily Hericium abietis, in 
old-growth Pacific silver fir-western heiiilock stands on the Olympic 
National Forest (G. Filip) . 

H, Stelll Diseases; Rusts and Cankers 

53-H-l 

61-H-l 

61-H-2 

66-H-l 

66-H-4 

66-H-5 

66-H-6 

Testing progeny· · of resistant pines for susceptibility to white pine 
blister rust in the Inland Empire (R. Bingham). 

Streamlining pollination and pr ogeny test methods in breeding for blister 
rust resistance in western white pine (R. Bingham). 

Breeding and selection for climatic adaption in interspecies hybrids, 
toward accumulation of a pool of rust-resistance genes from other white 
pines of the world (R. Bingham). · 

Comparative physiology of varieties of western white pine with respect 
to their reaction to the blister rust fungus (R. Hoff) . 

Numbers and kinds of resistance genes and their relation to rust 
symptomatology (G. McDonald, R. Hoff). 

Precise estimates of heritability and combining abi lit y of rust 
re sistance (G. McDonald). 

Development and pathogenicity of Hypoxylon fuscum on northwestern species 
of alder (J. Rogers). 



67-H-l 

67-H-2 

69-H-l 

71-H-3 

71-H-4 

7 4-li-l 

74-H-4 

74-H-6 

77-H-l 

77-H-2 

79-H-l 

79-H-4 

79-H.:.5 

79-H-6 

80-H-l 

80-H-2 

80-H-4 

80-H-5 

80-H-6 

80-H-7 

80-H-8 

81-H-l 

81-H-2 

81--:H-3 

81-H-4 

Etiology of aspen cankers (T. "Hinds) . 

Field level of blister rust infection in early generation, partially 
resistant, western white pine a_tock (R. Hoff). 

Thinning and pruning western white pine to control the blister rust 
disease (J. Byler, . N. Martin). 

Forest tree rusts of western North Ameria (Y. Hiratsuka). 

Computer simulation of white pine blister rust disease (G. McDonald, 
R. Hoff) . 

Rust fungi of Cupressa .ceae and Taxadeae: taxonomy and life histories 
(R. Peterson). 

Biology, development, and systematics of Hypoxylon and its allies 
(J. Rogers). 

Seed production areas for obtai_ning western white pine that is genetically 
_improved fo;r resistance to blister rust (R. Hoff, G. McDonald). 

Characterization of Champion Mine ·race of Cronartium ribicola (G. 
McDonald, E. Hansen). 

White pine blister rust (R. Hunt). 

Diplodia tip blight in the Black Hills of South Dakota (G. Peterson, 
D. Johnson). 

Ecological studies of spruce rust diseases in subarctic taiga forests 
Coop with USFS and Univ. Alaska (J. McBeath). 

Expansion of stalactiform blister rust cankers on lodgepole pine (T. Beard, 
B. Geils, N. Martin). 

Association of stalactiform blister rust with other diseases and insects 
of lodgepole pine (T. Beard, N. Martin). 

Evaluation of aspen harvesting practices in Colorado and New 1-f-?Xicc, 
(D. Johnson, r. Hinds, J. Beatty) . 

A survey of the incidence and impact of stem rusts and Atropellis canker 
on •immature lodgepole pine in .British Columbia (IL van der _ Kamp). 

Genetic variation of gall frequency in lodgepole and ponderosa pine 
seedlings inoculated with western gall rust (R. Hoff) . 

Inheritance of horizontal resistance mechanisms (R. Hoff). 

Verification of white pine blister rust simulation (G. McDonald) . 

Pruning white pine for blister rust control (K. Russell). 

Growth of Cronartium coleosporoides in tissue of Pinus contorta (T. Beard, 
N. Martin) . 

Biology, cytology, and systematics of Xylaria (J . Rogers). 

rhe effects of COIJ!Sndra blister rust on lodgepole pine : predicting the 
consequences of silvicultural treatments in rust-infected stands 
(B. Geils, W. Jacobi). 

The etiology of Thyronectria canker on Colorad o honeylocusts (W. Jacobi). 

Mode of penetration and tissue invasion by Endocronartium harknessii 
(M. Chang, A. Partridge). 
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I. 

81-H-S 

81-H-6 

82-H-l 

82-H-2 

82-H-3 

82-H-4 

82-H-5 

. 83-H-l 

83-H-2 

83-H- 3 

83-H- .4 

83-H-5 

83-H-6 

Biol ogy and contr ol of stem rusts of hard pin es (R. Blanch~tte , D. French). 

Wood deterioration by ca nker-rot fungi (R. Blan chette ). 

Hazard rating and ecology of comandra blister rust in the Rocky Mtn. Region 
(W. Jacobi). 

Canker diseases of honeylocust : etiology, infe c tion, and disease 
development (J. Riffle, G. Peterson). 

Guidelines for management of western white pine in the Northern Region 
(S. Dubreuil, G. McDonald, G. Norby) . 

Western gall rust studies in relation to the genetic improvement program 
of lodgepole pine (Y. Hiratsuka). 

Incidence and intensification of blister rust on the Sierra NF (J. Kliejunas). 

Hazard rating and ecology of comandra blister rust in the Rocky Mountain 
Region (W. Jacobi). 

Economic and biological efficacy ·of pruning as -a tool for white pine 
blister -rust management (R.· Harvey). 

Evaluation of Tuberculina maxima as an aid to biological control of 
white pine blister rust (R--:--iiuvey). 

Management of lodgepole pine infected by comandra blister rust in the 
Rocky Mountains (B. Geils, W. Jacobi, F. Hawksworth, D. Johnson). 

Distribution and parentage assoc:l.ation of western ga·u rust infection in 
four pondetosa pine seed orchards (J . Hoffman, J. -Marshall). 

Methods evaluation for estimating ribes popula "tion potential in old-growth 
stands (S. Dubreuil). 

Wilt and Blight Diseases 

71-1-1 

74--1-1 

77-1-1 

77-1-3 

77-1-4 

79-I-2 

80-1-1 

80-1-2 

81-1-1 

Dutch elm disease dete c tion .surveys in all municipalities in Colorado 
(J. Laut). 

Control of Dutch elm disea•e using vector pheromones . Coop with USFS, 
NEFES, and CSFS (C. Helburg, D. Leatherman, J. Laut) . 

Distribtuion of Dutch elm disease and its principal vector, the smaller 
European elm bark beetle, in Montana urban areas (O. _Dooling, S. Kohler) . 

Diplodia pines tip blt°ght on· pines: etiology of stem infections 
(G. Peterson). 

Herpobasidium deformans blight of honesuckle: infecti on and control 
(J . Riffle). 

Resistance to Cerocspora sequoiae var. juniperi in geographi c sources of 
Juniperus virginiana . and I_. scopulorum (G. Peterson). 

Microbial antagonists ae a biological control for Dutch elm disease 
(R. Blanchette). 

Methyl bromide fumigation of oak wilt-infected oak logs (D. Fren ch). 

Diplodia tip blight in the -Black Hills of South Dakota (D. Johnson, 
G. Peterson). · 

J . . Defects and Decays of Forest Products 

58-J-l 

68-J- 2 

71-J - l 

71- J - 2 

De terioration of beetl e- killed Engelmann spruce in Color ado (T. Hinds). 

Role of heartwood microf lora in the breakdown of thujaplicin in western 
r edcedar heartwood (B. van der Kamp). · 

Evaluation of pot enti al wood preservatives: Thiram . and Thiram -Oxathiin 
mixtures (R. Smith, C. Johan s en) . 

Analysi s of aspen chi p deteriora tion during out side storage (R. Smith , 
C. Johansen). 

·l 
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72-J-2 

72-J-3 

73-J-1 

76-J-1 

79-J-l 

80-J-l 

82-J-1 

Utilization of decayed wood in pulp manufacture (K. Hunt) . 

Degradation and preservative treatments of western redcedar shingles and 
shakes (A. Cserjesi, R. Smith, T. Littleford). 

Interaction of fungi and cheroicals--pentachlorophenol (A. Cserjesi) . 

Microdistribution and.efficacy of preservatives in treated wood and 
their effects on microorganisms (W. Wilcox). 

Diagnosis of wood decay (W. Wilcox). 

Deterioration of ·umber following the Mt. St . Helens eruption (K. Russell). 

Deterioration of windthrown timber in the Olympic Peninsula from the 
· February 12, 1979. Lincoln Day storm (K. Russell). 

K. Miscellaneous Studies 

71-K04 

71-K-S 

71-K-6 

72-K-1 

73-K-2 

73-K-3 

77-K-S 

78-K-1 

78-K-2 

79-K-1 

79-K-2 

79-K-3 

79-K-4 

80-K-1 

80-K-2 

80-K-3 

80-K-4 

80-K-6 

81-K-l 

Species of Mycosparella on Salicaceae in western interior of Canada 
(H. Zalasky). 

Winter injury in poplar: a histological study (H. Zalasky). 

Prevention of winter injury to conifers and other hardwoods (H. Zalasky). 

The pathology of Ohia decline in Hawaii (C. Hodges). 

Forest disease simulation model (W. Bloomberg). 

Fungi of Washington State (J. Rogers) . 

Development ·of operational use of biological control of forest pests in 
British Columbia. - PC-45 (H. Whitney). 

Effect of thinning on the incidence -and impact of Cytospora canker, fir 
engraver beetie, and Fomes annosus in white fir stands on the east-side 
Sierra Ne~ada (G. Ferrell. R. Scharpf, J. Parmeter). 

Reduction in stem volume of grand fir defoliated by western spruce budworm 
outbreaks in the Payette National Forest, Idaho (G. Ferrell, R. Scharpf). 

Use of the Shigome·ter for assessment of tr _ee vigor and growth in 25- to 
100-year-old _Sitka spruce and western hemlock (T. Shaw). 

Mortality of Douglas-fir: biotic systems and impacts (A. Partridge) . 

Management alternatives in forests with Douglas-fir mortality centers 
(A. Partridge) . 

Revision and update of "Keys to major disease and insects ... " in color 
(A. Partridge). 

Evaluation of ha%ardous trees in forested recreation sites and ski areas . 
(E. Sharon, Hubbard). 

Evaluation of diseases and their impact on Minnesota's shade trees 
(R. Blanchette). 

Interactions among the pine wilt nematode, fungi, and bark beetles in the 
Midwest (M. Wingfield, R. Blanchette) . . 

Evaluation of the Mount St. Helens eruptions on insect and disease activity 
in the blast area (J. Hadfield). 

Computer programs to analyze street tree inventory data in urban areas of 
Idaho (J. Schwandt). · 

Comparative roles for saprophytic and pathogenic deca ys in Rocky Mountain 
forest soils: impacts of disturbance on regeneration and growth (A. Harvey, 
M. Larsen). 
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81-K-2 

81-K-4 

82-1:(-1 

82-K-2 

83-K-l 

83-K-2 

83-K-3 

83-K-4 

83-K-5 

83-K-6 

83-K-7 

Life hi& tori es and ·anamorphs of lignicolous Pyrenomycetes (J. Rogers). 

Reestablishment of vegetation on Mount St. Helens- cre ated debris flow: 
an unusual "pathological" event (K. Russell) . 

Comprehensive peat management plan for Washingt on State (within the 
Fo_rest Land Management Plan) (K. Russell). 

Etiology and epidemiology of Alaska yellow cedar decline in SE Alaska 
(E. Hansen, P . Hennon, T. Shaw). 

Evaluation of aspen harvesting pra ctic es in Colorado and New Mexico 
(T. Hinds, D. Johnso ·n, and J. Beatty). 

Tree diseases and their effects in recreational areas (T. Hinds , E. Sharon). 

Hazard tree survey .in Winchester State Park, Idaho (J. Schwandt) . 

Mistletoe and root disease control demonstration areas (J. ·Muir). 

Recreation area vegetative management plan for Armillaria mellea, 
Phaeolus schwainitz11, and Endocronartium harknesii (C. Stewart, R. Yates, 
V. Applegate)'. 

Compendium o f diseases of range plants (C. Driver). 

Ponderosa pine logging residue decomposition on the east side of the 
Washington Cascades (R. Edmonds, c. Driver). 

Other Projects 

Yvonne Beaubien fr001 the Manitoba De-
partment of Natural Resources attended 
WIFDWC _this year and s11pplied us this . 
list of current projects undervay in 
the Forest Protection Section in . 
Manitoba . 

Spread of Armillaria mellea in pine 
plantations (K. Knowles~ Y •. Beaubien). 

Rate of spread, volume loss and mansge-
ment strategies for Arceuthobium 
americanU1D on jack pine and Arceuthobium 
pusilum and white spruce (IC. Knowles, 

Western Call r11st, Endocronartium 
harknessii, inoculation triala on jack 
pine -seedlings to a-elect resittance 
(Y. Beaubien,~- Knowles, s. Segaran, 
D. Cillis, C. Falk). 

P-opulation dynamics ·of the native elm 
bark beetle, Hyl11rgopinus rufipes, 
pertaining to the spread of dutch elm 
disease in Manitoba (I. Delbaere, 
P, Pin c huk) . 

Y. Beaubien, D. French, F. Baker) . 

Evaluation of association between forest 
tent caterpillar, Malacosoma disstria , 
defoliation and Hypoxylon canker, 
Hypoxlyon ma111111Stum in trembling aspen 
(K. Knowles, I . Delbaere) . 
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